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INTRODUCTION 
Historical. Backsro~d_of Co~cil~a~~~ Plan 
The Council-Manager plan was originally devised and promoted by the 
. . ., ..... '.. . ·- ' - . . . . . . 
National Shor~ Ballot orrs~ization, o:f whic~ Woo~olf Wil~~m was president .. 
aJld. Richards. Childs was sec~e~, a~ ~--of_i~_s effort ~o mak~ gove~nt 
mo::~ ~esponsible by reduci!lg the ~~?Eir o:f_ eJ.-~ctiye __ of:f~ces. This organiza= 
tion had been promoting the conmission plan but when Mr o Childs read o:f the 
-- - ··-· ~-p ••• ·--~·-·--· ........... 4 .•• ,, • -·· ~ -
success·· o:f a ttgeneral manager" in Staunton, 1Tirginia, in. 1.908-1911 under a 
• • ~ ~ e • '..., -·· - .. - • •· '• '• • ,_ .• • •. . ·. • ", • • ' 
~yor and _bi~amera?-_ counc,~, _ he __ ~r~e~ tha~ th~- coneent~~ion. of a~st~-­
tive authoritr in such an ~PP?~tive. <:>:ff:te_:ia:~ und13r a s~gl.e co~s,_s:toi?- _woul.d 
remedy the weaknesses o:f the commission plan. ttTo rid us of the amateur 
- ,. - -· •• -- ~ ., - #' - ~ - •• 
exe7ut~ve _and to ~:nbs:"i~u~e, __ ~r. ~~ .. l.eas~--~~~t th~- ~bstitution o:f, experi~nced 
exper'ts in Dlll:U:I:cipal admin.ist~tion _ ~ en.<:>~~h .in itself to justify the coming 
o:f the city manager pl.an, tt Mr. Chil.ds wrote. 1. 
.. - ,_., 
The Short Ballot Organization dra£tedr:accharter :for Lockport, New York in 
. . . 
1.911, but the :first city to adopt its n commission-manager" or council-manager 
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ' -. ... - . . . . .. ., - ~ ~ . - . ... '• 
plan by vote of the peopl.e was Sumter, South Carolina, in 1.912 and the first 
. "' -. -· --· -
large city to do so was Dayton, Ohio, which put the plan into effect in 1914. 
. . . .. ~ . . . . - .. ~ .. . . . .. . .. - .. ~ . - - - .•. - .. . . ' ~.' . .. . . - . . . . 
In several cities bureaus of municipal research were infJ.uential. in pro-
. . . . . . . - . -. ... . . . . . ~ - ... . . . .. . . . . ·- - .. . ·- .. ·-- . . - ' . . . -
' 
moting the city manager movement. Civic cl.ubs and Businessmen's organizations 
• - • • • • .-,. - -" •• '. 4• •• -· • .. ·-- _.. • •• ,. - --- - • ,.. -. • -
were active in pxromoting the city' manager plan in an overwhelming ma.jority of 
. . - . - . . - .. . . . -
th~ cities that adopted it. The_ America.tl CitY, B'Ureau, an institution which 
trained civic workers and secretaries ro~ Chambers of Commerce, taught them 
. . .. . .. 
the superiority o:f the city manager plan. .. · 
' 1 ttThe Principles Underlying the Cityco&.na~r P~an, tt The Annals: 
Commission Government and the City Manager Plan. 1914, p.844 
i 
B'a.rrison Gray otis, who became secretary of the City Managers t 
Association in 1918, opened an of~ice for the association in New 
York in 1919 and was at the same tilne director of the .American City 
Bureau. The City Managers t Association carried on no active pro-
motional work for the .. plan but :f1;'l.m.ished data and in:fonnation :for 
other agencies, especially for the National Municipal League. The 
League's model cit.y charter was revised in 1915 to incorporate the 
Council-Manager plan, and ever since then the League has promoted the 
adoption of this :form of local government. 
Some state Chambers of Commeree urged their member organizations 
to support the City manager plan. For example, the Pennsylvania 
C~ber of Commerce in 1920 supported a blll to permit Pennsylvania 
cities to adopt the city manager plan, and Leonara P. Fox, the head 
of its researeh department was influential in inducing many local 
Chambers .of ca.mmerce. to advocate the manager for.m of government. 
From secretaries of local. chambers throughout the country the 
United States Chamber of Cemmerce collected information on the opera-
tion of the eity manager plan and published it in a single pamphlet 
which was distributed. to its members. Most reports in the pamphlet 
emphasized the advantages of the manager plan in lowering tax rates ana" 
in eliminating politics from ei.ty government • As An organization,, 
the United States Chamber of Conrn.erce took no stand on the manager plan 
but it recognized ed publicized the fav0rable consensus of its local 
constituent organizations. That consensus was not unanimous, but 
chambers of commerce certainly supported the plan in a large majority 
of the cities that adopted it. 
lh much tb.e same way that the United States Chainber of Commerce 
favored the spread of the manager plan, the American Federa,tion of 
ii 
Labor discouraged it. Some· of the opposition by labor union leaders 
arose from their resentment against the widely advertis~d parallel be-
. 
tween city manager government and the organization of a business cor-
poration. l.h. many cities labor aut~matieally arrayed itself against the 
plan When the local Chamber of commerce sponsored a change in government. 
Perllaps the most popular argument in favor of the city manager plan 
was the analogy- of the business corporation. Especially during the 1920's, 
when !lore business in govermnenttt was a eighty appeal, this analogy had 
tremendous influence. With business methods and businessmen, '8"0 the ar-
gument ran, city manager· govermnent would be nonpolitieaJ. government. 
"Furthennore, it would be economical government: and the a.rgmnent was com-
monly sarried a step furlher; it would reduce taxes. 2 
The principal advocates of the council-manager plan over the years 
then, have been the old line Americans to whom city government represented 
· a means to promote the economic interests by promoting the economic weJ.J. ... 
-·-- .-- --
being o£ the community. This special interest group, whllle #;ntlllllt upon 
preserving as much of political democracy as possible, was basically mo-
tivated by the desire to preserve its p»operty by insisting upon effacient 
government. 
Growth of the Plan 
By the end of l960 the council-manager plan was in operation in 
l, 756 local communities. Most of these were in the United States, but 
the plan bas invaded Canada, Ireland, Finland, Gennany, Norway, SWeden 
and Puerto Bico. It has been adapted to the needs of numerous New England 
towns, and applied in more than a dozen counties. During the 
2 
Harold A. Stone, Don K. Price, and Kathryn H. Stone, City Manager 
Government in the United States (Chicago: Public Administration Service, 1940). 
iii 
period 1908·1~60 on+y. 68 communities have abandoned the manager plan, 
u~ally because of the hospility ef the local. politicians. Not a 
singl.e year has gone by since 1914 in which the number of cities With 
the manager plan has not substantially increased and what is even more 
significant, its rate of adoption has been greatly accelerated in re-
cent years.. There were. 51 adoptions in 1958, 81 in 1959 and 74 in 1960, 
a total of 206 in three years. This is :impressive when it is considered 
that the average annua.l rate of growth for the twenty-siX years from 
1914 to 1940 scarcely exceeded twenty. This continued and accelerated 
popularity indicates that the m&Bager plan is here to stay. 
The place occupied by the manager ;Plan in American city government is 
indicated by the .following table derived. from the ::mter.na.tional City 
Managers·' Association's Municipal Year Book for 1960: 
Population 
in group 
Number of cities Nwnber With manager Percent with 
5,000 - 10,600 
1o,ooo - 25,eoo 
25,ooo - 5o,ooo 
5o,ooo - 1.oo,ooo 
100,000 an.d over 
All cities of over 5,ooo 
in group plan manager plan 
1,389 
1,030 
ho6 1n 
131 
3,048 
360 
393 
207 
95 
55 
1,110 36Ji 
I~ is especially signifieant that the conquests of the manager plan 
have been relatively more extensive in cities of substantial. ::s±.ze than in 
the small semi-rural communities. The manager plan has grown at the expense 
both o£ the independent executive type o:r city government and the com-
mission plan. The steady increase, however, in the number of smalllJl\Ul.iei-
pal.ities in which the weak mayor subtype is predominant keeps that form of 
government numericallY about Where it was in 1920. The commission plan has 
1ost ground steadily, there being, at the close o£ 1960,, scareely' 200 eities 
of over 5 ,ooo population With that :f'onn: of government. The DesMoines plan 
iv 
a commission government on the Gal. veston model, swept the eeuntry in the 
·years 1907-1915. It is a point worhh noting, therefore, that Des ·Moines, by 
vote of her people, abandoned the co:mission: for the manager plan in the 
spring of 1949. 
So far only four cities of over 5oo,ooo population have adopted the 
· manager plan and this reticence on the part of the largest cities raises 
the question as to the adaptability of' the :manager plan to large city 
conditions. 1t is sometimes urged that a large city needs a politica~ leader 
at the head of its government if public opinion is to be properly marshalled 
behind the activities of the city. Probably the real reason for the absence 
of the great cities from the list of c~ty manager plan ei~ies is th~ strength 
in them of the political :machines which almost unifonnJ.y have been hostile 
to the city :manager movement. 3 
General Features of Plan in United States 
The central idea of the cottncil.-manager plan, to put it simply, is a 
far reaching attempt to resolve the apparent conflict between democrac.y and 
efficiency • Democracy is preserved in the popular election of a small 
· cottncil, on a short ballot which does not overtax the attention which cit-
izens usually bestow on government. Efficiency is achievable by the employ-
ment of a manager professionally trained f'or the technical job of' adm.i.nis-
tration, The danger of bureaucracy irresponsible and unresponsive to the will. 
of the community is :met by giVing the council complete control of the man-
ager •s tenure in of.fiee. 
· :.3T .H. Reed "City Manager Plan of GGv~.nment," Encyclopedia Americana, 
0 
Vel. VJ.. (1957), 715. 
v 
Briefly-, the general features e.f council-manager government are: A 
snia.ll council elected at large on a non-partisan ballot determines all 
municipal policies which a:re not set forth in the charter itself, adopts 
ordinanees,votes appropriations and is required to appoint a chief execu-
tive officer called a city manager. The council is the governing body of 
the city.J:~ and the city- manager is its agent in carrying out the policies 
which it· detel'lllines.· The mayor, who is usually elected by the council from 
its· own· number, does not share in the administrative functions of the 
manager, rior do individual members of the cOUD.cll. It is definitely under-
stood that the council deals with administration . only in a formal manner 
through the city manager, and that administrative functions are at no time 
delegated to eomittees or individual members of the council .. 
The city manager, the head of the administrative branch,. is appointed 
by the council as a llhola. The theory is, titnd the charter usually provides, 
that he be selected on the basis of' his training, abllity, and experience. 
The exercise of administrative authority is concentrated in this appointive 
executive who is accountable to the council. He provides the council with 
information which enables it to determine municipal policies, advises the 
council. in matters of poliey if the eoune:U se desires, and executes the 
policies determined by the council.. He can intrGduce the best· principles 
of adva.n.ced. administrative organization and prac_tiee, and is held respon-
sible for the proper coordination of a1l administrative activities UB~r 
his direction. 
The duties of the city manager as set ferth in most council-manager 
charters,. broadl.y" stated, generally include: (1) To see that aJ.;l laws ud 
ordinances are enforced, (2) To exercise control over all departments and 
vi 
in accordance 'With civil service regulatinns appoint, supervise,and remove de-
. . 
partment heads and subordinate employees of the city-. (3) To make such recom-
. - .. . 
:rnendations to the counc:U concerning the affairs ~yf t;he city a~. may seem to him 
desirable .. · (4) To keep the eounc:U advised -of the financial condition and 
. . . . 
future .~eeds of the city-. (5) To pr~ and submit the annual budget to the 
council. (6) To prepare and submit to the council such reports as maY be re-
.. - - . . . . - ~ .·. . . .. . .. . . - - . . 
quired by- that body. (7) To keep the public informed, through reports to the 
counc:U, regarding the operations of the city government. In addition_~~e. 
charter generally states· that the manager is to perform such other duties as 
·- . . .... . - . .. -- . -. 
may be prescribed by· the charter or required of him by ordinance or by resolu-
·.· '4. 
· tion of the council •. 
. CITY 00\TER!MENT m MASSAOHOSETTS 
In Massachusetts all. power to create cities and to provide for their govern-
. . ' .: ... ~ .. ·-. -~ - - . . -· . . . . ... 
ment and ad.ministrati~n is given to the Legislature by provisionsin the State 
- • _ • ., • • ' ...... - .......... - ¥ -. • •• -- • 
. Constitution. The people of a town do not h8V§ t-he ~ower to create for the~elves 
.. ' 
a city go_vernment. Only- the Legislature can do it. The people may-, however, 
- . - . 
deVise their own plan of city- government and submit it to the Legislature. After 
- - - . .. . ..... - - - -
the Legislature has acted the people have only the choice of accepting or re-
jecting what has been anacted. 
Each of the thirty-nine cities in !-7a.ssachusetts exist_s by virtue of a special 
act of the Legislature at sometime in t~e past whi~ auth?rized its people ~o .. 
establish a city fo~ o~ government, insteaa of continUing to govern themselves 
tbr~ugn a ~ow~_~e~tin~ •. ~e~e-~pecia~ ac~s -~~~~~~~,provisions ?o~e~~g-~~e 
~~~- ~f the le~~l~~.i~ b?dy'; t~~.me~hod_ of __ el_e~~i?n, _ te~ of_~ffice, powers and 
duties of the members of that body and of the administrative officials to be 
• • .• • • - • - • ' - - ••. - - • -. • • ' ••• -· ••. 4- • .. - --. • - ••• ,.. • • • • • • -. - . • .. • • • .. • • • - . 
ele~te~ by the p~ople; and other city government activities differing from pro-
cedures established for towm in the General Laws. 
4IDternatio~ City Managers Association, ~ectorz of Council~anager 
Communi ties, 1961. 
vii 
•I 
" 
The special. act of the Legislature, referred to above, is called a city 
charter. ActuaJJ.y today, no city in Massachusetts has a charter in which a. 
citizen can learn all of the provisions of law relating specifically to the 
govermilem.t ·and administration of his city. The provisions of Law for the gov-
enunent and administration of any city can. be determined only ey reading the 
charter tGgether with the General Laws and an array of special acts. 
The Legislature authorizes the people of a city to make a change in their 
fom of government by either of two :methods. The older and more common :method 
is to al.ter the provisions of the existing charter on the city•s petition and 
subject to acceptance by the voters. The other is the enactment of standard 
provisions wh.ich may be accepted by the people of any city in place of the 
prov.isi<ms then in force in their city. 
'Unt:U 191.5, there was _no method by which a city coUld change any provision 
of its charter without first _securing a special. act ef the Legislature au.thor-
iziEtg the change. :rn that year the Legislature established four standard :forms 
of city government and authorized any city, except Boston, to adopt anyone of 
them in place of the provisions of· its existing charter and to change from e>ne 
to another of the standard forms on its own initiative without special. act of 
the Legislature. These four standard forms are referred to as Plans A, B, C 
and D. The distinguishing characteristics are that Plan A provides for a strong 
mayor and a weak council.; Plan B, a weak :mayor and a stroBg council.; Plan e, 
· .. 
a commission £om.; and Plan D, a city manager fo:cn, witllout proportional rep-
resenta.tion. 
Conditions in Cambridge Responsibl.e. for Enactment of Plan nEtt 
lh 1938 the Legislature added a second city manager fonn 0£ government 
called Plan E as a fifth optienal standard £om. The :motivating .torce for a 
manager system adaptable to the governments of la.:gger cities in the coll1IJ10nwealth 
~iii 
came from the city of Cambridge where conditions during the mid-1930 1s 
bordered on the scandalous and begged for the inauguration of a reform move-
ment. Cambridge, in 1938 was on the verge of bankruptcy. It's municipal 
government had become the topic in college and university lectures on bad 
· governmental conditions.. The tax rate had been soaring for several years 
due to a budget laden with heavy payrolls and the fact that real estate 
valuations bad slumped considerably since 1928. The school, fire and-police 
departments were all ~ver-staffed to the point where there was a superior 
officer on the police force for every four men. The deplorable conditions 
in Cambridge finally culminated with the indictment, conviction and imprison= 
ment of the mayor on charges of bribery .. 
~brdige business and professional leaders sensed that the time was 
ripe for ·a change. With such prominent community personages as James M, 
Landis, Dean of the Harvard Lsw School, Stoughton Bell, attorney for bank-
ing interests and chairman of the Cambridge Industrial Commission, Atty. 
George A. McLaughlin, Eliot B. Spaulding, editor of the Cambridge Chronicle-
Sun and He:nna.n c. Loeffier, Secretary of the Boston Municipal Research Bureau, 
coordinating the efforts ·of the business, banking and universit,r interests, 
a movement for the adoption of amanager system based upon the so-called 
ltCincinnati Plan" was launched. Success at the. state level was assured 
when Christian A. Herter, Speaker of the House of Representatives and 
Charles F. Hurley, Governor of the Commonwealth and a native of Cambridge, 
pledged their support in securing passage of the Plan E bill. The emergency 
fiscal situation in Cambridge and the efforts of powerful figures in the 
business, .banking, legal and educational fields were thus responsible for 
the introduction of Plan E city manager government to Massachusetts, with 
its distinguishing characteristic of proportional representation voting. PR, 
a method 6£ voting by which representation on the city council is assured 
ix 
according to its voting strength, .for each greup of like - minded voters in 
the comm.Ul'lity was designed to prevent minority groups from gaining control of 
the government but also insptecka; v411Ce in. the eond.uct of municipal affairS for 
the business interest, itself a minority group. 5 
. MEDFORD, MASSAQHUS.ETTS 
Medford is located on the Mystic River, five miles northeast of Boston. 
. . 
:m the Boston metropolitan area it is bo:unded on the south by Somerville 
and J!,rlington; on the west by Winchester; on the north and S!st by Melrose, 
Malden, and Everett. State highway routes 16, 28, 38 and, 60 provide easy 
access to Lowell, Lawrence, Worcester, the hub city of Boston and all other 
cities in the Greater Boston area. 
Generally, .from a residential point o:f viev, Medford has ''"fil.led upn. 
. -
The city today, with a population of Ga-,971 in 1960, is one of' Boston's lar-
ger residential suburbs. Since only about fifteen per cent of Medford's work-
ing population .finds employment within the city proper, Medford is usually 
referred to as a ttbedroom" eommlilllity. 
The prede:roinant nationalities are Italian, Irish, En.glish, Scotch, Canadian 
and old line Americans. These various ethnic groups live in some 17,000 
dwelling lilllits and in different social areas within the city. There are 
6, 267 s:ingl.e homes, 7, 910 two-.family structures and 2, 87 6 three or more fam-
ily houses in the eity. Apartment-type development in Medford bas never been 
strong. In meat eases the so-called ttthree-deckerstt have satisfied the demand 
.for multi-unit rental ho~sing. 6 . 
SM&ssachusetts General Laws, Chapter 378, Acts of 1938 
6 Mass. Dept. of Commerce, Monograph #84, 'City of Medford, Jan. 1960 
Medford 'is rich :in histQrieal tradition. Paul. :Revere made a stop here 
on his journey from Boston to Concord. The Royall House with its slave 
quarters is preserved today as it existed in the Revolutionary period. 
·Captain Isaac Hall's house is another pre-Revoluticmary ~andmark wb.ieh r~­
. mains :in fine condition. Famous Medford Rum originated here and the rum 
industry was a source of employment for Medford people for over one hundred 
years. There are many fine examples of Colonial architecture throughout the 
city. 
The develQpment o£ the city has been linked from the very start to· the 
l'Iystic River. The river has played an important role in the city's life 
. 
since 1629. At t:i:m.es this was a vital role, ~s during the It Golden Agett of 
Clipper Ships and Medford rum;' at times the river. be~e more of a barrier 
and a nuisance. Within recent years, attention has again been focused on 
the Mystic ltl.ve:r as the land along :its banks began to be used as a site for 
highways and for the extensive development of light industries. 
Sirice 1.650 the various stages and directions of Medford 1s growth were 
goverened. to a large measure by l.ts proximity to ~oston. lb. general the in-
fluences of.Bostoh have tended to increase continually over the years. 
During this period of time Medford has served a variety of functions within 
the general area of' Massachusetts. Some of these functions have maintained 
. themselves up to the present, others like ships and rum. have disappeared. 
Medford has been a fann town, supplying itself and the local area; it has been 
a producer of bricks and other clay products; it has been a trading center, 
capitalizimg upon :its bridgehead location on the Mystic River; it has been and 
is today', a residential center. 
Transportation fac:iiities strenghhemed the ties between J!edtord and 
Boston.. Ebese were initiated by the arriva1 of the railroad in 1830, and 
were greatly stimulated by the street railway system that came in 1860. 
Here were two means that encouraged population movetnent and the improved 
means of transportation acted asa tremendous stimulus for people to move 
to Medford as a place. of residence. 1 The great influx of Irish immi~ts 
into Medford after 1850 became a sacio1ogieal factor which continues down to 
the present to have pronounced effects. The "natives" were resentful. at the 
. ' 
aiTival o£ these illlnigrants, 'Who themselves bad to make a drastic adjustment 
to u:,;-ban 1i!'e in an unreceptive economic, social and religiou ennromnent. 
lt was natural that the immigrants responded with a aohesiven.ess which was 
a res'lll.t of their common experience, na.tio:nality and religion. In the course 
of the years they were readily aligned with the Democratic Party, which 
provided another source of friction. The growing nwnbers of Irish and 
Irish-Americans lllB.de them increasingly important in political affairs, Later 
immigrations of ltalians into the city and the development of an "Italian 
colony" in South Medford gave .further impetus to the establishment o£ 
political factions designed to attract self-conscious ethnic groups. With 
the strengthening of these political. factions the ends of local government 
wer~ subverted. to private rather than public interests, and in Medford, as 
in Cambridge, Boston and other. cities in the metropolitan area, municipal 
fi.na;neial. well-being became more an~ mare precarious. 
Medtord, in addition, is a city of sharp social differentiation. ::m any-
background, rel.igion and politics. __ m :Medford, residents have been partie-
ularly conscious of these differences, mostly because of historical £actors. 
lil general, the issue is dralln between the relatively wealthy old line Amer-
icana in the West Medford· area (Wards- 3 and 6 - the two consistently Repub-
lican wards :in the city) and the so-called J.aboring groups, whe make up the 
7 City (i)f Medford~ Urban Renewal Report · #1, 1.955, p.2 
xi-d:. 
great bulk of the popul.ation, residing in South and Fast Bedford (Wards 1, 5 
and 7). 
Consciousness among Medfordites of differences of social, economic and 
religious kinds has long been an_important ~a~t~7 in_ local po~i~i~s and was 
destined to play~ important role in the community's experience with city 
manager-government. 
THESIS OF MEDFORD STUDY 
Assumptions :tor Effective Operation of Manager Plan. 
. ' . . . .. . .. . . . . .. ··. ~ - . .. . - . ' . - . - . ~. . . . "' - ' 
The manager plan, as an instrument for achieving effective and economical 
.... ~-· .. , .. ··-···-~· ~ .. - ___ , ___ .. _ ---· -- . .. -···· ., .. 
local government, stands on certain basic assumptions :tor successful implement-
at ion: 
1. IJ:Ihe _ ci~y council~. or at 1~~~. ~~o:_ity ~~reo:t, must be 
sincerely intel'e~ted _ in pr~s~- ~e _:tis~_ integritY_ of 
the city and preventing a contraction of the tax base or· 
the collective property assessments which determine the 
. . ... --- ' .. - ..... 
le'V"el and extent of municipal services. 
. . . .. -· ·. . . .. . .. - .... -- . . . ... 
2. The city council .must be composed of men and women who have 
achieved citY"'""w:t~e recognition ~or __ comm~ty ~ervice. 1hey 
shoul.d not be well known in o~~ one ward._ ~is :r~::~.ture 
facilitates the election at-large of representatives of the 
middle and upper middle class • 
. 3. . A council chosen at-large by proportional representation shollld 
stand for efficient and economical government and would most 
.. - . -· .. 
likely appoint a city manager with a silnilar philosophy .. 
. . ... ·.. . . . . - -- - -·· . 
4. llie city manager, in addii;ion to possessing intelligen~e and 
integrity shoUld _have a knowl~dge . ~:t good _business techniques 
. as applied to municipal goverlllllSnt. He shoUld be able to manage 
the cit;r•s various departments with skill and integrate and 
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co-ordinate the work. He should be able to get things done 
efficiently. Th~oretically, he should follow the advice 
of his council and remain in the background en matters of 
policy. However, since he is an expert employed because 
of his professional training and expereince 7 he would 
naturally be expected to advise the council on policy 
matters. 
As we have seen, the city manager plan has been a middle class business-
man's concept of municipal government. To be adopted it mast have the sup-
port of leading business and professional interests in the community. This 
group, usually a minority in terms o:f numbers, must create a nfront" in the 
form of a civic association which will enter polities and actively participate 
in the electoral process. The association's membership must include people 
from all walks of life in the city so that the strangest possible appeal will 
be made to the entire citizenry. 
The association, if it is to survive, must have meral and financial sup-
port from the business community and the support of the local press. rt must 
be the l@cal "business and prefessional group militant''", and if sa, it will 
wield a great deal of political power since it will represent the largest tax-
payers in the city. The challenge to the association will be provided by the 
great majority of citizens in the lower inc@me bracket who often depend on 
the local government for employment, financial assistance, etc. The mayor-
alderman system with election by wards, give this group its greatest voice in 
municipal governmen~. Their influence is restricted by the manager plan. 
The underlying assumptions were put to severe test in Medford and the fol-
lowing case study of the city's exper~enoe with council-manager government 
xiv 
clearly illustrates that the manager plan cannot survive unless the 
business community is strong enough and the city is sufficiently middle-
class and business motivated. 
Method Employed 
The following study is based largely on the author's experience as 
administrative assistant to Medford's.three city managers. The public 
documents, books, periodicals, reports and pamphlets included in the biblio-
graphy constituted the primary source of background information and were 
extremely helpful in "setting the scene'' for the Medford story. Microfilmed 
editions of the Medford Mercury, on file at the Medford Public Library, pro-
vided historical data and formed the basis for achronological account of 
events since 1945. Interviews with principal city officials involved in the 
story have been supplied corroborrating testimony of the facts as stated in 
the study. The author's personal acquaintance with these people has proved 
to be an invaluable asset in writing this thesis and, it is hoped, lends a 
degree of authoritativeness which might not otherwise have been possible. 
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MEDFORD BEFORE PLAN E 
Plan B Administration 
Medford had been governed prior to 1950 under the Plan B charter which 
pro-np.ed :for a weak mayor ·and a strong council. The city, although not on 
the verge o:f bahkruptcy, was nevertheless :following a definite trend which, 
uml.ess arrested, could mean :finanai.al disaster. Med:ford 's :finances were 
not its only problem however. Political morality was at a low ebb, chiefly 
because, under the terms of the charter, the mayor found himself in a sub-
servient position to the board of aJ.dermen in such key matters as appointment.s 
and the awarding of contracts. It was alleged by people close to ci.ty hall 
that the colrliracts :for garbage collection, snow removal, and the purchasing 
of municipal equipment were ntradedtt between the mayor and board of aldermen. 
The mayor, working closely With the board, presented a picture of blissful 
harmony to a public that was being duped. Even the mayor r s associates 
acknowledged that he was na terrible businessman" but because of his willing-
ness to collaborate, the aJ.dermen held the administration up to the citizens 
8 
as a model of efficiency. 
The ward aldermen were perennials. The electorate was evidently content 
to maintain thenstatus quou so long as the tax rate was not too oppressive. 
' 
By 1948, however, they had begun to :feel the pinch in their pocketbooks. The 
cityts bonded indebtedness had risen to a new high, $1,919,000, an increase 
o:f $458,000 over the previous year. Interest charges on the principal 
amoUJ1ted to $204_,000 annually. Budget appropriations were B.l.so at a new 
8 ' 
Interview with Alexander A. blcey, former City Auditor. 
1. 
high level in 1948, totalling $5,939,366, an increase o:f $496 ,ooo over 
9 
1947. 
The cost o:f government operation had been soaring :for years but it was 
difficult for an observer to note any major capital improvements. Medford's 
public buildings, parks, playgrounds, schools, streets, sidewalks and 
equipment had been Cf:eteriora.ting steadily. 
Payroll costs accounted :for 70% o:f the total city budget and it was 
customary :for anyone who :fouud himself unemployed during the sUDDD.er months 
to "get on with the cityu in a temporary capacity, usually :for 30 days. The 
city was being :nun largely on pol:i.tieal favors. 
Dnef:ficiency and extravagance then, characterized the state o:f Medford's 
city government in 1949. A check had to be applied before the situation got 
out o:f hand. Soon, the e:f:forts o:f a small group o:f alert, honest and sincere 
citizens weuld bear :fruit in a new charter; a new governmental philosophy 
' 
and a. new, progressive attitude in municipal administration. 
9Annua.l Report o:f the City o:f Medford, 1948 
THE BATTLE 
George A. Mclaughlin Addresses the Chamber of Commerce 
The Chamber of Commerce took the first step in the campaign to change 
the system of government in Medford by inviting George A. Mc!a.ugblin of 
Cambridge to address the Chamber on November 25, ~945. Mclaughlin, an 
attorney, had ~ed the fight for Plan E in Cambridge and at the time o.f his 
Medford talk he was president of the Cambridge Civic Association. He told 
his listeners how much Plan E had accomplished after four years of operation 
in Cambridge. Mr. McLaughlin pointed out that Plan E works well only if a 
council of excellent men are e~ected and an efficient type of businessman 
is hired by them as city manager. He said that Cambridge had reduced the 
tax rate over $10.00 per thousand, better services bad been rendered, and 
property assessme:at;s had been lowered.. The bonded indebtedness was re-
duced from $ll,599,500 to $5,~52,500, the pay of city employees had been 
raised, and more money had been spent; per pupil on education •••••• liThe 
seeret is in getting the same value for each dollar spent as an efficient 
ba.siness concern gets", Mt-. MeLaughl.iD. said. ttin Cambridge, Plan E started 
when two citizens were discussing the high cost o:f municipal government in 
Cambridge :in comparison w.i.th mid..:vrestern cities where the manager plan was 
then operating. _They organized a committee o:f public-spirited citizens who 
studied the plan and succeeded in pJa. c:ing it on the b~lot :r or popular vote 
in the genera~ e~ction. The proposa~ was defeated the firsttime on the 
ballot due to an uneducated public and because the o rga.nized politicians worked 
bard against it." Two more years, Mr. McLaughlin poi:at;ed out, were spent 
selling Plan E to the voters who, on a secoD9. try, voted it in. The 
Cambridge Plan E Campaign Committee did not disappear after the election 
bu.t oon:tinued on under the .name o£ the cambridge Civic Association, its 
new role being to keep the. public informed of the gains and problems of 
Pl.an E, and to supply political guidance by supporting. candidates :for the 
10 
city council and school committee. 
Charter Committee Formed 
Mr. Mciaughlin so impressed the Chamber of Commerce audience in his 
Medford talk that a movement was immediately launched fo:::form a charter 
committee to study the plan :further. While Chamber of Commerce members 
:formed the backbone of this initial group, the support ot other business and. 
professional men "Who lived in Medford but made their living elsewhere was 
solicited. On December 10, 1946, John F. Donoghue, a chamber member and a 
:former alderman, now engaged in the trucldng bllsiness, held a 111eeting at his 
home tor the purpose of organizing a campaign whereby 50% ot the registered 
voters in the city would sign a petition prov.iding for a referendum on 
Plan E. According to law, signatures of only 10% of the registered voters 
were necessary. Thirty men, including doctors, lawyers, ·:former city o.f:ficials, 
city employees and businessmen were present at this meeting. They voted to 
organize and made plans for the establishment of a campaign headquarters :in 
Medford Square. Radio programs were planned, public meetings tentativelzy-
scheduled, and a list o:f potential speakers on the subject was drafted. At 
the close of this .first meeting, Mr. Donoghue announced that he would call 
a second meeting soon and. encouraged those present to b:r,:ing one or more .friends. 
O:f:ficers were to be elected at the next meeting and the names of aJ.1 those 
1~edford Mercury, November 2'6, 1945. 
ll present would be released to the newspapers. 
The second meeting of the new PJ.an E Charter Committee was hel.d on 
December 1.8 at Mr. Donoghue's home. Definite pl.ans were formul.ated for an 
aggressive campaign to transmit information concerning Pl.an E to the peopl.e 
using every- avail.abJ.e mediae The follow.i.ng were el.ected officers of the 
association: John F. Donoghue, President; CharJ.es M. Dohert7, Treasurer; 
5. 
and Ray F. Henderson, Recording Secretary • It was decided that some wel.l,-
versed speakers on Pl.an E would be i.nvited to future meetings, incJ.uding 
present citY" managers and officers of groups ~ other cities who had succeeded 
in informing the citizenry about Pl.an E. The campaign was expected to be in 
f\1l.l. sw.I.ng shortl.7 after the first of the y-ear. Members present who were named 
to the executive board were: AttorneY' Donal.d M. Sl.eeper, Attorney Rufus Bond; 
Wi.Jliam R. Ward, an oU company executive; ex:-~derman Dennis F. Dwyer, 
·· president of a family-operated concern which had been in business for over a 
century; Attorney Joseph A.. Launie; Ray F. Henderson, a reaJ.tor speciaJ.izing 
in industrial. developments, and . .Al.fred A. Zirpol.o, a teacher in the :Medford 
l2 
school. system.• These men were al1 from the upper middle class in the 
co:nmnmi ty. 
Drive Launched for Adgption 
President Donoghue wrote an intormati.ve report to the :Medford Mercury 
on December 22 in which he explained th.e technicalities or the Plan E 
charter and its potential benefits to the .topqers ... 
The Mere!& published an editorial. on the following day which summed 
up the situation in regard to Medford's tax rate and s:erved to encourage 
the new plan E Charter Committee in its drive to have the plan adopted: 
ll Ibid1 December 11, 1.946. 
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"Can Medford afford to pursue her present course and the 
course o :r the past - can she coiiliinue to toss _her 
haughty head disdain aey attempt to attract industry 
to the city ~th the proud assertion that Medford is a 
residential city and not an industrial,melting-pot7 
Maybe it can, but thus far she hasn 1t made a glorious 
success o:f it. The tax rate is~<high. It is going 
higher. The city has lost $1,000,000 in tax revenue 
in· the past ten years. What new industry can be 
attracted here even with the present tax rate, to 
say nothing o.f 'the attitude o.f the city toward en-
couraging new industry. 
uo.r course Medford would accept good, clean industry 
o.f the hand-picked variety. But that type is per-
fectly happy wherever they are, where a lower tax 
rate prevails, or one that is not mushrooming skyward. 
ttMedford will soon be .forced to adopt new tactics, or 
be taXed out o.f e.x:i..stence It is about time Medford 
let down the bars to industry, made some concentrated 
drive to attract industry to the city. It is time the 
facts were faced. 
"If Medford's tax rate is all right, if the people are 
willing to pay an increasing rate for the privilege · 
of classifying it as a purel:y residential city and a 
bedroom of Boston, that· is one thing. But it: she ever 
hopes to permit industry to share the burden now facing 
the homeow:riers of the city through a real estate tax 
that is threatening the financial life of the city, it 
is time someone i.n authority began some corrective 
measures. If the .politicians are afraid to take up the 
challenge, maybe the adherents of Plan E Will. The 
situation the city finds itself in affords p4-enty of 
.fertile ground .for the sowing o:f corrective seeds such 
as is presented by Plan E." 
legislature StY!Jlies Early Adoption 
6. 
Mr. Donoghue and his small but efficient group had worked hard petition-
ing the citizens of Medford and they succeeded in procuring many more signa-
tures than the required 10%. The Plan E Charter Committee had a bill 
(House 758) introduced in the state legislature on January 29, 1946 which 
would permit the electorate of Medford to vote on Plan E. A hearing ~B 
scheduled before the state legislative committee on cities and towns on 
the bill entitled; ••An Act Relative to the Adoption· by the City of 
Medford of the so-called Plan E form of government. Jt Appearing in 
opposition to the bill at the hearing were many who were against holding 
a special election due to the e.xpe:nse involved, and. ma.n.y who were against 
Plan E in general. Their combined efforts proved to be too much for the 
proponents of Plan E.. Mr. Donoghue, the first speaker said: trConditions 
in the city -yrarrant that the citizens be permitted a chance to vote on 
r 
Pls.n E in a special election; the election in May will not constitute a. 
great additional expense to the taxpayer., tr He was f ollawed by Frank 
McNulty who expressed the sentiments o:f the citize:ns in support of 
Plan E: "Would you compel an unsound business to ~ait two years before 
it could clean house and place itself on a paying basis~" Judge Law-
renee G. Brooks then spoke in :favor of the proposed measure. Mayor 
Walter E. lawrence vigorously opposed the bill on the grounds that there 
was no need :for a reform movement such as Plan E at that time" He said 
that the city was in "sound financial healthll ~ he quoted figUres 
liberally to substantiate hi.s claim. Representative Michael F. Skerry 
and Sohool Comm:itt·eeman Wa~d-::'C• Cramer also expressed their disapproval. 
The efforts of political leaders resulted in killing the bill which ended 
1.3 
the hope for a referendum .in.Medford by a special election in May. 
However, Plan E leaders were ~smayed at this result. They declared 
that the Plan E referendum ~uld be voted on at t4e next general election 
in November, 1947, and proceeded in their program of civic education. They 
circulated new petitions, a:imed at placing them before the board of alder-
men :for approval early in the fall• No lack of intensity was indicated 
in the campai gn., 
13~, January 31, 1947. 
Plan E Committee members took exception to Mayor Lawrence's claim 
at the legislative hearing that the city had $420,000 as cash surplus 
at the meeting of the committee following House 758•s defeat. Upon 
further inquiry by a member of the committee, the city auditor revealed 
that the surplus was actually only $150,375, and that the remainder, 
$270,576 represented 1946 ta:xes which were as yet uncollected, and there-
fore could not legally be included in the city's cash surplus figure. 
They further cl~ed t~t this liaS a deliberate attempt on the pa.rt of 
. 14 
the :nla.yor to mislead the public. 
Plan E .Adopted at 194' Municipal Election 
a. 
.The meeting of the board of aldermen on September 30 was highlighted 
by the adopttpn,of a motion offered by Alderman MacDonald that PlanE be 
placed on the ballot for vote by the public on November 4. No objection 
was raised as to the validityof the signatures on the petition, and it 
was voted unanimously to place Plan E on the d$f:f.cial election ballot. 
A motion was also adopted to appropriate $800 to cover the cost of 
mailing copies of the Plan E charter to the voters prior to the election. 
Finally, on November 4, l947, the voters of the city had the opportunity 
to vote on the adoption cf the Plan E system of municipal govermnent, re-
sulting i.n a vote of 15,122 in support of the plan to 4,467 against or 
15 
almost 4- 1. The plan as adopted would go into effect in January, 1950. 
Although Pian E had been officially adopted in Medford its survival 
:14-Ibid, February 3, 1947. 
15~, November 5, l947. 
af'ter 19,50 was not insured by any means. An article in the Mercury on 
December 29, 1947 outlined the job ahead for the new Plan E Civic 
Association, an outgrowth o t the Plan E Charter Committee, and -warned 
o:t pit:talls which the group would do well to beware of: 
"The job of the Plan E Association has just begun. They 
will not only have to consolidate their organization .and 
recruit additional. m9J;Il.bers but they must be so well or-
ganized th8.t the. candidates they endorse will secure a 
majority of the seats on the city council and on the 
school committee. They will have to fight very hard to 
do this a.nd:tif they fail, then the ehance that the 
Plan E. form of governm.ent "Will be any different in its 
results from any other form. Will be remote. Many per-
sons cite Cambridge as an example of what Plan E can 
do. It would be ·better said to be an e::x:ample of what 
Plan E su!;porters ean·do. The success in that city 
bas large y been the result of shrewd political man-
euvering by an energetic ~eader of the Cambridge Civic 
Association, George,.A. Mclaughlin. He bas never held 
elective office in Cambridge and operates largely 
•behind the scenes.tt Every day and every year McLaughlin 
fights to :make Plan E 1rnrk. He is faced with an opposition 
just as zealous as he, although not quite as clever and 
as a result Plan Et s s-qrvival is an issue in e:rery 
Cambridge election. The strength of the opposition · . 
is refl~cted by the fact that they control four of 
the n:Ln? council seats and three of the siX s ohool commit-
tee seats •. In Cambridge, the opposition yearns for the 
return of Plan B, the traditional form. o:f city govern-
ment in this country •. This situation is probably the 
same as we will face in Medford dur:l.ri.g Plan E' s infancy 
and the years when.its cha.n,ces for survival are slim 
indeed. The Medford Plan E Civic Association will also 
probably :!unction m the same political. oa.paci ty as 
the C.C.A., screening the candidates for office and 
helping to el~ct those favorable to Plan E ·by spending 
money on a CBJJ1paign in their beb.a.J..f. 
"It is th~. organized support that gives Plan E sup-
porters a majority status in Cambr i.dge --. it will be 
indispensab~e to the newly-for.med Medford Elan E Asso-
ciation. ·It will include more than just a membership 
drive, for the members of the organization -will prob-
ably never oOlll.prise a majority of the voters - it 
must be a nsellingtr, education program, aimed at in-
forming the citizen:cy and influencing their judgment 
as reflected in the ballot box. u 
The battle for the adoptionot' the Plan E charter having been won, 
the Plan E Civic Association turned next to the business of endorsing 
candidates for the city council and the school committee in the municipal 
election of 1949. 
Plan E Association Endorses Candidates at the Plan ttEtt Election 
The necessity of electing a competent council could not be over-
emphasized. The Plan E Association realized that in selecting candidates 
a break from the old ward-polit:icians was necessary and they follovted 
this policy in their first campaign by supporting only two members of 
the 1948-50 board of aldermen, Howard F. Alden, an insurance company 
executive, aDd James J. MacDonald, owner and. operator of a local. trucking 
business. They supported five political novices for the other council 
· seats. The civic group endorsed four members of the 1948-.50 school 
committee, along with two newcomers, after several weeks of screening 
and interview:i.ng by the twenty-eight man board of directors of the 
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association. 
The Plan E Association's entrance into the field of politics and 
elections was greeted enthusiastically by the Mercury on October 5, 1949: 
"When a ·group of citizens, in voluntary as~ociation With 
the object in mind of promoting responsible, -economic 
~ ef.ficient government on the municipal level, takes 
it upon itself to endorse a sJ.ate of candidates and recom-
mends their election to the voters, its action:iB the 
epitome of civic service. 
«The twenty eight members of the Plan E Association t s 
Board of Directors worked for weeks interviewing 
aspirants for office,·· cheCking their records, ex-
amining their past performances, their reliability, 
the:ir education and achievements. The avowed purpose 
of these interviews was tog et acquainted with all 
seeking office under the Plan E government and to 
select the best from the field. 
16Ibid, October 4, 1949. 
1.0. 
ttThe committee ts integrity and good intentions are not 
marred by any desire £or sell'-aggrandizem.ent, but rather 
is enhanced by its desire to promote the standards of 
local government. The slate announded is the result of 
the best efforts of the committee and is one that might 
well be followed by the voter who lacks a sufficiently 
wide acquaintance with the city and the candidates to 
make a choice of their own. Individual performances 
were submerged in the PlanE slate in order to get a 
representative ticket With the "Widest possible appe.al. 
trThe association has performed a service to the co:rmnun.ity 
for which it should be commended. There has been 
criticism of course, that the association should not 
have delegated to itself the privilege or responsibility 
of making this slate - hl.t the selections are a guide 
that can be followed as a whole or in part, a real ser-
vice to the voter desiring such assistance. 
JJMedfordts .first election under the new charter is 
important; the whole suc~ess of the movement to get a 
new charter depends to a considerable extent on this 
first election. For this reason we suggest that the 
voter view the work of the Plan E Association and weigh 
his ind;i.vi.duaJ. responsibility without heat, partisan-
ship or rancor." 
Plan E Association Secures Council Majority 
The efforts of the Plan E group to elect a council sympathetic to 
. their . viewpoi.Irti on municipal government· were not completely successful. 
However, their candidates were elected to five of the seven council seats 
in the general election on November 7, 1.949. Plan E candidates elected 
were: Howard F., Alden and James J. MacDonald of the former board of 
aldermen; Frederick T. McDermott, a former state representative and 
operator of a local appliance business; Attorney John c. Carr, Jr., son 
of a former Medford Mayor, and Andrew "Hawk" Zam.pa.relli, owner of a Medford 
dry-cleaning establishment. The two old-line politicians elected were 
Arthur Della Russo, a local .funeral director, and Patrick J. Skerry, employed 
by the Metropolitan Transit Authority as a bus driver. The latter two badl 
:Soill:l been ward aldermen under Plan B and felt that there was no need for 
a reform movement :in Medford at the time. The four endorsed me.mbers 
were re-elected in the sehooJ. committee race along with two unendorsed 
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candidates~ Robert E, Skerry and Richard Gardner. 
The outgoing Mayor, Walter E. Lawrence, had a few final words of 
praise for his administration in a speech given before Medfordts last 
board of aldermen, gathered to receive testimonials from the city: ttThe 
incoming Plan E government will have a $5oo,ooo - $8oo,ooo cash surplus 
:in the treasu.ry on He disclosed for the benefit of the incoming manager 
that in a recent talk with State Tax Commissioner Henry F. Long, that 
ofi'icia.l had predicted: "The Plan E form of government; will leave Medford 
-.18 
as quick:cy" as it has come." 
17 Ib :i.d, November 16, 1949. 
18· . 
~' December 28, 1949. 
·-...- ... 
12. 
SEARCH FOR A MANAGER 
Alden Assumes Leadershi~ 
--
The next order of business after the election was the selection and 
appointment of a city anager. Councillor Howard F. Alden, endorsed by 
the PlanE Civic Association in the recent election and a member of the 
city's legislative body for twenty-three years, assumed the leadership 
in the sea:rch for a manager. Alden gained the support of Couno :ill.ors 
Ca:rr, McDermott and MacDonald when he agreed to vote for a $4,000 annual 
salary for counc~ members and by supporting Frederick T. McDermott for 
Mayor. Councillor Zampa.relii, at odds with Councillors Delio Russo and 
19 
Skerry at the time, joined forces with the Alden group. 
13. 
The. business of selecting a manager became a mysterious and intrigu-
ing affair. The council advertised the vacancy in the City Managers News-
letter and began a series of interviews with applications for the position. 
The anti-Plan E faction of Delio Russo and Skerry pressed for the selection 
of a local man and especia.J.I;r reconnnended Alexander A Lueey, city auditor 
-
for twenty-five years. They stated that Mr. Lucey tthad the necessa:ry ex-
-
perience with fiscal matters and. he was familiar with every one and 
20 ' 
everything concerned.n Councillor Alden, backed by Councillors Carr, 
McDermott, Zampa:relii and MacDonald, insisted on the appointment of an 
experienced city manager .from outside the qi ty. At this time, John B. 
·Atkinson, City Manager of Cambridge, and James F. Shurtleff', Town Manager 
l9Interview with James F. :Shurtleff, fat"mer Medford City Manager. 
20 
Interview With Arthur Dello Russo, City Councillor. 
of Saugus, were regarded by those in the profession as the outstanding 
managers in Massachusetts. 
Councillor Zamparelli, representing the Alden group, approached 
Shurtleff in Saugus and asked him if he would consider applying for the 
Medford post. Shurtleff, in view of the fact that he had been in Saugus 
. only two years, and with the town election coming up in a few weeks, felt 
obliged to decline,. However, he agreed to meet with the city council on 
21 
Friday~ December 30, and advise them in their selection of a manager. 
Deegan Selected But Declines 
The city council interviewed Mr. William J. Deegan, Jr., City Manager 
. . . ~ 
of 'Superior, Wisconsin on Wednesday, December 28. Mr. Deegan impressed 
the· coUJ:!cil with his extensive background and grasp of municipal affairs 
and at the close of i.I;tterviews on Wednesday night be appeared to have 
the edge for the $15,000 post. He retired to his hotel with the promise 
of a decision by the city council before Saturday. If selected, he was 
. 22 
available to start work immediately. 
Mr. Shurtleff had conferred with City Manager Atkinson of Cambridge 
since Councillor Zamparellits visit and they agreed that Shurtleff should 
suggest that the council consider Arthur A. o•Shea, Executive Secretapy 
. 23 
of the Brookline Board of Selectmen •. 
Mr. Shurtleff' met with the .council on Friday night and reconnnended 
Mr. OtShea, declining to have his own candidacy considered for the reasons 
21
rnterview with James F. Shurtlef'f, former Medford City Manager. 
2~edford Mercury; December 20, 1949. 
23In.terview with J~es F. Shurtleff', former Medford City Manager. 
.. 
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mentioned above. Following the conference a majority of the council 
decided on Mr. Deegan and called to inform. h::l.m of their decision. Mr. 
Deegan tentatively accepted the co'll.tlCilts offer. Later in the night he 
was constantly ha.rrassed by thl.-eaten:in,g phone calls, obviously from Med-
ford city of'.ficial.s, warning h:i.Jlt not to accept the job. He decided that 
Medford was a ttpoliticaJ. jjunglett that he would do well to stay away from, 
-
and. the following day he accepted an off'er to manage:: the City of Quincy, 
Jo.Tassachusetts at an annuaJ. saJ.ary of $i3,000, $2,000 less than the Medford 
24 
offer. The old regime was still at work. 
James F. Shurt,leff Appointed City Manag~ 
It was urgent under the circumstances that Councillor Alden and his 
group persuade Mr. Shurtleff to accept the job. The councillor visited 
Mr. Shurtleff and impressed upon him the fact that if he didntt accept, 
the Plan E Association would disintegrate, lose the foot-hold it had al-
ready gained, the support it had won from the public in the last election, 
and a local politician would inevitably- be named to the post. ·Councillor 
.Alden, knowing of Shurtleffts interest in the council-manager .form of 
government, pointed out that Plan E was being adopted in four majpr mu.nic-
ipali.ties m Massachusetts: Medford, Quincy, Revere and Worcester. The 
councillor told Mr. Shurtle.ff that if the plan went sour in Med.ford, it 
wouJ..d establish a bad precedent .for other cities contemplating the adoption 
25 
of Plan·E. 
2~ed.ford Mercury, January 5, 1950. 
25 Interview With James F. Shurtle.ff, .former Medford City Manager. 
Mr. Shurtleff accepted, after discussing the matter 'tdth the Saugus 
Board of Selectmen and after he had been assured that Patrick J. Cusick, 
Saugus Town Planner, would be named to succeed him. He agreed to accept 
the Medford job provided no announcement of the appointment; was made until 
26 
after the Saugus town elections on January 16, 1950. In view of the fact 
that the new manager would be unable to unde:Ctake his duties formally until. 
February 1, the city council, at its inangural. ceremonies, unanimously 
elected Mr. George s. Rawlings, Vice President and Treasurer of the Medford 
·27 
Savings Bank, as temporary city manager. 
The council mat informaJ.ly on Saturday, January 7, and tentative:cy-
approved James F. Shurtleffts appointmenl:i as city manager at an annual 
salary of $15,000. It was pointed out that after two years in Sallgus, 
Mr. Shurtleff had reduced the tax rate from $49.90 to $38.90, its la-1est 
rate in ten years. CounciJJ.ors Skerry and Dello Russo dissented on the 
vote to approve Shurtleff. Final approval was e:x;pected to take place at 
the regular council. meeting on January 17, at which meeting it was hoped 
Mr. Shurtleff rJOo.ld be unanimously approved. Councillors Skerry and Dello 
28 
Russo were still holding out for the appointment of a local man. 
Councillor Dello Russo clashed with Councillor Zamparelli at the 
council meeting of January lO when De1lo Russo proposed a slash in the 
managert s saJ.ary. Za.mparelli said, "We are able to get a man (Shurtleff) 
for $15,000 who haS done a terrifie j~b. I guarantee you the $i>,ooo will 
26 
Ibid. 
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Medford Mercury, January 3, 1950. 
28 
.IQ.j,g, January 9, 1950. 
be :Ulsigl.'lii'icant compared 'With the resul.ts of his administration .u 
Councillor John c. Carr, Jr., sid:Ulg 1-1ith Councillor Zamparelli, said: 
11P1an E was voted in with the understanding of a $20 ,ooo maximum annual 
-
salary." He also stressed the fact that they had made an earlier effort 
17. 
to get a qualified manager £or $10-$12,000, and that a higher salar.y was 
necessexy to attract a goqd man. Councillor Skerry supported Delle Russots 
. 29. 
proposal while the other five members voted against it. 
Mr. Shurtleffts appointment as Medford's f:irst city manager was 
confir.med officially at the regular city council meeting on January 17. 
The vote was 5-2. Councillors Skerry and Dello Russo voted aga:i.nst con-
firmation but the pro-Plan E councillors saw their weeks of effort crowned 
with success. Mr. Shurtleff reviewed his background for the benefit of 
local citizens: A graduate of Williston Academy and Brown University; a 
member of the MiddJ.eboro, Massachusetts Board of Selectmen for five years; 
Town Manager of Mansfield, Massachusetts from 1943-1947; first Town Manager 
of Brookfield, Illinois, 1947-1948; first Town Manager of Saugus, Massa-
chusetts, 1948-1949. He left Mansfield with the tax rate reduced $8.-30 
and the town had the largest cash surplus in its history. In Saugus, the 
tax rate had been reduced each year, a large cash surplus had been built 
up and the first major industry, totalling $14.,5oo,0001 had been brought 
30 
in to ease the tax burden. 
The political crisis brought about by Mr. Shurtleffls appointment 
is illustrated by an editorial entitled 11 0ur .Local Crisisn which appeared 
29Ibid1 January 11, 1950. 
30Ibid, January 30, 1950. 
in the Mercury on January 23, 1950: 
"We have, by all advance accounts, a level-headed 
energetic, courageous young man, assuming the position 
o.f Medford t s City Manager on February 1. He has been 
elected by_ a vote of 5-2 in the c ounaiJ. and thus has 
more than majority support in the task he faces. Wlw 
he is opposed by two councillors has raver been crystal-
clear; as a matter of fact, one of the two made it very 
plain to us right after the election that it was evident 
to him that the pepple of Medford wanted a tnew dealt 
at City Hall and that there was no question. they wanted 
and out-of-t~m man as their city manager and he would 
support such. His actions are poles apart from his 
original protestations. 
ttThe fact that the new city manager has two members of 
the council declared hostile to him in advance makes 
his work a1.J. the more difficult. It is also entirely 
possible that before he goes too .far :in what we earnestly 
believe will be the right <iirection, that he may earn 
the enmity o.f other members o.f the council, those who 
voted for his election and believe he is the man to run 
the city prudently. 
''Why? 
ttBecause it is almost an axiom, that Mr. Shurtlef.f, the 
new city manager, will be bound to step o~ toes of 
people if he approaches theproblems of redo.cing expenses 
and getting more efficiency for the tax dollars wl th 
the earnestness he indicates. His moves in such a direc-
tion would normally arouse the opposition of the politic-
ally minded, of the people who like to hold office and 
use favors and protection of favorites in office as one 
means of building a political following. .AJ.l the members 
of the council have protested time and time again their 
determination to construct a shining example of good 
administration in 1950-51. But so far there has been 
no test of their determination. That wm come later 
in the form of requests from the city manager and then 
we shall get some indication of whether they meant what 
they said, It is entirely conceivable that in order to 
work harmoniously with the city manager, the members 
o.f the city council will have to put aside considera-
tion of popularity with certain political. groups and 
18. 
jeopardize the prospects of future support from these 
groups. In do:i.ng so, we believe they will gain something 
more - their own self-respect and the respeet G:f' thou-
sands of inarticulate eitizens who dontt lme»1 a pE>liti-
cian fitom a parsi.mm.On. But the cerrliraJ. idea is that 
they will. be reviving the faith of thousands of dis-
illusioned voters who want to be convinced that local. 
government can be something more than an exchange of 
favors within a o1osel;r•knit coterie whieh doesnlt give 
a h.oot for the ta:x:pa.yers, as long as it gets what it 
wants., 
n:rhe new city manager is well schooled in. his field., 
He lal.ows nmnia:ipaJ. operations, he has plenty of experience 
in dealing with the real.ities o:f local. government and 
has demonstrated that he lmows how to say nNo" with 
emphasis, a vlord that is usua.lly foreign i:o_ the lexicon 
of the man in the p oliticaJ. arena. He no doubt conceives 
his obligation as one to the ta.:xpayers of Medford, and 
if' he approaches his task onthis plane_, he will find 
strong.support £or his actions from unexpected quarters; 
and so will the counc il.lors who show they are with that 
kind of a concept9 
ttit is foolish to deny that there is- a crisis in con-
fidence in the efficiency of local. govermnent. on our 
Plan E Couno:U and on the shoulders of the new city ma.nager 
rest the burden of demonstrating that the crisis may be 
successfulJ.y met and overcame.n 
iA more pointed thrust at the two dissenting eou:neillors was made 
in the same paper on January 27: 
11Candidl;r1 it seams mara and mere evidexrli that 
Councillors Dello Russo and Skerry are tunreconstruotad 
rebelst, at heart adherents 9f the plan.of govern-
ment Med.forditas have voted ou.t of e:x:tstence. For 
the sake of real. progress, we hope they became . 
treconatructedt in short order so that the new ~ity 
ma.n.a.ger can count on lOO% cooperat;i.on.n 
~ 
The new manager indicated that although he couJ.d net; begin work 
formal.J.ar unt:U February 1, he would report imm.edia.tezy on a part-time 
basis to begin prel:ilnina:ry work on the 1950 budget. He would thus bave 
a little over three weeks to review depa.rtmental requ.ests and prepa:re 
the .flllal budget dra.:f't be.fore submitting it to the council.. 
THE F.JRST MANAGER.tS EARLY DAIS JN OFFICE 
:1.950 Budget Connnands Pri.ority; 
. The various city departments had complled their individual. budget 
requests and had submitted them to the manager ts of.fioe whUe Mr.-. 
~ 
Rawlings was acting manager • He decided that no action should be taken 
on them until a permanent ma:ca.ger had been named and asstm1ed of.fioe • 
The requests as submitted were heavi:cy' padded, and on January .301 after 
~areftl.l:cy' studying each Manager James Shurtle.ff re~k~d: 11If no cuts 
were made in the ~950 budget as submitted by' the various· city departments 1 
Medford this year would be .faced with a tax rate of approximately $68.001 
one of the highest in the state and a· jump of $~6.00 over J.ast yearts 
rate.u The Manager made this startling dise~oaure at a sehoo~ committee 
~ . 
meeting and, in stressing the dangers facing the city if the tax rate 
was not kept down, not only to ease the burd~n on homeowners bu:t al.so 
to attract vita.l:cy' needed ind'llStry 1 the city :ma:nager requested the com-
mittee to 11reviewn its ~950 btldget. He said that aJJ. city departments 
- - . 
were being returned their bo.dgets. m. th a request by the manager that they 
"reconsidertt the documents. The funds requ.ested by aJJ. departments 
totalled $7~5821724, or a rise of $~;597,270 over the budget for the 
3~ 
previous year. 
The sahoo~ committee responded by cutting over $4001 000 .from· their 
. . 
originu budget, thus demonstrating that they were rea..£\1 and willing to 
. cooperate with the manager.; the committee's desire to cut e:xpenditures 
-
augured w:e:u .for the future. After approximatel;r two weeks of dickering 
with the other department· headS, Malla.ger Shurtleff reported that he had 
31 
~" January .31, 1950. 
been able to shave $18 700,000 off the original budget. These reductions 
were accomplished in the space of three 't~eeks and the 1950 budget was 
32 
submitted to the city council on time. 
Gallagher AI?Eointment Stirs Controversz 
One of the Manager t s first. problems in addition to preparing the 
. -
~950 budget was the appointment of a new city solicitor • Mr. A. Chesley 
York, city solicitor duriJ:g the Lawrence adntinistration, was still holding 
that post 't~hen Shurtleff assumed office. Mr. Shurtleff desired a city 
solicitor in whom he had complete confidence and was considering the 
appointment of Mr. Mark E. Gall.agher, Jr., who had been recommended to 
him by Manager Atkinson of Cambridge. Shurtleff called Mr. York in and 
. told him of his :intentions. York adopted a conciliatory attitude and 
agreed it would be better for him to resign under the circumstances. 
Shurtleff proceeded to appoint Mr. GaJJ.agher as city solicitor, but York, 
in a public statement, denied that he had agreed to resign. The contro-
versy brought about considerable misunderstanding, criticism and resent-
ment from some councill.ors ·especially Councillor MacDonald, a neighbor 
33 
of York. 
Battle Over A;ppointm.ent Powers 
Shortly after appoint:ing Gallagher, the city manager had his first 
meet.iitg with the council in executive session. At this informal "get-
-
togethern, a few of the councillors made it clear that they wished to have 
-
a strong voice in the administrative affairs of the city. They .felt that, 
in the matter of appointments for. example, there should be close cooperation 
32 
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rnterview with James F. Shurtle.ff, former Medford City Manager. 
between the manager and the counc:U, with the council suggesting the can-
didates. Manager Shurtleff stated that he Wal3 willing to cooperate in this 
I 
.. • . 
regard provided that no provisions o.f the city charter were violated. 
(Section 107 of the charter speci.ficalJ.y prohibits counail interference on 
apPointments.) The ~er advised the counc:il. at this meeting that he 
•· . 
was considering·the appointment o.f two assistant city solicitors: Mr. 
Vincent J. Celia and Mr. Bradley F. Howes. Counc:il.lors Zamparelii, Dello 
Russo and Skerry were enraged. The lll8llager agreed to withhold these 
appointments .for a weak and requested that the council provide him with any 
information that they might have 'Which would reflect upon the ability and 
the character of the two man. · No comments being received at the end of a 
week, he appointed the two a~sistant city solicitors. It was evident to 
the council th~t the manager was u.mviJJ.ing to have key appointments 
34 
dictated. 
At th:is point Councillor Zamparelli joined the anti-manager alliance 
on the council. He had heard tli.at Mr. Shurtleff had become acqua.i:r:rted with 
two Medford businessmen while in Saugus, destroying Zamparellits belief 
that Shurtleff was unfamil:i.ar with everyone in the city a.t the time of his 
appointment. Mr. John F. Reagan, Vice President and General Ma.nagerc.of 
. -
w. F. Lacey & Son, truck body manu.:tacturers, and Mr~ Bernard Norton, Real 
- . . 
:Estate Broker and Vice lTesident of the Medford chamberof' Connn.erce, were 
building homes in Saugus at the. time of the manager negotiations and had 
come in contact. with Shurtleff on utility problems in connection with their 
development. Both men were close .friends of Counc:ilJ.or AJ.den and joined 
him :in persuading Shu:t'tle.f.f to. come to Medford when Mr. Deegan decided to 
accept the Quincy managerts job •. This :information indicated to Couno:ilJ.or 
Zamparelli that .Manager Shurtlei'f was i.gnoring .. the recommendations . of 
councDJ.ors who had hired him, · especiaJJ.y in making his initial appoint-
ments, and instead., was taking the advice- of local businessmen 1~ho v1ere, 
in Zamparellits opinion, ttoutsidersn. CounciJ.lor Zamparelli, having i'ormed 
- 35 
this opinion, began to agitate i'or Shurtleffts removal. 
35 . Interview 19~ th Andrew H. Zamparelli, former City C:~~~.i.:l-J.or. 
FJRST OUSTER ATTEMPT: PLANE ON TRIAL 
Four CounciJJ.ors Submit Removal Order 
On March 14, 19.50, the city manager's secretary reported to him that 
rumors. were ciraulating throughout the city hall that the council was plan-
ning to remove him at the council meeting that evening. The manager at-
tended the meeting which was concerned principa.J.l.:y with routine matters 
and left for home 't-:hen nothing eventful developed. !I!he council 'tvent into 
executive session .i.mmed:iately following the regular order of business 
and the rules were suspended to permit the admission of an order, contents 
unknown, sponsored by Councmors Delio Russo, Skerry, Zampa.relli and 
MacDonald. The order read as follows: 
ttWhereas the best interests and welfare of the city of 
Medford demands an efficient administration and whereas, 
the present City Manager, James Shurtleff, has not . 
demonstrated by his actions the ~ecessary ability to 
proper~ administrate the quties of his office, it is 
hereby ordered that he be forthwith suspended from his 
office in compliance with General Laws 43, Section 103. 
tt.Uexander A. Lucey is hereby appointed acting City 
Manager . during .. such suspension and shall perform the 
duties of the City Manager .n 
-Upon hearing the resolut:iDn, Councillor Carr asked Delio Russo: 
"Is this a joke?U Delio Russo responded by moving that the rules be 
suspended to permit innnediate action on the order • Carr invoked 
Section 22 of the charter at this point, automaticaJJ.y postponing action 
on the measure far twenty-four hours. The i'our Ufiringn counciJJ..ors 
-
then requested that a special meeting be called i'or 9:30 A.M. on the 
36 
i'oibw:ing dey. 
3~edf6rd Mercu:t'Y, March 15, 1950. 
Public pupport Rallied 
The news spread rapidly throughout the city with Boston and local. 
newsp~pers carry:lng the stoey •. The PlanE Civic Association, the Chamber 
of Commerce, and other civic gro~ps conducted a telephone campaign to 
fire public interest on the issue. The Mer em devoted its entire front 
page to the stoey on March 15 and featured an editorial. entitled 
111'1edfordt s Disgracen: 
ttThe city rocks todey at the news that four members of 
the city council voted last night 1 without debate, and 
without advance notice, to suspend Manager Shurtleff. 
The city is not o~ rocking, but the peop~ are seeth-
ing with anger, indignation and shame. 
11The city manager has been on the job for six weeks and 
sudde~ four c~cillors, a majority of the boqy, find 
h:e . .:; is ttunqual.ifiedn to continue in office. Even the low-
liest Civil Service_probationer is given at least six 
months, afte~ appointment, to demonstrate whether he 
is qualified to do the work assigned to him.. 
n In the brief period that Manager Shurtleff has been 
here, he has applied himself dilig~ntly to the tremendous 
responsibility placed on h~s shoulders. His major ob-
ligation, preparation of the budget, bas received his 
complete attention.. The budget has been submitted to 
the council and the indications are that Medford will. 
enjoy a tax rate reduction in 1950. · 
11He has also had the responsibility of learning some-
thing about his pers0nnel and departments, and has shown 
even in a short time a reaqy aptitude in evaluating 
services rendered by city officials and departments .... 
11What, we ask, prompted this removal action? Is it 
b~cause appointments are in the offing which some members 
of the council dislike? Under Plan E statutes 1 the council 
has no say in appointment.s as they did under the old 
i'orm,of government recently discarded here. Is it be-. 
cause they want to destroy the City Manager form of 
government? Under Plan E much of the bus:iness of 
making ttdealsn that is part of the mayor-alderman form 
of government_is all but impossible$ •• 
11What industry would want to build or locate in a 
city which has such tumultuous political conditions 
existing? And what self-respecting, qua]j,fied individ-
ual. 'tvould want to come here and be city manager after 
the unbelievable ca.rcy:i.ngs-on demonstrated last night?tt 
·-
John F. Donoghue, the original. sponsor of PlanE in Medford, told 
the press: 11This is the most despicable thing I have ever seen.n The 
. -
Rev. Miller c. Lovett, President of the Medford Council of Churches 
and Pastor of Medfordts Hillside Methodist Church, called the movement 
a 11 disgracett and issued the following statement: 
u If we judge the city manager by the · effect of his 
actions on us persona.J.:cy', -we will be firing .a manager 
every six weeks. Mr. Shurtleff has o:nl.y been :in office 
thirty d~s. Let us give him a chance to do his job 
and judge him by his long ... run performance. The citizens 
of Medford ought to rise up and demand a stop to this 
outrage.n 
-
Shurtleff iss~ed the following statement to.the press: 
stLeaving pers~nalities aside, :the probleni now facing 
the city, the taxpayers, and all the residents, is 
whether the city will go along the road to good honest 
government or sink into the qua.g:m.ire of old-time 
politics. The city is now facing a crisis. Medford 
voted 4-1 for the PlanE form of government with its 
Council-Manager provisions.37This is now at stake. I will :3tand on nzy- record.~' . . · 
The re~ction by the citizenry was so far-reaching that it -was 
necessary to have the council meeting transferred from the council 
chambers at city~·hall to Chevalier Auditorium at. the High School 't4ith a 
seating capacity of 2,5oo. After the resolution was read," Mayor McDermott 
and CoWlcillors Alien and Cat"r spoke in support of the city :manager. Ma.rzy" 
prominent citizens also spoke strongly against the removal proceedings. 
37Ibid. 
Judge Brooks, a staunch supporter of Plan :E and a power.ful figure in 
the community, re.m:inded the councilmen: "There are provisions in the 
charter fat' the recaJJ. of a councillor· who is not faithful to his 
trust. Their job is not to run the city, that is the managerts." 
The .parade of speakers lasted until after 1:00 A.M. when-th~ four 
councillars abandoned the ouster battle. The motion for removal. was 
defeated when Councillor MacDonald, under tremendous pressure from the 
. 38 
Plan E ·forces, changed his vote. 
Dismissal Attempt Backfires 
This attempt at a summary dismissal of the manager after thirty 
days in office outraged every self-respecting person t s sense of fair 
play. !I.'he citizenry was aroused by those civic-minded leaders 'Who realized 
that the whole system of Plan E government was on trial on the night 
of March JS, 1950. 
The 11 Chevaliertt meeting .had several beneficial results: 1. It 
brpught ~yor McDe~ott and Councillor Carr in closer line with th~ pro-
PlanE forces; 2. It brought about a working majority within the council 
for the manager; 3. The solid 'Boo of Dello Russo, Zamparelli and Skerry 
modified their attack~ on the manager; -4. The attempt to remove the 
manager for such specious reasons and on such short notiae provided the 
incident with publicity that resulted in city-wide support for the manager. 
He stood out as the enenzy- of old-style politicians. Fina.lly, it pro-
. . 
vided a good vehicle for acquainting the electorate and citizens in 
general with the day-to-day struggles of municipal adndnistration. 
• 
. . . . 
THE BOARD OF ASSESSORS CONTROVERSY 
Life Tenure in the Assessors t Office 
The assessorst office became the scene of an administration melee 
soon after the inauguration of council-manager government in 1950. 
Mr. James Connors, chairman of the board of assessors, called on 
Shurtleff early in February to infol'111 him of the tt conditions prevailing It 
in the assessorst office. Mr. Connors had been allied politic~ with 
those 'Who had opposed the adoption of counc:q.-manager government. He was 
disturbed by the fact that one of his associates on the board, Michael 
Catino, had filed a bill in the state legislature designed to give him 
life tenure. Connors, himself tbe sole assessor in the Connnomaealth of 
Massachusetts to have life tenure as the beneficiary of a special act 
passed ~ 1945, advised Shurtleff' to oppose Catino t s bill.. The manager 
needed no prodding from Mr. Connors in this regard, being strongly opposed 
to tenure provisions for positions at the top administrative level. The 
manager met with Assessor Catino shortly after the Co:nnorst visit and 
suggested that he withdraw the bill. Mr. Catino stated that his sole pur-
pose in filing the b:lll was to protect himself in his position inasmuch 
as he had but tt.qo years to go to qual:if'y for a pension. Br. Shurtleff' 
assured Catino that he had nothing to fear and tbat he would be judged 
solely on his performance as an assessor. Mr. Catino refused to withdraw 
the bill but it was defeated in the legislature, largely due to the 
39 
managerts efforts. 
Manager Shurtleff, as has been pointed out earlier, had little 
39 . ' 
. Interview with James F. Shurtleff, former Medford City Manager. 
opportunity to discuss budgets with d~artment heads prier to the deadline 
for budget submission in 1950. Most departments had submitted inflated 
budgets and were reluctant to reduce them on their own initiative. 
Assessor Connors was enraged when he first saw Shurtleff's proposed 1950 
budget for the assessors' department and became most vituperative in de-
nouneing the managerts methods. 
Manager Assigns Ippoli;to to Assessors• Office 
-
The manager met with the assessors in the spring of 1950 to discuss 
their work program for the year and to coordinate thinking relative to 
the establishment of the tax rate.. This meeting revealed that in prior 
years real estate tax bills had not been mailed until late in October and 
as a result the city was forced to borrow large sums in anticipation of 
tax receipts. 
In an effort to correct the administrative Ubottlenecktt in the 
- -
assessors• office, the manager assigned his administrative aide, Vincent o. 
Ippolito, to serve as office manager in that department. Mr. Ippolito 
was not to concern himself with the work of assessing property but was to 
supervise and direct administrative and clerical procedures. 
:Mr. Ippolito was an aggressive young man and quickly initiated a 
business-like system of office rout:ine. A few of the older personnel, un-
desirous of changing habits developed over a long period of t:ime, resigned 
in protest and Mr. Connors charged the manager with lt:f.nterferencen in 
41 
the internal affairs of the department. 
40 Medford Mercur:y:, March 30, 1950 
Assessor Connors Disagrees on Tax Rate 
The 1950 tax rate was established by Assessors Catino and Potts, a£ter 
conferring with Shurtleff, in July, 1950. It represented a reduction of 
$1.00 in the 1949 rate. Assessor Connors refused to go along with Catino 
and Potts in setting the reduced rate and issued a pUblic statement that 
the reduction was false and that the city could not budget its expenditures 
within the revenue to be derived from the reduced rate without incurring::. 
41 
a substantial deficit. 
Manager Fires Assessor Catino 
Mr. Catino again filed his life tenure bill late :in 1950. Manager 
Shurtleff construed this act as a breach of faith inasmuch as he had gone 
to great lengths to assure Catino of full job protection as long as he 
performed his assessors duties satisfactorily. 
Mr. Catinots term of office was due to expire in March, 1951. The 
manager decided not to reappoint him. in March but to carry him as a hold-
over until final legislative action was taken on the tenure bilJ.. The 
bill passed the house of representatives but the combined efforts of the 
manager and the local newspaper, which editorialized against the measure, 
influenced the state senate and resulted in that body amending the original 
bill to provide for a referendum vote before it became effective. The bill 
42 
was approved in this form and signed by the governor in June, 19.51. 
41Ibid, July 14, 1950. 
42-~, June 25, 1951. 
Mr. Catino assumed that the provision for a referendum vote Ufrozett 
him in his position, at least until the question was voted on in the 
November elections. Manager Shurtleff asked the city solicitor if the 
billts phrasing accomplished this and received a negative opinion. 
In JuJ.y, Assessor Catino agreed with fue manager that a reduction of 
$2.40 in the 1951 tax rate was possible and a date was set for a final 
meeting between the manager and the assessors prior to the official 
setting of the tax rate by the assessors. When Mr. Catino failed to ap-
pear at the designated time Manager Shurtleff inquired as to his where-
abouts and "t-Jas told that Catino was on vacation. Faced with this latest 
act of defiance and bolstered b.1 the legal opinion secured earlier from 
the city solicitor, the manager fired Catino and appointed Alfred Calabrese, 
an attorney, in his place. Assessors Potts and Calabrese announced the 
43 
official 1951 tax rate of $49.40, a $2.40 reduction £rom the 1950 rate. 
Mr. Catino decided to call on the manager at this point, accompanied 
by his attorney and ColUlOiJJ.or Carr. He requested reinstatement, admitted 
having used bad judgment and apologized tb the manager for his actions. 
Councillor Carr spoke in Mr. Cat:inots behalf and follow:ing a lengthy con-
ference, Carr left, saying: tti would have done a.rzything to prevent this 
situation aris:ing but since it has I am convinced that the manager Is actions 
. 44 
were morally and ethic~ correct and I admire his oourage.n 
~Ibid, Ju.J.:.y 5, :..,951 
44rnterrlew with James F. Shurtleff, former Medford City Manager 
Council Enters Controversy; 
Mr. Catino persisted in his fight for reinstatement. He motivated 
the calling of a special council meeting to discuss his removal. Assessor 
Connors and a large group o:f anti-Plan E people were present at the 
meeting. Several speakers denounced the manager for removing Catino and 
the audience responded with cheers and applause. Manager Shurtleff 1-1as 
loudly booed 1-Jhen he rose to speak. He opened his remarks by say:ing: 
ttit is obvious that someone is ly:ing. 11 He called upon Mr. Catinots 
attorney as witness to the meeting in the manager•s office to repudiate 
his version of the con:ference if he misrepresented the facts. Catinots 
attorney, surprised by this offer, corroborated the manager's story and 
stated that~-Jle had no doubt as to the manager t s integrity • Mr. Shurtleff 
now had the situation in hand and proceeded to explain in detail the 
reasons for Catinots ouster. The meeting ended on a despondent note for 
the Catino :forces. An anti-administration councillor was heard to say 
upon leavingthe meeting: "This is like one o:f those things you throw, 
~. 45 
a boomerang. You toss it and it comes back to hit you in the teeth.n 
The assessors controversy continued unabated after the special ;meeting. 
Assessor Connors charged the manager with having ordered increased assess-
ments in order to keep the tax rate down. Counc:illor Zamparelli_published 
an open letter castigating Manager Shurtleff for the ttassessors fiascon. 
~ 
Assessor Potts, who with Calabrese now constituted a majority of the board, 
issued a statement explaining that the assessors had increased some valua-
tions on their own initiative andhad not received a;rry orders .from the 
46 
manager to do so. 
45Medford Merc:urz, July 9. 1951. 
46 . 
Ibid, August 28, 1951. 
Catino Bill Defeated 
Mr. Catino's bid for life tenure was defeated in the November elections 
-
by over 3,000 votes. His reaction was to file another bill in the legisla-
ture calling for a reduction in the managerrs salary. This measure was 
47= 
quickly defeated. 
Commi~sianer Long Appoints Assessors 
Mr. Catino then contended that the 1945 legislation which gave life 
tenure to Assessor Connors applied to his positinn as well. He even managed 
to get an informal opinion from the attorney-generalls office supporting 
this claim. Connors and Catino, aJ:"med t-Jith the legal opinion, eaJJ.ed on 
State Tax Co:mmissioner :W:nry F. Long. Following this conference, Commis-
sioner Long declared that the manager's appointees, Potts and Calabrese, 
-
were holding office illegally. He proceeded to appoint Catino and Curtis 
LeonaJ:"d_, an assessor during the Lawrence administration, as members of the 
- . 48 -
cit.yts board of assessors. 
Manager Shurtleff refused to accept Long t s ruling and instructed all 
city officials to recognize only the board consisting of Potts, Calabrese 
and Connors. He removed Connors as chairman and appointed Potts in his 
place •. 
The city now had two boards of assessors and an announcement of the 
1952 tax rat e was :imminent. Manager Shurtleffts boaJ:'d moved first, setting 
-
the rate at $50.80, $1,40 higher than the 1951 rata. Commissioner Longts 
47 ~' November 7, 1951 
48-~, March 19, 1952 
board then declared a rate $3.50 higher than the previous yearsr. Much 
of the confusion was clarified 'When only one tax bill, reflecting the 
lower rate, was mailed to the ta:x;payers. The manager stili retained ad-
. 49 
ministrative control over the tax-biJJ.:ing process. 
34~ 
Longts interferenqe in the cityt s adm:inistrative affairs was strongly 
criticized by the Massachusetts Supreme Court in it~ decision :in the 
assessors' case. He was charged 'With havJ.ng brought aboutna chaotic 
condition :in the cityt1 withou.t justification or reason. The manager t s 
50 
actions were upheld. 
49Ibid, June 19, 1952. 
50· . ~' October 30, 1952. 
35. 
AN ATTEMPT AT PLANNING 
EarJ..y: Organization For Planni~ 
The City of Medi'ord established a planning board in 1925 under 
Section 70, Chapter 4l of the. General Laws and re-established it under a 
later statute, Section 8J.A, in 1937. The principal .functions of the board 
du:ring the building rtboomtt of the Jate t20ts and early lJOts were , : 
~ -
the establishment of rules and regulations governing the sub-division of 
land for building purposes ~nd acting on proposed zoning changes. The 
board discharged its statutory duties on a part-time basis with i:ihe cii:iy 
engineer serving as technical consultant and secretary to the board. This 
pattern of organization continu.ed through the 1940t s and up until the 
adoption of council~manager government in 1950. 
Manager Shurtlefft s Views on Pla.nni!!g 
Mr. Shurtlefft s view of the plann:ing f.'tl.:nction differed sharpl:y from 
the established pattern. He felt j,t desirable to have full-time profes-
sional planning advice available if management was to chart the cityts 
.futu.re course scientifically and systematically. He was convinced that 
in order to deterrn:ine the needs of the comnruni.ty, short-term and long-
term, it was essential that a capital improvem:lnt program be formulated 
in an objective manner based on priorities. The achievement of these goals 
in Medi'ord, he felt, required a conpJete overhaul of the cityts organization 
51 
for planning. 
Mr. Shurtleff thought of planning not only in terms of :internal com-
munity needs but, in addition, as related to urban redevelopment. The 
.s'l.Hedi'ord MerCUJ.'y, March 24, 1950. 
Housing Act of 1949 provided for federal assistance eqaal.to two~thirds 
of the cost of projects involving slum clearance and redevelopment. A 
prerequisite to securing federal funds, however, was a community co:rnmit-
ment to prepare basic maps and data and a comprehensive master plan for 
the city. This requirement necessitated professional planning as$istance 
. I 
above the level available :in Medford in 1950. 
Cusick Hired As Cij:,zts First Planner 
The cit.r council. indicated its willingness to proceed w.i.th redevelop-
nant planning shortly after Mr. Shurtleffts a,r:oival ·and voted to reqq.isi-
tion the federal government for prel:im.:inary planning funds. Following tliis 
:initial step, the manager proceeded to appo:int Patrick J. Cusick, his 
tow planner :in Saugus, as city planner. Mr. Cusick had been assured of 
appointment as S~ugus Town Manager to succeed Shur1ileff but a change in 
the makeup . of the Sa:ugus Board of Selectmen foreclosed this possibility 
. 52 
and his position iD. .Saugus became U.ntenable. 
Mr. Clll.-siok was a civ.il engineer by profession with a mastert s degree 
in city pla.nn:ing from Harvard., In 1950, he .bad already had considerable 
planning e:x;perienoe.. He possessed a pleasing personaJ.ity, made friends 
easilY and impressed people with his ability to get things done. Despite 
these plus factors, his st~ :in Medford was destined to be unpleasant. 
Engineer and Auditor appose C~sick 
The most outspoken critics of Mr. Cusiakts appo:intm.ent with:in the city 
government were the city engineer and city auditor, both beneficiaries of 
52 Ibid, May 12, 1950. 
special acts of the legislature granting them life tenure and leaders of 
the obstructionist group at city hall.· 
Mr. Cusick was assigned by the manager to serve as secretar.y to the 
plann:ing board; a duty fol'lllerl:y perfol'llled by· Nicholson, the engineer, who, 
in pre-Plan E days, was known as nthe planning boardtt because of his con-
~ ~ 
siderable :influence on decisions of the b'oard, relative to sub-divisions. 
37. 
The allegation that a few builders. enjoyed privileged_ status in this regard 
' 
was not wasted on Manager Shurtleff. 
Mr. Lucey, the city auditor, himself a _candidate for city manager 
prior to Mr. Bh:urtleffls appo:intment, refused to approve payment of 
Cusick's salary on the grounds that there was no provision for a city 
53 
planner in Mec;ifard under Civil-'Service regUlations. Cusick's pay was 
held up for four months during which period Shurtleff paid his salary 
out of his own pocket. 
Mr. Cusick had been in the city but a short time buthhis work :in 
the areas of sChool planning, capital budgeting and subdivision regulations 
had made a .favorable ~ression on the less politic~-motivated city 
officials, th,e local newspaper and others., The hassle over payment of 
his salary served to generate considerable sympathy :in his behalf. 
Mr. Cusick .finally had to resort to legal action in order to collect 
his back p~ and in view of the harrassment to which he had been subjected, 
he decided to resign his post in Medford on April 4, 1951 to accept the 
position of planner .for Mon;gg6mery County, Maryland, at almost twice his 
. 54 
Medford sa.lary. The city had lost a good man. 
53 Ibid, July 5, 1950. 
54rt>id, April 25, 1951. 
THE 1951 MUNICJl>AL ELECTIONS: THE FJRST BATTLE OF PLANE 
The 1951 municipal elections were high-lighted by the question of 
· whether PlanE could retain its four controlling votes on the council. 
The race was especially keen because former ~or Walter E. Lawrence had 
come out of retirement and was a candidate for the council. 
Mr. Pompeo Elected To Council 
The Plan E Association campaigned militantly and came up with a new 
face on its slate of endorsed candidates 3 Alfred P. Pompeo, Mr. Pompeo, 
an instructor at Boston University, was an unknown ill Medford politics but 
high.J.y regarded in the conmrunity. He made a surprisingly good showing 
in the election, finishing fifth, and joined Councill.ors Alden, Carr and 
· McDermott who were re-elected, as the pro-Plan E members on the councU. 
For.mer Mqror Lawrence, a prolific votegetter, finished second in the 
-
race and· took his place alongs~de Councillors Skerry an~ . Dello Russo as 
the anti-Plan E faction. A touch of irony was added to the election when 
. 55 
Councillors Zamparelli and MacDonald were not re-elected. 
The new 4-3 lineup on the council did not last long however because, 
again ironically, Councillor Lawrence resigned his seat after serving 
-
but one month to accept the position of Saugus Town Manager. Mr~. Anna w. 
Roberts, a vigorous supporter of Plan E and Manager Shurtleff replaced 
56 
Lawrence on the Council. 
55 . ~' November 13, 1951. 
56· . 
. ~' Mqr 5, 1952. 
YEARS OF ffiOGRESS: 1.952-1955 
1950 and 1951 were prillcipally years of transition in Medford. Some 
initial steps in governmental reorganization were taken and a pay-as-
you-go policy was established but primar~ it had been two years of 
preparing for the job ahead. 
A co~lete change of ,political philosophy had not been attained by 
'39 .. 
the end of 1951 but, in view of the sizeable majority which PlanE connnanded 
on the cotmcil as a result of the 195J. elections and Mr. Lawrencets sub-
- . 
sequent resignation Manager Shurtleff how had a real opportunity to trans-
late same of his plans and programs into action. 
CLERICAL POOL ESTABLISHED 
An organizational- ch~~ initiat~d· by ·Marlager Shurtleff in J.952 was 
the establishment of a ttcler!i:Cal pooJ.Ii' a deViCe designed to protect the 
-job and seniority status of clerical employees while insuring ma.:x:imu.m 
utilization of their services for the. city. Secretarial employees were 
placed in a general ttpool11 under the jurisdiction of the personnel 
- -
director and then assigned to various city haJJ. offices as needed during 
periods of peak loads. The employees retained quasi-departmental status 
thereby maintaining p~sition and seniority for civil service purposes. 
The chief benefit derived from the creation of the ttpooltt was that city 
. - . 
business was. transacted without interruptions caused by insufficient help 
. 57 
or an inflexible personnel policy. 
57 . . 
Annual Report of the City of Medforq, 1952 • 
.. 
The ttpooln technique, employed by most l.a.rge business firms, was 
particularly well adapted to the work of the assessors' office where the 
principal task is the preparation of real estate and personal property 
tax biJls and where the btllk of the work is concentrated in the months 
March - .siune. 
4o. 
When the city established the ttclerical pooln the state civil service 
commission ordered the city to abandon the project. The city challenged 
the commissionts ruling in court and, in an unprecedented decision, the 
ruling was overthrown. In rendering its decision the court observed that 
the ttclerical pool11 was established to save the cityts money a.nd the state 
58 
agency's interference was described as nhigh-hande~1 • 
PUBLIC DEMAND RESTORES PLANNING 
The Cusick hassle, unpleasant as it ~as, did not alter Manager 
Shurtleff's basic conviction that Medford needed full-time professional 
. planning. He realized, however, that before planning could be established 
on a solid footing, wide-spread community support was essential"' 
The Mercmts endorsement of planning appeared in the form of two 
editorials published shortl;v" after Cusickt s resignation, ttNot Too Pleasant 
- -
A Stayn (referring to CUsick) and ttPlanning Direction Needed.n 
- - - -
The Chamber of Connnerce entered the campaign .early in 1952, declaring 
that council inaction was holding up progress in urban redevelopment. 
~e Chamber t s blast was followed by a barrage of editorials in the Mercpry 
urging the. establishment of a full-fledged planning department: ttYou 
' 
Have to Keep After It11 (April14, 1952); nWhere Planning Showsrr (M~ 28, 
1952); and ttHow Planning Pays O.ffU (Ju:cy 14, 1952). This clamor and the 
5~edford Merc'lll'l, April 8, 1953 
council.' a realization that federal funds in connection with urban re-
devel.opment l'IOuld no~ be. forthcoming until. professional pl.anning was 
guaranteed finally produced an ordinance creating a planning department 
S9 in August, l.9S2. 
Nash Appointed City Planner 
Manager Shurtl.eff appointed Peter H. Nash, senior planner for the 
Boston Housing Authority, to head up the new department on November 19, 
l.9S2. Mr. Nash immediateJ.y undertook as his first project the formulation 
of a street construction program on a priority basis. Each street in the 
city was earefull.y inspected and its condition indicated on a score sheet. 
Factors such as traffic use, l.egal status, ·'Whe~er the street was a @a.jor 
or minor artery, all. entered into the final rating. Priorities for im-
provement were assigned following an evaluation of the sompleted survey. 
City official.s were then abJ.e to give residents a definite answer as to 
when their streets would be rebuilt with need and 1ogica1 priority repJ.acing 
pol.itical pressure as the determining factor. 60 
A detalled anal.ysis of the cityfs presell.t and future school popuiation 
as re1ated to location of existing school. structures was another early 
project of the department. 
By the end of l9S4, with the.1aunching of the U¢o~SWan redev'elopment 
project, planning had become an accepted feature of municipal administra-
tion in Medford. 
S9 Ibid, August 29, 1952. 
60 Annual Report of the City of Medford1 19S2. 
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4'2.. 
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT CREATED 
-
Decentralization Keynptes Pre-l'lan E Operations 
Mr. Shurtleff recognized the need for re-organiz:ing the administrative 
structure of the city government earJ.:y :in his administration. Medford, in 
1950, had thirty separate and distinct operating units, eight of which were 
independent of central admini~trative control. It was impossible, f'rom 
Shu.rtleffts po:int of view, to maintain imtimate contact t-vith twenty-two 
:individual department heads and their re~pective operations. Even if 
management could f'ree itself of all other responsibilities and obligations 
and require department heads to schedule appo:intments outside of working 
hours, there tvould still. not be sufficient time to arrange adequate con-
ferences and/or f'ield trips ~th each departmenthhead. This lack of eon-
tact, from the department heads• po:int of' view, could not help but result 
in thefeeling that management at times neglected or failed to appreciate 
some of their problems or was slow in :t'ender:ing decisions.. Consolidation 
of departments, f':t'om an operational po:int of' view, would eliminate exist:ing 
& 
conflicts and con:fusion and costly duplication and wa~S!e. 
Street Commissioner Gillis, Council Oppose Reorganization 
Manager Shurtleff felt that the twenty~two dep~~~ts reporting to 
the manager could be grouped into five divisions: public works, finance, 
public safety, health and welfare, and maintenance and development. He 
decided, in view of the planning experience, thediscuss ~ reorganization 
plans :informally with the city council before submitting formal recommenaa-
tiona.. He found strong resistance to change on the part of all councillors 
6L 
A;nnuaJ.. Report of the City of' Medford, 1950 .. 
when he broached the possibili~y o£ consolidating all departments engaged 
te 
in public works activities into a department o£ public works. The 
a.f£eoted departments were: highway., water & se1-aer, engineering, park, 
forestry and cemetery. 
The most outspoken opponent of any reorganization measure was James c. 
Gillis, street cammissione~ £or twenty years and a close ally of several 
councillors. Friction had developed almost immediately between Gilli~ and 
Manager Shurtle££ over the question of who was responsible under the new 
charter for decisions regarding purchasing, personnel, equipment hiring, 
work programming, etc. . 
Manager~gy-Passes Gillis 
Manager Shurtlef£ realized that the creation of a unified public 
works department was virtually impossible as long as Mr. Gillis enj eyed 
the confidence and support o.f the council. He decided to exercise direct 
· control over highway department a.f£airs for the time being, by-passing 
Connnissioner Gillis as much as possible in the process. This gradually 
resulted in a reduction o£ Gillist responsibilities and the emergence to 
positions o.f responsibili~ of his subordinates who, in ~ instances, 
were now reporting dll<eotly to the manager. This operating teehnique was 
.followed for almost three years with Mr. Shurtlef£ continually stressing 
-
the need .for an integrated public 1-Jorks depa:t'tm.ent. His objective was to 
gain the support o£ civic groups ania the general public m order to £orce 
a pplicy decision £rom the council. 
~2Interview with James F. Shurtlef£, former Ci~ Manager of Medford 
. 
63:Thid 
.Sno-w-storm J?o:ints Up D,.;p. W. Need 
A fortunate development in the form of an act of God occurred·in 
January, 1953, when a severe sno-w-storm crippled the city and brought 
severe cii tic ism from all fronts of the highway department t s sno-w- re-
moval efforts. Manager Shurtleff appeared before the council shortly 
after the storm and charged Commissioner Gillis with :incompetence. He 
took the opportunity to agam press for the creation of a publip -w-orks 
department under the supervision of a director of public -w-orks. Former 
Mayors Ir-w-:in, Burke and Carr, Sr. appeared at this meeting and spoke in 
Commissioner G:Ulist behalf. There was no decision by the council. 
The Plan E Association and the West Medford Civic Association publicly 
supported the manager in his quest for a public works department short~ 
after the sno-w-storm incident. In order to a'V'oid a recurrence o:f the dif-
ficulties encounteredcin Jaona~, Manager Shurtleff placed all sno-w- re-
moval responsibility :for the balance o:f the winter in the hands of the 
(54 
assistant street commissioner. 
Welch App_ointed First Director of Public Works 
The council.side-stepped the public -w-orks issue for the remainder of 
1953. Jn January, 1954, Mr • .Shurtleff included :funds for the employment 
of a director of public -w-orks·· in the budget submitted to council. The 
council was now forced tota.ke a stand, for or against. the inclusion of 
such fUnds, and thereby make a fUndamantal policy determination. Placed 
in this position, the Council approved the .fund request after receiving 
assurance from the manager that he -w-ould not attempt to abolish the position 
of street commissioner until such time as it became V'acant through the 
64 
Medford Mercury, Janmary 12., 1953. 
65 
retirement or resignation of Mr. G:illis • 
Manager Shurtleff appointed Philip W. Welch as the cityt s first 
director of public works on June 7(, l954. The appointment of Welch, 
public works director :in Reading, Massachusetts for several years, was 
sharply criticized by CounciJlors Dello Russo and Skerry on the grounds 
that Welch was not a Med:f'ord resident at the time of his appointment and 
66 
that he was close to retirement age. 
The creation of a public works department was a giant step forward 
in the interest of e~fective and economical administration of the cit,yts 
operating departments. However, Mr. Shurtleffts tactics in forcing the 
issue through public pressure and the ·budget process increased the ennti.ty 
of anti-a.dm:inistration forces on the city council and throughout the city. 
EFFECTIVE USE OF A CITJZENS t ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
School Committee Autonomy 
School Committees in Massachusetts are in the unique position of 
being completeJ.:y independent of a:ny outside :influence. The authority of 
45. 
school committees :in fiscal matters is supreme. They may request and spend 
a:rry sums deemed necessary in their judgment for the support of the school 
system without ·check by any other administrative authority. 
The fact that school committees have this unique authority with 
reference to appropr:iations means that city managers and :mayors lllUst bear 
full responsibility for the raising of these sums and for the resuJ.t:lng 
tax. rates, thus creat:ing a situation whereby considerable conflict 
usualJ.:y exists between local departments of education and the oityt s chief 
executive. 
65 
Ibid, March 9, 1954. 
66· 
Ibid, May 12, 1954. 
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46. 
First Meet:ing FrienCQ.:y . 
As mentione'd earlier, Mr • .Shurtlef'f'ts i'irst contact with the schoo.1 
committee :followed his request that he be given an opportunity to discuss 
with the committee its budgetar,y requests i'or l950o The manager received 
a polite welcome and i'ound a majority of' the committe~ desirous of' being 
cooperative and as a result the 1950 school budget was materi~ reduced. 
School Maintenance Problem Discussed 
The manager next met with the school committee in February, 1951, 
while preparing his second annual budget. The committee continued to 
' 
act cooperatively on budget matters, agreeing to reduce the original re-
67 
quests IDY$90,000. 
Consideration was given at this meeting to the problem of' ma:intenance 
of' school buildings. The committee had been spending an inadequate amount 
over a long period of' time i'or this puipo se and many buildings had i'allen 
:into a state of' disrepair. The ma:inte:nance program as carried on by the 
school committee had been sporadic, inei'i'ective, without plan or :forethought. 
The manager requested the committee to prepare a program of' repairs 
and capital improvements to school property during 1951, it being agreed 
that an objective approach to the problem would be launched in 1952o 
Themana.ger requested the committee to prepare a program of' repairs 
and. capital improvements to school property during 1951, it being agreed 
that an objective, approach to the problem would be launched in 1952. 
Mr. Shurtlei'i' met again with the committee early in 1952 and i'ound 
less willingness to cooperate on budgetary matters. No program was ad-
vanced at this meeting i'or :improvements to the physical plant. Certain 
67 
~" February 16, 1951. 
Following the inventory of' existing :facilities, the co:mm.ittee decided to 
launch a three-pronged attack on the school repair and maintenance problem 
based om (l) the development of a program of building replacement where 
68Ibid February 5, 1954. 
_, 
47. 
members of the committee thre~tened court action i:f the department's budget 
requests were not met in full. Shurtleff proceeded to point out several 
itema in the school budget whicll represented illegal expenditures such as 
the employment o:f a chiropodist and the transportation o:f pupils living 
within the legal walking distance o:f schools. Confronted with these :facts, 
68 
the committee reluctantly agreed to reduce the budget. 
School Advisory Comnri.ttee :Established 
In March, 1953, the manager established the School Housing and Financial 
Advisory Committee, an eleven-member citizens• coilnnittee. The advisory 
committee was comprised o:f the presidents o:f three PTA groups, a local in-
dustrialist, a contractor and engineer, an insurance executive, the super-
intendant o:f schools, two members o:f the school committee, Councillor Pompeo, 
who was a :for.mer teacher in the school s.ystem, the vice-president o:f the 
PlanE Civic Association and the managerts admtililistrative assistant. In 
selecting the committee, Manager Shurtleff desired to make it as represent-
ative as possible while insuring that the cityt s interests, as represented 
by his office, would be protects~ Several appointees were originally un-
sympathetic to the managert s entrance into school a:f:fairs but after an 
inspection of all school buildings and a review of the school committeets 
past maintenance policies, a strong measure of enthusiasm developed. 
The committee devoted ~ hours at the outset inspecting the school 
plant, something which some members of the school comnri.ttee had never done, 
Following the inventory o:f existing :facilities, the committee decided to 
launch a three-pronged attack on the school repair and maintenance problem 
based on: (l) the development of a program of building replacement where 
68Ibid, February 5, l954. 
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required; (2) the development o~ a program o~ adequate and sound building 
maintenance; and (3) a review o~ school department budget requests as they 
-~~ectad the carrying out o~ items #l and #2. 
Priorities Determine Advisory Connn.ittee Program 
It was ~elt at the outset that priority should be given to bringing 
all schools up to m:i.nimum standards o.f s~ety and to the elimination o~ 
~ther structural deterioration. A program o.f roo~ing and exterior re-
pairs was immediately initiated and work o~ ihis nature was success~ully 
completed at the High School, the Roberts and Hobbs Junior High Schools 
and at the Swan, Fulton, Curtis and Osgood Schools. 
- -A policy of one major renovation project a year was adopted and 
within three months o~ its formation the . connn.ittee presented plans and 
specilications for the complete renovation o.f the Franklin School. This 
project was completed in 1954 at a saving o.f $45,000 ~rom the school 
committeets original estimate o~·$95,ooo. 
Extensive repairs were recommended ~or the Lincoln School in 1955 and 
- -
children returning to their desks at the Lincoln School in September, 1955, 
~ound walls newly painted in bright, attractive colors, new'"lighting, new 
sanitar,y ~acilities, a new heating s.rstem installed, and in general, a 
much sounder structure than the one they had le~t in June. 
The manager supplemented the efforts o~ the advisory committee by 
employing a structural engineer to handle the detailed work of drawing 
plans and specif'ications. As the committee advandeddits program the manager 
requested the appropriation of funds and contracts were awarded promptly 
to carry the committeets recommendations to completion. 
49. 
The school d~artment had spent an average of $29,000 a year for 
repa~s and maintenance durmg the. decade 1940-1950. An average sum ex-
ceedjng $120,000 a year was spent following the appointment of the advisory 
. . ~ 
committee and the development of a carefully-planned, objective program. 
:School Committee Re-Enters ttRepai;t"tt Field 
The managerts school advisory committee had made considerable progress 
in a brief span of time towards its goal of complete rehabilitation of 
school properties. Its accomplishments were resented however by some 
members of the school committee who felt that they had been by-passed in 
the process and, as a result, that their stature had diminished in the 
eyes of the community. That they .suffered from bruised feelings was 
readily apparent when the manager met with them to disc~ss the 1955 budget. 
A majority of the committee refused to consider any budgetary reductions 
although the superintendent of schools indicated that some cu.ts could be 
70 
made without impairing the educational program. 
The manager_, lacking school committee consent, took it upon himself 
·, 
to reduce the school budget by $7tD,OOO. The connnittee immediately threatened 
court action to recover the reduced amount but backed down when they realized 
the probabl~ consequences of seeking increased expenditures in an election 
year. Manager Shurtleff, in cutting the budget, had gambled and won but 
71 
. in so doing he aroused more animosity within the school connnittee. 
Having witnessed thenotable a~hievements of the citizenst advisory 
oonnnittee, the school committee was now desirous of being .identified with 
69 Annual Report of the Ci~ of Medford, 1955. 
70 Medford Merc:gry, Eebruary 14, 1955 .. 
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the school rehabilitation program. They decided to inV'ade the adV'isory 
committeets field of operations in 1956 and to implement their plans the 
sum of· $5,ooo was included in the school budget for retention of an 
architect •. 
Lit~gation Ends Program. in 1956 
The advisory committee's work had been proceeding on schedule and 
recollllllendations were submitted to the manager early in Februa:cy- £or the 
renoV'ation of the Roberts Junior High School in line with the established 
schedule of priorit1es. 
The school committee announced agreement on the proposed Robertsr 
project and instructed its architect to proceed with the necessary plans 
so. 
and specifications. Mal;Jager ShurtJ.eff could do little under the circUm-
stances until the architect submitted his first bill for payment. Upon 
submission, he refused to approve the biJJ. on the grounds that the architectls 
position as established by the school committee fall within the scope of 
the ciV':ll s13rV'ice law and that Jacking ciV'il serV'ice status, the architeot 
72 
·could not legally be paid. The architect instituted legal action to re-
coV'er payment for serV'ices rendered and pending the results of this 
litigation the cityts school repair program ground to an abrupt halt. 
FISCAL OPERATIONS .STREAML:rnED 
1953 Ordinance Creates DiV'ision of Finance 
A magor reorganization of those departments concerned with the cityts 
financial operations was affected late in 1953 with the passageof an ordinance 
72Ibid, June 15, 1956. 
0 
0 
0 
creating a division o.f .finance. It was the cuJ.rnination o.f three years o.f 
intensive e.f.fort to achieve more e.f.fieiency in operating techniques by 
consolidating departments with closely related activities. The o.f.fices 
o.f cit,y collector3 cit,y treasurer and the board of assessors were placed 
under the direction and supervision o.f a director o.f .finance ~der the 
73 
ter.ms o.f the new ordinance. 
Asses.sorst Department Requires Earq Attention 
Manager Shurtle.ff laid the groundwork .for eventual consolidation when 
he assigned ~. Ippolito to the assessorst o.f.fice in 1950 to expedite 
clerical procedures. At the time o.f :Wpolito t s a~signment clerical and 
billing methods had deteriorated to the extent that real estate bills 
were not being com.m.i.tted to the collector• s office .for mailing until late 
:i.n October each year. This deley" meant that the city was .forced to borrow 
su.fficient money in anticipation o.f tax receipts to carry on normal 
municipal operations .from January to November. Interest charges on the 
temporary borrmvings amounted to $123 000 a year. In 1948, it had been 
)1ecessary to secure a waiver .from the state law requir:i.ng the payment o.f 
' real estate tax bills by November inasmuch as bills were not mailed until 
714. 
October 24. 
The principal reason .for the late mailing o.f tax bills prior to 1950 
had been the assessorst insistence that no bills be mailed until the entire 
14,000 were checked .for accuracy and assembled alphabetic~. The system 
instituted by Mr. :Wpolito provided :for the preparation of bills ward by 
ward with each wardt s bills being sent to the collectorts o.ffice .f'or mailing 
as soon as the,y were proven and checked. As a result of the change, 
73
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July 1 became the deadline for mailing tax bills in 1952 and thereafter. 75 
Chaotic Conditions in Treasurer as, Collector•s O~fices •. 
Prior to Plati E the posi tiona of treasurer and collector had been 
fi11ed on a patronage basis since neither position came under the juris-
diction of civ:U service. AJ..though by l~w the responsibility for the 
receipt and disbursement of al.l municipaJ. funds rested s~arely on the 
shoulders of these. two officials, ver.y little of their time was spe~t in 
the office and much of the administrative responsibility was delegated to 
head clerks in the respective departments. These "office lieutenants••, 
familiar as they- were with the office routine, lacked the capacity for 
top-l.evel. decision-making ~ consequently" sought gUidance from Mr. Lucey, 
the city auditor. This lack of administrative control indicated to the 
manager that onlY' a co~olidation of the two offices, along w.i. th the 
·assessors, under the charge. and direction o.f a responsible, on-the-job, 
director of finance, would prevent further deterioration of the ci ty• s 
.fiscal processes. 
As a prel.im1 nacy step to consolidation Mr. Shurtleff announced that 
it ~ his intention not to reappoint the incumbents of the positions of 
treasurer and collector when their terms expired at the end of 195.3. 76 
·This relieved the comcU of any- .feellng of obligation toward the two and 
paved the way for the enactment of the enabl.ing ordinance on December 15, 
1953. 
15 Ibid. 
76 Medford Mercury, November 11, 1958. 
Director Ippolito Intr~duces MOdern Methods 
Manager Shurtleff appointed Mr. Ippolito to head up the division of 
finance in view of' his previous experience and demonstrated proficiency 
in overhauling procedures in the assessorsr office. His first act was 
to move the three offices which had previouslY been far removed from one 
anothei' 1 into one large office on the first floor of oi ty hall. 
Mechanization of' certain clerical procedures within the division was 
. inaugurated in 1955. As is the case in most cities and towns, time-
cons'Wiling hand operations had resulted in frequent "bottleneckstt. For 
- -
example,. when a bill was paid in the collectorts section payment would be 
entered by hand into one of several tt cash books11 , listing the name, bill 
-
number and type e.g. water, excise, poll tax, etc. The record of' payment 
1-1as then pand ... posted to a commitment book. The continuance of' this time-
consuming practice, especially during the peak periods, resulted in rec.ords 
rulUling several weeks behind schedule. The cost of the above procedure 
in terms of man-hours may WE!ll be :imagined~ 
A systematic analYsis of the problem resulted :in a machine being 
designed to expedite the bill pa;yment process. It not only provided the 
taxp~er with a receipt, but more important, it pr:lnted a record of p~nt 
on an internal machine tape which constituted a new, mechanic~-produced 
ncash bookn for the city. There was available at the end of' each d~ a 
- - . 77 
total of all bills. paid and by category. 
Comp~ative PB;Y!oll Cost,, 1949-1955. 
The following analysis of . comparative payroll costs illustrates the 
77 Armua1. Re,Eort of the City of Medford, 1955. 
savings achieved thr011gh the establ:ishment of the divisi.on of .finance in 
addition to better service rendered: 
Assessors ' Department 
.. - . ,. .. . ..... . 
Principal Clerk - $273o~oo 
Sr~ elk; Tjrp:ist .;.:, 221.0~00 
Sr~ Clk.· Tjpist - 221o;oo 
Asst.ASsessors(3)· 5850~00 
(McClory, Meade, Stevens) 
. ' .. '. 
6 employees $13,000.00 
Tre.~s~ l)ePe~~nt 
watsdn; Treasurer $41'6o;oo 
Murphy;Prtilc.Cl.K. 2737·~50 
Western ·Sr.· Cll!"~ · 2346 ~4:; 
StoekWOod, Jr.CJ.K:. 1.955;36 
Mc"Gill; Jr; Cik:; I56o:oo 
Morrow, Jr. Clk. 1690.00 
6 employe~s $14,449.29 
C?llecto~ 1s_q~g~rtment 
.... ., 
Fowl.er;Collector 
Piggott-
Woodside 
Maner 
O'Hara 
Byron·· 
Doole:t· 
AnZalone 
R&iison: 
Yowler, Jane 
cash··· 
·erowley 
$429o;oo 
27-3o;oo 
286o;oo 
'2340~00 
1950~00 
195o;oo 
195o;oo 
195o;oo 
195o;oo 
1B2o:oo 
1.82o;oo 
lp64.oo 
13 employees $28,964.00 
COMBINED TOTAL $56,413.29 
1955 
Asses~?I_"S 1 Department 
Cos·tello 
o·•:aa:ra·· · 
AnZalone 
BertolB.mi 
Kimball 
$273o;oo 
2730~00 
2730;00 
2o8o;oo 
2080.00 
5 employees $12,350o00 
T~~.S.~ Department .... · ... 
MU.rpliy' 
ACcolla 
M'cttran 
Farmer 
$325.'o;oo 
247o;oo 2oao;oo 
1950.00 
4 employees $9,750.00 
Cellector t s Departm~t ... 
Woodside 
Piggoilt 
lJB.l.ton 
Hanlon 
ByroiJ:·· 
F6rt1lne 
Butts·· 
DOoley 
cash· 
Giggi 
$351.o;oo 
325o;oo 
234o;oo 
2340~00 
234o:oo 
234o;oo 
2210;00 
2340~00 
234o;oo 
2o8o.oo 
10 employees $25,090.00 
COMBINED TOTAL $47,~90.00 
P.AY RAISE ISSUE: A CONTINUAL SOURCE OF FRICTION 
Employee sal~ies-constitute the ~gest single item in a municipal 
budget, approximately 70%, ani it therefore follows that any maj_or savings 
in a cityt s operation have to come as a result of economies effected in 
personal services. In this regard, it is important to remember that city 
councillors depend, to some degree, on the votes of city employees, their 
55. 
relatives and friends, .for re-election. Though usua.1J.y unimportant 
numerically, they represent a cohesive bloc in the total voti~g population. 
Inevitably then, a city manager will make enemies and arouse the ire of 
councillors if he attempts to elilninate non-essential positions or nhold 
the J.Jnett on employees!. salaries. 
-
Another facet of the personnel situation is that the success or .failure 
of an a.c1ministration depends m large measure on the morale and produc-
ti. vity of the employees and- operating staff. A manager is faced with ·the 
internal problem o.f maintaining morale and efficiency by paying adequate 
salaries while at the same time striving to give the conununityts taxpa.yers 
adequate service at reasonable cost. 
Pay Raise Pressure Begins 
With the outbreak of war in Korea late in 1950 and the subsequent 
:inflationary spiral, pressure began to build up among city employees for 
a pay raise. The council voted in October that the manager be instructed 
to recommend·a $200-cost-of-living pay raise for approximately 700 city 
78 
employees. The legislative pressure was directed toward the budget for 
78 
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the coming year since under Massachusetts statutes increases in salaries 
are prohibited during the last three months of the fi13cal year. 
Until l955 there was an additional restriction in the Massachusetts 
Law with reference to salar.y adjustments. Chapter 44 of the. MassaChusetts 
General Law§, comrnn~ referred to as the Municipal Finance Act, provided 
that salary increases could not be affected subsequent to the submission 
of the annual budget unless a supplemental appropriation was recommended 
by the manager for that purpose. 
Manager Shurtleff Submits Budget Early 
Mantiger Shurtleff submitted the l95l Annual Budget on January l, 
anticipating that the council would take legislative action on salaries 
between January l and February 15, the deadline for submission of the 
-
executive budget. This action s~ed the council in its attempt to in-
crease. salaries by means of an ordinance change and turned out to be the 
56 •. 
ttPea.rl Harbortt of the salary r1ar.. A large group of city employees attended 
the following council meeting and the council responded by raising the pro-
79 
visions of its previous resolution from $200 to $365. 
Manager Shurtleffts Recommendations 
Manager Shurtleff refused to submit a suplemental appropriation to 
implement the proposed increase. City Solicitor Gallagher rendered an 
opinion that the council's action j1as iiivalid since no appropriation had 
80 -
been provided. The manager then proceeded to prepare a detailed report 
on the salar.Y question. He surveyed salary schedules in sixteen neighboring 
79 
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comrnunitie~ and discovered that Medford's schedule was full of inequalities. 
His recommendations to council included: 
1. That aD. classified positions in Medford which lifere then 
receiving less then the· median salary of the communities 
surv~;yed, be increased to bring those positions up to the median. 
2. That all employees be granted a 6% cost-of-living increase over 
and above the median provided that their current salary together 
with the increase would not exceed 106% of the median. 
The manager had info~ discussed the contents of his recommenda-
tion with four councillors before submitting it to the full board and 
.. 
was assured of their support. With 500 eJ11Ployees present in the council 
chamber on February 14, 1951, the managerts proposal was unanimously re-
jected by the council. With reference to the managerts pay raise schedule, 
Councillor Zamparelli stated: ttThe manager has failed to produce what he 
should.,u He hinted 1tincoJ11Petence11 and announced that he would try again 
for Shurtleffts ouster but did not know if he nhad the votes to accomplish 
it.tt- Manager Shurtleff yielded his position follow:lng a caucus with the 
- - . ~ 
council and recommended an across-the-boo.rd :Increase of $300. 
In caucus six of the seven councillors had demanded an across-the-
board increase for all employees. However, the manager had not given 
up on his plan to restore equity to the coJ11Pensation plan. 
81Ibid, February 15, 1951 •. 
The city employeest union joined w.ith the police and fire departments 
. - 82 
late in 1951 in requesting a pay raise of $500 for the year 19.52. The 
council, hav:ing learned the hard l-1Slf in 1951, requested the manager not 
to submit the budget until the salary question had been settled. He 
complied t-1ith the understand:ing that no move would be made to increase 
. 83 
.salaries by ordinance in the meantime. . As :insurance, ShurtJeff attended 
each council meeting t-1ith budget in hand, ready for :i.nJm.Sd:iate submission 
in the event that an ordianance was proposed, No action was taken during 
this period an~ Shurtleff submitted the budget as origina.J..ly prepared with 
no provision for ·salary increases. The intensity of this running battle 
on t he salary issue i·s evidenced by heaa..:lines appearing in the Merc!g7 at 
the time: 
Feb. 19 - 11$500 pay increase sought by city help.n 
Feb. 20 - !_!Manager against $.500 raise. 11 _ 
Feb. 20 - ~Councillors reject 6% pay boost as inadequate dor 
_city vlOrkers.n 
Feb,. 24 - ttFlat pay hike_seen out; final disucssion deleyed.u 
l!lar. 13 - 1!City workers ask flat pay increase now.11 
Apr. 22 - !!Pay hike settlement near.n _ 
Apr. 23 - !_!Council seeks $240 city pa;y boost, rejects Managerts 
.proposal as I,lew shO'W'down nears.tt _ 
l1ay 5 - ttManager rejects $240 rate boost; stal.ernate grows on 
_ salaries.n 
May 21 - 11 Council tb.reatens court fight on pay issue; last-
- ditch stand vJith city manager caJJ.ed for Monday, 
May 27; showdown on pay :increase seen near; new plan 
may be submitted.n 
Direct Negotiations Result in Increase 
Manager Shurtleff insisted that representatives of employee groups 
nego"tiate direct:cy" with his office rather than through the council. Direct 
negotiations paid off for the fire and police ~~partments in 19~2 when the 
manager recommended a $244 increase for employees of these departments 
following extensive disucssions. Some ooUllOillors resented being by-
~~Ibid, December 6, 19.51 
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passed but voted the necessary appropriation when recommended despite 
their injured pride. 
The manager met later with representati vas of the public works group 
and when agreement seemed impossible, he suggested that. they obtain the 
services of an experienced labor mediator and offered to pay for his ser-
vices. The employees' consultant reviewed the plan recommended by the 
. ~ 
manager and suggested to the employeest committee that they acc~t the 
84 
proposal., 
The salary schedules for other departments were arrived at without 
difficulty after these major groups had been disposed of satisfactor~. 
Employee leaders were interviewed by the local press and their feelings 
were reflected by the following headlines: 
Nov. 19 - ttCity Union stronger after pay hike talk - old ir-
~re~ities seen ended under new compensation 
plan.11 
Nov. 20 - ntots of work, heartaches, 1-1ent into new City 
Compensation Plan.u 
·The wisdom of direct negotiation should have been apparent to the 
employee groups after the successful 1952 experience but the following 
three years aaw them revert to old form by channeling their salary requests 
through the city council. This was a favorite tactic in municipal election 
.. 
years when the importance of these groups in terms of votes was emphasized 
to receptive councillors. 
}1anager Shurtleffts refusal to consider ttacross-the-boardn increases 
after l95J. and the co~cilts increasing parti~ipation :iD. the s;u_ary question 
resulted in the development of considerable friction between thelegislative 
and executive branches., 
84
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60. 
n;Ma.y:orts Billn Transfers Salerz Power to Connell. 
An answer to the dilemma which the cormciJ. constantly frund itself 
in on the salary issue was provided by Chapter 358 of the Acts of 1955 •. 
Thi.s amendment to the Mrmicipal Finance Act gave exclusive authority to 
city cormcils to increase salaries during the last three months in off-
election years. The increases so granted would go into effect on Januar,y 1 
of the following year and mayors and managers were left with n9 alter-
native but to provide the fUnds necessar.y to irnplem~t the increase in 
the annual budget. 
THE PARKING METER DISPUTE 
. . " . 
A routine item of city business assumed major significance in Mey, 
1954 and ~as destined to have far-reaching implications in Medford politics 
during thE) following two and one-half years. The episode concerned the 
purchase of parking meters to be installed in two newlY-constructed off-
street parking lots and resulted in the alienation of Councillor 
Frederick T. MCDermott, a Shurtleff supporter since 1950, and one ~ho had 
publicly ~ded .the managerts administration of city affairs on several 
-
occasions. At the inauguration meeting of the council in January, l952,he 
had introduced a resolution commending Manager Shurtleff and requesting 
a vote of confidence in his administration. The resolution passed 
unanimously on Councillor MoDermottts urging, ·marking the first and last 
. 85 
time during Manager Shurtleff's regime that such a motion ~as S'Uccessful. 1: 
City Converts to AutomaticMType Meters 
Parking meters were introduced to the City of Medford in 1949 when 
the city purchased several hundred manual-type meters for use in regulating 
on-street parking. When bids were solicitEd for new off-street meters 
in 1954 manuallY-operated meters were still in vogue in several communities 
but ma.:ny cities were gradually converting to the automatic-type meters. 
The Medford meter bids were opened in Mey, 1954 and a company offering 
an automatic-type meter was low bidder. 
The sales representative for a company bidding the manual-type meter 
called on the ~ger shortly after the bid . opening in an effort to con-
vince him of the merits of his companyts meter as aga.insbtfhe automatic model. 
He was accompanied by Councillor McDermott. 
Mr. Shurtleff asked the city purchas:ing agent to join the conference 
and together they analyzed the bid tabulation. Upon evaluat:ing the 
various bids submitted, the man8.ger annoWlCed that it was his :intention 
to award the parking meter contract to the low bidder. 
Councillor McDermott, obviou~ incensed at Shurtleffls decision, 
left the office in a huff and said as he was leaving: "Itts about time 
86 
Medford had a new city manager.u 
-
This was McDermottts last visit to the rna.nagerts office while 
Shurtleff was ci~ manager although prior to the parking meter decision 
he had been a fre~ent caller. 
86 -
Interview with James F. Shurtleff, former Medford City Manager 
SECOND. MAJOR OUSTER ATTEMPT: PLAN E 
ASSOCIATION FORCED· TO FIGHT AGAIN 
The period September - December, 1954 saw the circulation of rumors, 
stories and statements throughout the city that Manager Shurtleff was about 
to be fired. Each Tuesday' night (council meeting night) a cloud of un-
certainty hung over the city and over the manager's office. It was common 
knowl.edge that some councillors were hol.ding secret sessions, oceasionaJ.ly 
I 
wi.th "masterminds", at which the timetabl.e for the manager's removal. was 
discussed and ways of getting Mr •. ShurtJ..e.t'f to resign his post without 
' demanding a public hearing were pondered. In an effort to "cl.ear the air", 
Council1or Pompeo, a Shurtl.eff supporter, introduced a "put up or shut up" 
removal. reso1ution in October but there were no takers ~ that time. 87 It 
appeared during the fal.l. of 1954 that at no given moment were there the four 
votes neeessary.for removal., or perhaps better. said, four votes in agreement 
on Manager Shurtl.effts successor. The war of nerves resulted in a twil.ight 
pause in lJlSDY' city projects and activities pending a final. showdown. 
Councillor Skerry Brings Issue.Into Open 
At the couneil. meeting of November 30, Council.lor Skerry warned, "there 
are five votes to rep1ace" City Manager James F. Shurtl.eff.. The president 
of the Pl.an E Association e!lal.l.enged Skerry as to the validity of his state-
ment and Skerry threatened to Hbl.ow the lid off city hal.l." at the next 
88 . 
meeting. Council.l.or Skerry's threat turned out to be a fal.se al.arm on 
the fol.l.owing Tuesday when he found no sympathy for an ouster vote from his. 
87 Medford Merclli7.? October 6, 1954. 
88 Ibid1 December 1, 1954. 
coll.eagaes. At this meeting Councillor Dello Russo declared t'lfe 'll get rid 
o£ the manager when we're geod and ready', not before.tt 89 
Councillor Zamparelli Becomes Pro-=8hurtle£.f. 
A slrl.f't in Councillor's Zamparelli •s £ormerly hostile attitude -was 
discernible at this time but CounciD.or McDermott~ a long=t:im.e Shurtleff 
supporter, now joined Councillors Skerry aad DellG Russo ill opposition. 
On December 6 Councillor Zamparelli issued a public statement that he 
would support Manager Shl:ll't1e£f in any- removal attempt. He said, in partt 
64. 
tt:r have come to realize the danger o.f' dismissing the city manager and opening 
that G££:ice to possible control by persons, who, tp put it m:Ud1y, are 
Sl1Spected of not having the best :interests of the city as their primary ob-
jective.u This was an obvious reference to stories then circulating that 
Jolm 0.. Gan; Sr., £ormer mayer and £ather of the Plan E-supported councillor~ 
was slated to be named eity mamager upon Mr .. Shurtleff's removal. 
and Zamparellis1had long been at swords points politically. 
I The Carrs 
Counci11.or Zamparelli referred to Mayor John c. Carr, Jr. ill his statement 
as a 11coURei1lor wh.G had received the accolades and endorsements of the PlanE 
Civic Association for the past four years and who, further, bas extolled the 
city manager on public oecalion and is the one who~ more than any other 
sillgle individual in the City of Medford., has initiated whatever movement 
appears to be afoot in bi'inging an end tG the regime of Mr. Shurtleff by 
. stating publicly and for the record that •the city manager has outlived h.is 
use.fulness· 1• 11 
89 Ibid, December 8, l954. 
90 Ibid. 
65. 
Mayor Carr issued a statement on December 7, backing •the conduct. of the 
city council during the past. months in connection with rumors of a pending 
eust.er t.ry" and also defending the administratioa o.f his fath~r as mayer 
whi.ch be felt had been lmjustly' criticized. ·9l Carr Sr. left no doubt. in 
anyone 's mind as to his posiliion when,. on December 13, he stated that he · 
nwouJ.d. accept the manager's job if there was a vacancy-." 112 
Vote of Confidence T;r Fails 
In another attempt to £orce a showdown on the issue, Councillor Pompeo 
sponsored a resolution on December 28 cal.1ing :for a vote of contidence in 
the· manager. The motion was defeated by a vote of .3-2 with Mayor Carr 
voting 0 presentn allld Counci11or MCDermott, wha was expected to vote "non, 
. 
out of town. Councillor Alden joined Pompeo in support of the motion 'While 
Gounci11ors Dello Eusso, Skerry and Zampare11i voted ttNou • 93 
,. 
. 
The dismal prospects .for Manager Shurtleff's continuance in office after 
being unable to muster more than two o:f seven votes in the eounc:IJ. on the 
"confidence" resolution, were Slml!lled up in the Mercury on December 30: 
"But be as it may, the man who has continuously reduced 
the tax rate, sharpl.y reduced the cityts bonded debt, 
operated on a pa:y=as=you=go basis and attracted vita11y 
needed new industry because of the city's financial 
stab11ity- appears to be at the end of the road." 
Carr-McDennett Introduce R~movaJ. Order 
The suspense came to an end on Janua.r;y 4, 19$5 when Mayor 1Ja.rr and 
Councillor McDermott jointly spensered a resolution calling for Manager 
Skurt1e:f£1s removal. 
91. Ibid~ 
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In explailrln.g wq he had submitted the resolution te fire Sburtle£f, 
Carr said: ur believe ill a clean. execution, not persecution•" Further 
outlining his reas0ns, Carr declared: nn •s purpose is to stop what had 
.. 
been going 011 for months. We want to stop it one way or the other•" He 
' • I 
said that "either the manager should be removed or else he sh01!1l.d be al.-
lowed to continue with his work wi.thout the constant threat of dismissal 
banging over his head." Then, i.n a highly- siglrl.f'icant statement, Carr said: 
nr•u vote in accord with the resolution if a majority of the council so 
votes. I'll do it tonight, but I•ll not w'te on it a~in·" '-bis indi.ea'ted 
that if the ouster move failed of approval., Carr and McDermott would not 
again support a move to fire the manager .. 
Councillor Za.mparelli repeated his ea.rli.er statememt that he would 
support the manager until such time as a more qualified man appeared on 
the scene. 
Councillor Skerr:y declared that he was in favor of firing the manager 
and had been opposed to him s_ince his arrival in 1950. However, he m-
dicated that he. would not vote to fire Shvtlef'f at that time: "Yes, 
. 
I'll vote to remove him when. we get a quaJ.i.:tied . candidate and !:' don •t 
. 
see any' qualified candidate now.. When I vote to relieve him ( Shurtlef'.f) 
of his duties I'm Bat going to vote to put in any individual. I don •t 
want to get int~ aJllY' deals." 94 This was interpreted as a re..ference to 
the caadidae7 of John c .. Carr, Sr. 
Councillor Alden Invokes Seetien 22 
66. 
Be£ore the question of remov8.1 e&uld be put to a vote, Councillor Alden. 
invoked Section 22 of the charter whi.ch automa.ticall.y" halted a~ further 
d:l.scussio:a on the measure until the next meeting. 
94 ... 
Ibid, Januaey 6, 1955 .. 
The Merc!l'Z attempted to interpret the political. byt=play surrounding 
the ouster move in the .followi.:Rg editorial on Janua.ey 6: 
ttJames F. Shurtlef£ lllas been the pawn ia a game of involved 
·polities whieh now is on the 7erge of blowing up so that 
he ean. settle down to the business of being city manager 
without wondering from week to week if he is going to be 
decapitated or not. 
"The game almost played itself ou:t· Tuesday night in the 
city council before a vast and deeply interested audience, 
but for the invoking of a rul.e whieh slmt ·off final. dis-
position of the issue until the next co11!1eil meeting,. 
"We feel certain, and the people of Medford can feel certain 
at this time, that there are enough members of the city 
council. who 'Will. no longer stand li>y and permit the manager 
to be harrassed and beset by What Mayor John C. Carr called 
'persecution 1 last Tuesday night. Mayor Carr t s resolution, 
jointly submitted with Coum.cillor Frederick T. McDermott, 
to discharge the manager, whem both voted to bring here and. 
ba.ve supported over the years, can and 'Wi11 clear the air ••• 
lh. the normal course ef events,. it 'Wi1.1 not pass next Tuesday 
night, unl.ess both Councillors Skerxy and Za.mparelli - as 
they have frequently stated publicly- can be satisfied. ia 
the next few days that a new manager meeting their opinion 
of competenee can be feund to succeed Mr. Shurtleff. 
ltThe motion o£ Mayor Carr and Councillor McDermott is of a 
piece with that offered several weeks ago by the able and 
artieULate Councillor Pompeo in his widely-read 'put up or 
shut up t speech for the removal of Manager Shurtl.eff. 
Councillor McDermott has had his differences with the manager 
and has not dened he wollld like to see him replaced; but 
the difference in the &Demott approach and that of others 
may lie, perhaps, in the .fact that the new state senator 
(McDenn.ott) is not interested. in engaging in a war of 
attrition with the manager to the point of exhaustion, but 
will probably face the question of disebar ge once ud just 
onee, and entirely apart .from such questions as to who will 
be the next :manager. 
11Meanwhile, it would n.ot be inappropriate for citizens inter-
ested in our government and this apparently crucial deei.siolil -
one which has yet to see, we repeat, a single charge for 
removal cited against the manager -to mark the next meeting 
of the council as one they should attend. It may be aecessary, 
on such a basis, to hold the meeting in Chevalier Auditorium. 
and to prove, as it was just five years ago, that Medford 
citizens not only support i'air play but also want the affairs 
of their conmnmity- managed en the level. of ·competency it has 
enjoy-ed the past five years." 
67. 
68. 
Public Reaction Shattel'S. Ouster Attempt 
Om. Tuesday, January 12, a capacity crowd of 2,360 citizens ja:mned ever'f' 
incll of available space in the huge Chevalier Auditorium. Mayor Carr 
announced at. the outset of the meeting that he had been authorized by his 
.father to issue a statement that the elder Carr "regardless of the vote 
tonight, wiJ.l. under no circumstances be a can:lidate for city- manager." 
This a.nnoUlilCement did not forestaJ.1 a blistering statement by Councillor 
Zamparel.Ji that the two sponsors of the removal. order, Carr and McDennott, 
sought to create a vacancy 11to make way for the election of State 
Democratic Chairman John C. Carr Sr. to the poste1t Zamparelli 's attack 
shattered ~ possible ouster attempt at the start of the drama-packed 
meeting. 
Councll.l.or McDermott summed up his feelings about Manager Shurtleff 
:in the following statement: ttEver since Shurtle.r·.r CIJ.m6 here, with one 
exception, I don •t believe we ever had a meeting with all seven councillors 
and the manager9 There 1s something wrong.. This not a one-Jjl&!t goverment. 
If some sort of closer contact between the manager and ce"'lltcil could be 
worked out, :r think a great deal of trouble could be done away with.u 
McDermott said he disagreed with the manager on pay increases for eity 
employees. He said that the concil unanimously tprough the years had 
voted certain pay increases only to have the action ignored by Shurtleff. 
He ~ommented that the city manager was duty bound to go along with 
coUJilcillors and provide needed pay raises and closed with the plea: ULet•s 
see if we can work :in barmo~." W!hth~~oim~illor:r'McDermott against the 
ouster the outcome was no longer in ddubt and on the roJ.l caJ.l vote only 
.t 
69. 
95 Councillors Dello Russo and Skerry supported the move to fire the manager • 
The defeat of the ouster move was seen as paving the way for a stronger 
P.lan E movement in the city- and an increase in stature of the PlanE Civ:te 
Association. 
95 
The Meremz summed- it up this way. 
1tCity Manager James F. Shurtleff emerged .from the mists 
Ci>f uncertain tenure into the clear atmosphere o£ secure sup-
port and public endorsement last night. , The unpre-cedented out-
pouring o£ more than 2, 000 peaple, ove~helmilag dete~ed 
to shout out their baclcillg of him in his post as manager, 
as the council met on the stage o£ Chevalier Auditori'tllll and 
finally endorsed him by a 5-2 vote, proved uot only a personal 
tri'UIIlph for this man who has given so much o£ himself' to his 
position during- the past .five years, but can be construed as 
an impressi-ve endorsement of the Plan E Civic Association. 
backing of the manager and his program. 
"The events o£ last night climaxed more than four months of 
strain and tension, compounded by rumors and gossip directed 
at either removal e£ the city manager or causing him to throw 
11p his hands in disgust and quit~ A less resolute man might 
have done this. 
"It was inevitable that events woul.d march to a showdown, and 
'While previous ef£orts to get a vote of removal.,_ then of con-
fidence, failed to be conclusive ill any instamee, the final 
joint resolution by May-or Carr and Councillor McDermott ... 
neither of whom voted in the .final coUlit to support it -
proved the instrument of finality. It was, of course, a caJ.-
cW.ated risk, politics being what it i.s, to put this order in, 
' but it was a risk that had to be takem and faced. 
"The outcome is now in. the record. l:t has acted, we hope, to 
clear d5he atmosphere and terminate an unsavory period of ha.rrass-
ment aDd persecution whieh awakened so nmeh public sympathy for 
the position o£ the city manager. 
Ibid, January 12,. 1955. 
"Last night •s great meeting was also a kind of accounting 
of things in Medford as they stand and could be. It is impos-
sible,. o:f course, to overrate the imp~ of seeiDg so lllB.ny" 
citizens spend an entire evening sitting in on a discussion 
of their own lllUliicipal. affairs and have their own spokesman 
speak their pieces. Both. the pro and con had something to 
contribute to the evening~ in different degrees, and the whole 
panorama was higbl.igh.ted 'by the fact tlila t differing views, 
lightly or deeply bela~ have a place and a hearing. in the 
democratic government which the couneil-manager form. proVides •. 
It was also pretty clearly shown tbat there is a fundam.ental 
feeling about :fair play in the community, the ·lack of whick 
aroused such a whirlwind as coul.d not be denied last evening. 
"Warren Carley, one of the citizen speakers, said it well: 
'This has become an issue of· .fair pl.ay. When so maey people 
show up, they are compelled to do this by some unusual 
motive. It can•t be. petty, personal or small. They are here 
to see simple justice done • ' . 
ttSimpl.e justice was done in the vcte of confidence given 
Mr.. Shurtleff., This vote, preceded by the meeting and hearing; 
can well mark the end of the convulsion, a crisis, in the city's 
life. It can also mark the renewal ef a refreshing era of close 
cooperation between the administrative and policy-making branches 
of the city government - aad it should. People want, intenseJ.lr, 
good govermnent. · 
"It was ineVitable that Mr. Shurtleff defer many- decisions 'While 
the swerd of Da:mocles~ so to speak~ hung over his head. He can 
feel ~e to go forWard With these decisions, to invite the 
council to sit with him~ t.o be less constrained in some matters 
th.a.n he has 'been, so that the healing process is hastened. 
Decent government, decent conduct were upheld last night and the 
people of Medford can hold their heads high todq.u 
1956: YEAR OF CRISI$ 
The second maj.or ouster ·attempt at the beginning of 1955 had been a 
side-on probing action aimed at testing the manager's strength and the 
seriousness of the council's removal. intentions. The public again ral.li.ed 
to Manager Shurtleff's support and a ~ote-conscious council took note of the 
fact as reflected by its action at the hearing. For the remainder of 1955 
the council decided to "tolerate" the manager and there were no major clashes 
or difficulties encountered. 
Vote of Confidence Avoided 
Councillor Pompeo was elected mayor at the inauguration meeting of the 
new council in January, 1956 and a newcomer to the council, John J. McGlynn, 
was elected Vice-chairman. Councillor McGlynn, in private life, was engaged 
in the florist business. Councillor Zamparelli introduced a resolution at 
this meeting commending Manager ~urtleff on his six years of service. Among 
other phrases of coiiiD19l'ldation, the resolution stated: "James F. Shurtleff, 
during his term of office, has accomplished Dnlch to make tl:te citizens of the 
city proud of his management." It requested, "that the council show its ap-
preciation of his exceptional administrative ability" by spreading upon the 
records this resolution of commendation ·and upon the passage of the resolu-
tion a copy be sent to Manager Shurtleff." 
71. 
Councillor Skerry asked that a roll-call vote be taken before the reso-
lution was put to the council. Councillor Oarr then moved that the resoJ.ution 
be "tabledtt until a later date and this motion carried, 4-.3, with Carr joining 
Councillors McDermott, McGlynn and Skerry in tavor of 11tabling". A showdown 
on a vote of confidence in the manager was thus skillfully averted. Councillor 
Carr explained that he felt it unfair to Councillor McGlynn to ask l¢n to vote 
on such an important matter before he had had sufficient time to jndge the 
manager for himself'. Oouncil1or Za:mparelli, in a strong· pro-Shurtleff state-
ment, recalled the resuJ.ts of the last election (November, 1955) in which a 
majority of' the PlanE councillors were elected. He stated that Mr. Shurt-
l.eff' s six-year administration had been . the major campaign issue and that 
ttrdnety percent of' t1;te people must have been with b1m. (Shurtle:ff).n 9~ 
~ager Recommends Revaluation 
Manager Shurtleff', meanwh.i.l.e, had submitted the new budget and, in b:is 
accompanying ~ssage,. urged a revaluation of all residential and co:mm.ercial 
real' estate in the city.. He submitted ·a detailed list of problems which the 
city was facing and pointed out that, without reval.uation, the city was at 
the point 'Where progress must halt or else a confiscatory tax rate wou1d 
resul.t. He hit out at the tax structure in Massachusetts as being "antiqua.tedn 
and !'rest:rlcting new sources of revenue." .According to Mr;. Shurtleff, too 
great a burden was being ·"placed on the shoulders of property- owners, a 
source already taxed beyond reasonable l.imi ts. n He accused the state legis-
lature of being "too generouS with the already limited funds of the cities 
and towns. n "Annually, tt he said; "the state legislature passes a series of 
b:Ul.s that further restrict a city•s limited income, while at the same time 
' it passes legislation that materially increases the cost of local. government. 
Never does the legislature make provision for new sources of' revenue when 
revenue is taken away or when additional burdens are placed upon the community .n 
He hit out at "autocratic agencies of' the State, the M.T .. A. and M.D.c., which 
9Q;Medford Mercury, January 3, 1956. 
possess the right to arbitrarily impose the costs of their operation upon the 
metropolitan cities and towns, while those cities and towns have no voice in 
their management or mismanagement, 'Whichever the case may be." 
"unless an objective, courageous and non-political re-appraisal of our 
tax structure is made al.ong with ~program of re-adjustment, confiscatory- tax 
rates o! more than $80.00 w.i.ll soon be a rea1ity", Shurtleff said. Referring 
to the local problem, within the city council's province to correct, he 
added: "The city•s tax base or its collective assessment of properties is 
grossly unfair; wide-spread and rank' inequa1.i ties are the rul.e rather than 
the exception. If a scientific revaluation were undertaken, even with an in-
creased tax rate the citizens woul.d be assured of the fact that each taxpayer 
would' be paying his fair share of the cost of government, no more, no less. 
But as things now stand, each increase in the tax rate w.ill only serve to 
exaggerate existing inequali.ties.n 
Manager Shurtleff submitted a .list of 125' properties with his message, 
all sold within the past year" There were five parcels from each of the 
oity1·s 25 precincts and he indicated· beside each the potential assessment if 
assessed at either 5'0% or 6o% of fair market value. He said in connection 
w1 th this survey: "A casual glance at these figures leaves no doubt that a 
. 
complete reapportionment of assessed valuation placed upon all properties in 
Medford is a paramount need if we are to deal. with our taxpayers fairly and 
at the same time insure the receipt of sufficient revenue to carry out the 
programs desired by the eity government and Medford's citizenry." 
Mr. Shurtleff indicated in this report what Medford•s tax rate would .,. 
have to be to match the per capita expenditures ()f other cities and towns ~ 
"To match Newton, Medford's rate would have to be $85'.50; 
To match Brookline, Medford• a rate woul.d have to be $87 .50; 
To match Cambridge, Medford~s rate would have to be $102.20." 
73. 
He did this to demonstrate· to councillors who had been advocating that 
Medford match the pay schedules of these communi ties; the additional cost it 
would require to do so. 
The budget as submitted by Manager Shurtleff, based on the same tax rate 
as the previous year meant: 
1. No capital improvements 
2. No salary increases in 1956 
The report went on: "Ex:cl.usive of sal.a.ry increases, if some progress 
was to be made in some of the ci ty• s deferred maintenance projects and other 
programs that·had J.ong been neglected due to the city•s inability to finance 
them, an additional. $5001000 would be needed." Since this amount would 
represent an increase in the tax rate of $52 So, he invited the council to 
subml t suggestions as to possible new sources of revenue that would make 
possible the appropriation of this additional. $500:,000. Mr. Shurtleff con-
cluded by saying that the city was eonfltanted with three alternatives: 
l. Fix expenses to income, based on a tax rate of $52.00 to 
$54.oo. This would mean curtaili~ the desires for additional. 
services and a major improvement program. It meant foresaking 
the desires and needs of the city to live up to the standards 
of cities like Newton, Cambridge, etc. It meant maintaining 
the status quo. It meant dissatisfaction. 
2. Increase the tax rate substantiall.y •. This, as he saw it, 
meant exaggerating existing gross inequalities in the fal.se 
assessment picture and placing an enormously heavy burden upon 
a large portion of the property owners. It meant al.so that · 
this would endanger the bright prospect for the continuance of 
the city's industrial and commercial development, one of the 
best sources o:t revenue. This, he pointed out to the counci1, 
was most undesirable and wou1d seriously damage the ci ty-1 s 
·:. future. 
3. Immediately undertake an objective and impartial reassessment 
or reapportionment of the values now placed upon all real pro= 
perty in Medford. 
He strongly recommended the third alternative, advocating a fair and 
scienti£ic assessment of all. properties w.i thout favor· to a:trr.. Properti-es 
woul.d be. assessed upon the same basis, 'Whether it be 4o%, 50% or 6o% of 
true value. 97 
Councillor McDermott · and Manager Shurtleff Exch!llie Charges 
75. 
Shortly after receipt of the manager's budget message urging revaluation, 
Councillor McDermott accused Manager Shurtleff of "kidding the public on :tis-: 
cal matters" and of "milking the excess and deficiency fund", the city's sur-
plus cash fund. The manager replied to McDermott • s charge w.i. th the f ollow:l.Dg 
statement: 
"The cry of phony' tax rates and phoey budgets has cropped up annually 
by anti-administration spokesmen. But thus far the city cont:i.nues to 
enjoy a AA. credit rating and has had its tax rates approved every 
year by the State Department of· Corporations and Taxation. According 
to the financial statistics of Massachusetts published by Tyler & co., 
Inc., specialists in Massachusetts tax exempt bonds and notes, Med-
ford, as of January 1, 1955, had a per,~capita debt of $12.00 in com-
parison with: Cambridge, $65· Beverly, $106; Waltham, $66; Woburn, 
$52; Worcester, $89; Malden, $39; Melrose, $20; and Newton, $181." 98 
Reval.uation Bid Defeated 
The city councU voted on April 12, 1956 to tttable" a request from the 
- . 
manager for $40,000 to engage an outside .firm o.f revaluation consul:tants. 
This amount was estimated to represent one-half of· the total cost o.f revaluing 
97.Annual Budget Message, 1956. 
9~ed:f'ord Mercun:, January 10, 1956. 
all. residential and commercial properties in the city. The principal reason 
advanced for "tabling" the request was concern on the part of some councillors 
regarding the areas slated for early attention. Assessor Connors strongly 
opposed Manager Shurtleffts proposal. He stated that he was afraid of the 
results li£ property owners appealed the new valuations to the State Tax 
.Appellate Board, his opinion being that the judgment of the outside "experts" 
would not be upheld by the appeal agency,. 99 The following day the Mereuq 
published an editorial entitled "Hesitation Waltz", chiding the council for 
its indecision and the reasons expressed for it. 
A showdown on the revaluation proposal. came on May 9 wen it was de-
feated by a vote of 4-3 with Councillors Alden, POll!Peo and Zamparelli voting 
in favor. 100 
THE "PRIVATE PROPERTY" FIASCO 
Councillor Skerry charged in June 1956, that the manager had ·ordered 
ei ty employees to perform work on private property. Mr. Shurtleff replied 
that a councU directive prohibited such action but that it had been a tra-
dition to help semi-public institutions such as the historic Royall House, 
Red Feather Agencies, etc. in cases of hardship. Councillor Skerry blasted 
back, asserting that, "I .can point to two dozen oases and will resign as a 
councillor if what I say is not true." 
. 
The mayor urged Councillor Skerry to disclose the ntwo dozen" eases but 
he requested a postponement until the next council meeting. 101 
Council.l.or Skerry presented one ease of ei ty ·employees performing work 
on private property at the next council meeting, charging that work had been 
99Ibid, April 13, 1956. 
lOO:rbid, Ma;r 10, 1956. 
101Ibid, June 5, 1956 
76. 
done on a 14-foot w~l,. He asked Mr. '\felch, the public works director, i£ 
such was not the case. Welch said that he had ordered the work done due to 
the wall's condition which was a menace to pedestrians and the adjoining pre= 
perty. He eJq>lai.ned that only enough work had been dorie to buttress the wall 
and thereby prevent it from endangering passersby. Councillor skerry insisted 
that Mr. Shurtleff had ordered Welch to do the work against his wishes. Mr. 
Welch replied that he had ordered it on his cmn initiative and would assume 
'~--
full responsibility. Skerry ma::Ultained that he· :Q.ad proven his point and with-
drew his offer to resign. The next day• s Merc!l!"Y editorialized, "The Great 
Fiasco". 102 
PLANE SURVIVES AS JAMES SHURTLEFF IS REMOVED AS CITY MANAGER 
Events Leading Up To Dismissal. 
77 •. 
Councillor McGlynn invited Mayor Pompeo to a meeting with John B. Kennedy, 
Town Manager of Norwood in June, 1956, to discuss Mr. Kennedyts availability 
in the event that the Medford manager• s position became vacant. Mayor Pompeo 
attended the. meeting with McGlynn but remained non-comnii ttal as to whether or 
not he would vote for Mr. Kennedy in the event that City Manager Shurtleff was 
fired. 103 
Councillors McGlynn, McDermott, Skerry ·and Zamparelli · ~et · s~veral times 
du.r:Lng the summer months to Siacuss a course of ae.tion. John Z~arelli, the 
councillor's brother, attended these meetings and acted as principal advisor 
to the four. 104 
102Ibid, June 12, 1956. 
103Interview with former Mayor .Alfred P. Pompeo. 
104rnterview 'With former fdli ty 6ouncillor .Andrew H. Zamparelli. 
78. 
Mayor PD!Dpl~eovi:$i ted Mr. Shurtleff on the Cape early in August to appraise 
him of the fast-moving developments and to urge a more conciliatory attitude 
on Shurtleff's part in order to prevent matters from coming to a head. The 
manager listened ,ij;Jt said little. 105 · 
Salary Issue Alienates Councillor Zamparelli 
Councillor Zamparell.i had strongly supported Mr. Shurtl.eff during and ·af'ter 
the 1955 ouster attempt and as a result of his stand on that question 8.nd on 
subsequent issues before the council he had won the Plan E. Civic Association's 
endorsement and finished a strong fourth in the 1955 municipal elections. 
On many occasions in his political career however, Zamparelli had been easily 
swayed by political. figures in the conmnmity and principally by his brother, 
John, who was opposed to council-manager government in general. and specifically 
to its representative in the manager's office, Mr. Shurtleff. It became in-
.. 
creasingly evident as the year 1956 progressed that Councillor Zamparelli was 
again .moving in the direction of the anti-PlanE faction on the council. 
Councillor Zamparelli had been the city employees' champion over the years 
and so it was only natural that he be designated chairman of the city council's 
pay raise committee in 1956, the first year of operation under the so-called 
"Mayor t s Bill". 
rn an effort to ttsound out" :Manager Shurtleff on the salary question, 
. . 
Zamparell.i broached the subject to him in October, 1956. 
The manager tdil!d Councillor Zamparelli that as the resu1 t of a survey he 
had just completed he considered the employees to be well pai.d and felt that 
any increase proposed in 1956 should be minimal.. He refused to budge from this 
position during several. sessions w.i. th Councillor Zamparelli on the salary 
questiom: .. 
105Author was present at this conference. 
Councillor Zamparelli, under constant pressure from the employee groups 
.for a substantial. pay increase and .from other councillors intent on Mr. Shurt-
1ef£•s removal., .finally staked his opposition to the manager on his handling 
o.f the salary issue. l.o6 
Councillor McDermott, who had hesitated to commit himse1.f up to this point, 
now pledged to join with the other three in an aJ.1-or-notl:iing removal. attempt. 107 
Councillor .Zamparel.li Asks Mr. Bhurtle.ff to Resign 
Councillor ZamparelJ.i invited David Bridkm.an, editor o.f the Mercury, to 
l.unch on November.6, 1956, and revealed that .four members of the city council 
I 
.felt that the manager had been de.ficient in administering city affairs and 
were planning to remove him from of.fice. Mr. Brickman suggested that i.f a 
majority o.f the council. felt that way, they should ~preach Manager Shurtl.ef.f 
and ask him to resign. ZSllparelli took Brickman•s advi.ce and confronted Mr. 
Shurtleff with the .facts. The manager stated that he would resign if he knew 
who his successor was going to be. To this, Councillor Zamparell.i replied: 
"Name the man and I will vote .for him. n 108 This was not assurance enough 
. . 
.for Mr. Shurtl.e.f.f who re.fused to resign, saying, "you tJ.J. have to do 1 t the 
hard way. n l.09 
'Pl.an E Supports Manager Shurtleff 
The Mercury broke the story of the proposed ouster on November 1.4 and 
' prompted the .following statement .frGm Newlin R. Smith, President of the Plan 
E Civic Asso.ciation: 
106Interview w.i th .former City Councillor Andrew H. Zamparelli. 
107Thid 
l.08Ibid 
109rnterview w.tth former City Manager James F. Shurtleff. 
"The Medford MercBt of November 14 states that four city 
counclll.ors have Fed 'With the city clerk a written order 
ca11ing for the dismissal of the manager. If this is true 
and it is not w.1. thdrawn it will be on the agenda for next 
Tuesday. A counci11or who votes to dismiss the manager would 
have to discount many of his accomplishments. At least one of 
the four councillors says he is interested in getting a pro-
fessional. manager to repl.ace Shurtl.eff.·,_and I would like to 
ask, what top fl.ight manager would appl.y for a vacaacy created 
by the S'llllliD.arY dismissal. of James F. Shurtleff? What top-
flight professional. woul.d wil.l.ingl.y expose himsel.f. to the 
abuse and. exaggerated attacks which have been l.eveled at 
both the office and the man ·during the past six years? Vli.th 
the announced pl.ans of the council. af raising all empJ.oyees 1 
salaries again, who is going to take a job that per force 
w:Ul have to start with a considerable increase in the tax 
rate under these conditions?" no . 
Manager SUspended · 
The MercU!'l edi toriali.zed several times against the ouster before the 
resolution came up for action at the council meeting of November 20. The 
ltfiring four" made good on ita pl.edge at this session and voted to suspend 
- -
the manager from office by a vote of 4-3 in anticipation of formal removal. 
action following a hearing. Mayor POJD.PeO and Council.l.ors Howard F. A1den 
and John c. Carr, Jr., voted "No". City Engineer Nicholson, l.ong-time foe 
of the manager and . Pl.an E, w~ d~signated acting city manager. l.11 
It was not until. December 3 that the charges against the manager were 
final.1y produced: 
tt James F. Shurtleff 
2' Powder House Road, Ext. 
Medford ,,, Mass. 
Dear Sir: 
n Consistent with the M.a.ssachusetts General. Laws, Chapter 43, 
Section l.03, and in compliance w.i.th the demands made under said 
Chapter 43, Section 103, by you, and as voted by the Medford 
City Council. on Tuesday, November 27, 1956, you are hereby 
given this written statemeni! of the reasons al.1eged for your 
removal as City Manager. 
ll'\redf ord Mercury, November J.5, 1956. 
l.llibid, November 21, 1956. 
eo. 
"1. You have failed to keep the City Council fully advised of 
the city•s financial conditions and its future needs which 
was your.duty under Chapter 43, Section 103. 
n2. You have failed to cooperate with the City Council in its 
requests to you for the removal of snow, removal of material 
which clogged up drains and pipes resulting in floods, and 
the repai.r of sidewalk and street defects, which requests 
were made of us by the North Medford Civic Leagae, citizens 
and residents of the Glenwood area, the Wellington district 
and Sauth Medford, and from every section of the City of 
Medford. 
"3· You have failed to correct the deplorable and dangerous 
condition of Gravelly Creek, Meeting House Brook and other 
jSreas where flood conditions exist in. the City of Medford 
and to comply with motions of the city council. even though 
money was appropriated for such purposes. 
"4. You have permitted, by your .negligence, hundreds of 
thousands of dollars of eqllli.pment and buildings to 
deteriorate resulting in the curtailment of ·essential. 
services to the citizens of Medford. 
"5. You have permitted the deteriorat:i.o:r;J. and abandonment of 
recreational facilities for the yoath of our city. · 
n6. You have forced the Medford Public Library to cut hours 
available to children at the branch libraries by fifty 
percent availability and to operate in recent years with 
twenty-five percent reduction in personnel. 
Chevalier Again 
Respectfully submi. tted, 
s/ John J. McGlynn . 
s/ Andrew H. Zamparelli 
s/ Patrick J. Skerry 
s/ ]7-ederick T. McDermott" ll2 
A public hearing was scheduled for December 11 in Chevalier Auditorium. 
Under the terms of the charter, the council was to sit as judge and jury 
during this proceeding. In fact, they were judging their own action al-
ready taken in suspending the manager. 
ll2Ibid, December 3, 1956. 
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Chevalier was .filled to capacity. Mayor Pompeo announced at the out-
set that spectators would be allowed to speak for three minutes and spokes-
. I 
men for organizations for six. Mr. Shurtleff himself spoke for almost two 
hours. He rendered a complete account of the city's progress duri~g the 
period 1950-1956, stressing the fact that while essential services had been 
improved, salaries raised several times and industrial expansion had gone 
on unimpeded, the tax: rate had been stabilized. He thanked .those who had 
helped in the effort and sa;id in conclusion: 
"..An administra.ti ve program based upon the foregoing prin-
ciples is bound to conflict with opposing political interests, 
yet it is only proper and right in our democratic society, 
that the w.i1.l. of the officials elected by the people should 
prevail •••• The above is my successol"•s inheritance, while my 
head may be bloody, it is unbowed •••• .,UJ.eged charges have 
been made. In eaoh instance they have been answered. Were 
this a court of law, and my so-called defense been presented 
to a judge or a jury of citizens, rather than to a political 
body-, or a majority of the same, I am confident of what the 
verdict would be. But under our city charter the council 
is the judge, the jury and the prosecutor and their decision 
is final regardless of fact or truth. From their decision there 
is no appeal •••• certain members of the council have given their 
reasons. It is their responsibility to weigh the matter and 
render their verdict either justly or otherwise. At this moment 
they have their consciences to consult. They can either ob-
jecti vely consider the m.eri ts of their proposals or they can 
base their votes solely upon personal political considerations, 
either short-term or long-term.. But regardless of which avenue 
they select to follow in arriving at this decision, . one faot 
remains, that is, that these four men must themselves face 
the greatest jury of all, the voters of Medford, next November, 
and themselves be judged upon the action that they will now 
tak:e.n ll3 
Pledged to see :!-t through, come what may, and in the face of tremendous 
public opposition, Councillors Zamparelli, McDermott, McGlynn and Skerry 
proceeded to vote for dismissal. Mr. Shurtleff's seven year administration 
thus came to an end. 
ll3Ibid, December 1.2, 1956. 
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PLANE ASSOCIATION LOSES CONTROL: 
POLITICS RETURN WITH TBE KENNEDY INTERLUDE 
The "Firing Four" dcminated municipal affairs duriag 19!57. The 
appointment of Jolm. B. Kennedy as city- mamager was not completely- unf<l>re-
seen by those close to th.e poH. tical. situation in view of Councillor 
McGlym1 's overtures to Ma7Gr Pompeo in Mr. Kennedy1s behaJ..i' prior to the 
. 
Shurtleff ouster., Kennedy-, Norwood Town. Manager since 1950, was elected 
to the $15,000 post on January 4, 1951 by a vote of 4-l. The same four 
cc:nmeill.ors 'Who voted to dismiss Manager Shurtleff sel.ected Kennedy. Mayor 
Pompeo and Councillor Alden were absent ·from tb.e meeting 1l'h whieh Mr. 
Kennedy was appointed and Councillor John c. Carr Jr. east his vote for 
his father. -CouneUlor Carr noted i.n passing that the entire connell had 
:never had the opportlllrl.ty of interviewing Mr. Kennedy, thus he didn't 
. 114 . 
feel that he coul.d vote for him. Mr. Kennedy's election represented a 
personal. netory for Councillor McGlynn, his original sponsor. 
Manager Kennedy had been ma.mager of the Winthrop Water department for 
ten years prior to assuming the Norwood manager t s post and previously had 
served as a member of the Winthrop -water commission. 
The appointment of Mr. Kennedy drew the following cemment from the 
Mercll!'l on January 7, 1951 i 
114 
"Election o£ Jolm B~ Kexmedy, town manager of Norwood,. to 
the post of eity manager of Medford as successor to the 
deposed James F. Shurtleff, is n.ow an accomplished .fact. 
"He is undertaking am ardueus job and he is undertaking it 
under something less than the best of circumstances. 
Medford Mercurr, January 5, 1957. 
u:rn. the .first place, he succeeds a man who bad no managerial. 
standards to measure up to, becallSe that man was the first 
fUll-time city manager in the city's histot'y' and enjoyed the 
leeway .for establishing &is own record and standards, which 
he did to a notable and st~g degree. Mr. Kennedy'•s tenure 
cannot help but be stacked up in comparison: with that -o.f 
Shurtleff as he taek1es the many problems involving Medford ts 
future• 
11Jh the second place, Mr• Kennedy' comes in on the heels of a 
political upheaval which has left many womds and resentments, 
not to ment:ion hostility, amoDg thousands of Med.fordi.tes who 
do not believe tbat the remova.J.. of Shurtleff was carried 
through for an;rlihing but the most specious of reasons. This 
leaves the new manager in the' position of being the new target 
of that host:llity, rightly or wrohgl;y • 
. tt]h the third place, Mr. Kennedy has been elected by .four votes, 
by members of the council. who joined together 'to dispense with 
Sh:urtlef'f, a:nd 'Wh:lle this is perfect:ty legal and proper, the 
eatire counei1 of' seven never had a cbanee to interview him and 
pass proper judgment on his qua1ifieatli.ons. Cot111ciJ.lor John C. 
Carr Jr., who opposed the action with two of his colleagues, has 
stated that Medford 8ity government is now in the bands of' an 
tt oligarchy of four" meaning the quartet who removed Shurtleff 
a.Jld elected Kennedy'~ Thus, Mr. Kennedy's backers have brought 
him here under an additional complication, whieh is a far cry-
from the manner in which Sh.ttrtleff was brought here, when all 
the collDCillors had the opportunity to see him and interview 
him. before his election. . Neither Kennedy nor any other candidate 
was .formally interviewed by the entire couneil in its u search" 
.for a successor. · 
84. 
"I"n the folilrth. place,_ the hard £act. of' the ease is that Mr. 
Kennedy is here as city manager under the sponsorship and auspices 
ef some of the most persi.steat political malcontents the city 
has ever known, both in and out of public office. To what ex-
tent 'Will he permit himsel.£ to be swayed by them? 'We do not klmw. 
But his c;leeds will speak f'or themselves in this regard and spell 
out whether he is city manager within the meaning and intent of 
the charter or a devotee of' cronyism and all it may- imply. 
"All these are the naked and real aspects of a change in managers 
in Medford. :Residents of the city are well aware of them and 
thus may be forgiven for viewing with. some misgivings what has 
transpired. Medford is not a small town like Norwood £rem which 
Mr. Kennedy comes., :r:ts .form. o.f city management differs 
sharply' .from that of town management. The Med.ford job has 
been shewn as one where the manager has to heW' to the line 
o.f leadership and high integri.ty ,to satisfy the -vast majority 
ef the people. He· ea.imot equate his position with that o.f 
cliques and groups pqssessinga passion for political control 
and manipulation and be satisfactory on this jGb. He wm 
therefGre undergo scru:bi..ny" here by the press and public en a 
seale unlike anything he may have encountered in 1itt1.e Norweod. 
nwe feel Mr. Kennedy is aware of all these .facets o.r his new 
position. For the sake o.f Med.fard and its genuine progress, 
we seek the continuation of affirmative government here. Mr. 
Kennedy" has tlile test laid out brore him. We are sure we 
express the aspiration of Medford's great body of good c.i.ti.zens 
when we say that it is their wish that he rise to the chal.lenge 
of h:i.s job and dispel by his actions any doubts which inev.itab~ 
surround his election as Medfordts new city manager. He can 
make his own climate, his own achievements. Facing as he does a 
critiea1 public, nevertheless he Will .find every· opportunity to 
prove his good will, his good faith and his competency. 
ttTb.at •s the way Med:tord iS.u 
85. 
li1 spite of the Mereuxz~ hopeful note ·th~ new manager' a first official. 
acts after assuming office left little doubt that he was under the· eontrol of 
the four councillors who had hired him~ 
' 
Planning Department Abolished 
Manager Kennedy announced on February 1, 1957 that the planning depart-
. . 
ment was being el:ittdnated because it was nS11per.fluouslt and that its !nnetians 
were being shilled to the engineering departmem.t. He mentioned as an aside 
that Cit;r Engineer Nicholson was to be granted a #1500 ·salary" increase in 
view ef the additional plaJ!lning duties assigned to his depairtment. 'fhese 
two proposals passed the city council by a vote a>£ 4-3. The Mere;uz had 
this to say of the planning department's demise: 
"By a vote o.f h-.3, t.he city council hag concurred with the 
proposal o:f the city manager to abolish the planning depart-
ment and incorporate it With the engineering department 
where some interesting pay adjustments have been made in 
conneati.6Jl· thereid.th -pay adjustments lil.ich have all the 
aspects o£ a political gambit. 
UW'e cannot help but conclude that the abolitioa o.£. the planning 
department has more to it than tbe innocent desire for consolida-
tion of so-called al.lled servi.ces, such as engineering and 
pla:oning. ' · 
"It is most curious that nthin three moaths of assumption of a 
post here as city ma.tla.ger, that this administrator amd the 
majority of the council responsible for his selection shoUld have 
concluded that one ef their first moves m.ust be the abolition of 
the planning department., instead. of maintaining it, oentilming 
the good work already" done and seeking a suecesso:r in the 
directorial vacancy$ tt US · 
New Appointments Announced 
City Ma.mager Kennedy announced the appointment. of some .forty eitizens 
to various eity posts, boards and conmdssions on February 21, just six 
weeks after taking office.. Most of the appointments made were replacements 
of persons appointed by the previous adrlli.nistratiob., the most notable of 
which was the appointment o:r Hartley c. C1!1.tter as ~ity solicitor, replacing 
'Mark 'E. Gallagher, Jr. Mr. Cutter, ~t the time of his appoilltment, was 
John F. Za.mparelli ts law partner • lJ.6 
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Approachi:ng Elections Stimulate Council. t1Jitters11 
The £act that the 1t.fir!ng £o-ur" were becoming acatel:y conscious of the 
approaching l11UilicipaJ. elections 'and the necessity o:f d..e.fend:ing their actions 
was demonstrated in April, l'S7, when bonds £or the construction of a new 
municipal library were about to be issued. Councillor Za.mparelli felt it 
necessary to issue a ptiblie statemeat in clarification of his vote for the 
bond is"sue. Anticipating that the 'Plan E Civic Association woul.d use the 
bond iSsue vote in the coming eampai~, Counci1.1.or Zamparelli decla.J;"ed: 
DThe.se same indi:viduals (Plan E) wi'll be crying 'for sha:me.J, 
'spend-thrift •, •no paJ"""as-you-go pelicy rtth()ut Shurtleff' 
ll5 Ibid, February 2, 1957 .. 
116 0 .~ Ibid, February 2u, 19.:?7• 
and weuld ha-ve the pu.bl.ie• believe them. Mark 'Iff3' werds, some 
ef these whe ha-ve been :torced into dec1ar:i.Bg they are in 
·favor of a new library will. be the very ones who will. accuse 
us of putting Medford back into debt. Neverthel.ess,. I wil.l. · 
vote for the bond issue ts finanee the new l.ibra.IT and I wil1 
hel.p continue Medfordts paraqe of progress." 
Councillor McGJ.j'Dn added to Zamparelli 's remarks by' stating that del.a7 
on tor111er Manager Shurtl.eff •s part ino sel.ectillg an architect for the new 
. . ll!1 
library wGtlJ.d cost the city $250100~:in increased oonstruction.~osts. 
Mr. Shurtl.e.ff Wei@! Bid From Plan E 
The figure of former City Manager Shurtleff continued to 1oom large 
in Medford •s political. picture despite the .fact that" he was no lon.ger a part 
of the city's administratiGn• lh May, When the PlanE Civic Association's 
board of directors were screening candidates for city cotmei1, Mr. Shurtleff's 
name was widely mentioned as a possible PlanE endorsee. Qn.eried as to 
whether he wouJ.<i be a candidate for the city counc:U, Shurtl.eff, who had gone 
_ imto business :ter himself as a municipal. censliltant upon his discharge as 
city manager, replied: nr den't know. It has been suggested by many that I 
' 
be a candidate but as for the present I don't know." Asked if lae felt that 
his seven...,-ear administration woul.d be the major issue of the campaign, Mr. 
Shurtl.et.f said: 
tti wouJ.<i think so, since I've been the key figure at almost every 
eouneil. sessi9n thus .f'ar. ~They just won1t l.et me be otherwise. 
r have a natural. interest in the c:ity. After all~ when you spend 
seven years, fourteen hours a day w0rking on what:~ :r think was a 
successful development of' a city, iDdust~ and finane:La.lly, 
getting it well under way, I don't particul.ar1y enjoy seeing it 
go down the drain." 118 
ll7 lbid7 April. 22, 1957. 
na Ibid, May 23' 1957. 
ss. 
Shurt1eff on PlanE Slate 
The PlanE IUVie Association announced oa June 13 that it had endorsed 
thirteen aspirants for public office including ex-:City Manager Shurtleff fGr 
collD.Cil.. The presence of Shurt1eff. on the Plan E slate was expected to spark 
interest in the ei.ty councU. campa~gn. others endorsed by Plan E for the seven 
council seats were: Mayor Al.fred P. Pempeo, CounciD.ors Howard F. Alden and 
John c. Carr, Jre, James o. Nicho1son, an attorney and former chairman of 
the Medford Housing Authority, &bert Drennan, a sa1es engineer, and Placido 
J. Cervone, a 1oca.l. blli1ding eoatractor. Mr. Shurtleff's entry i:ato ~he 
cauaeil race was. seen as a move by him to place the record. of his admimistration 
before the voters for their decision.119 
Some Disconcerliing Events 
The S'tml!l.er of 1957 was quiet insofar as polities was concerned but 
was marked by the occurrence of same disconcerting events 'Within the city 
administration. 
The eity purchased some one ·hundred ma.n\lBJ.-type parking meters on 
June 25, sim:Uar to the type purchased in 1949. This marked a change from 
the policy initiated by the Shurtleff administration of converting from 
ma.nua1 to automatic-type meters.120 
City Manager Kennedy and the board of assessors armouneed the 1957 tax 
rate of $511,.80 on June 28, aa increase of $J.eOO. The establishment of the 
rate was aceamp1ished by the use of $.310,000 of sur,plus funds, equal. tf? $.3.00 
on the rate, and by increasiag real estate val.uations by some $2,ooo,ooo. 
ll9 lbidJ June 1.3, 1957. 
120 lbid1 June 26, 1951. 
The appropriation of $310 ~000 to o.ffset the increase in the tax rate left 
onl.y $541000 in the eityts surplus revenue account.121 
89. 
Ir. July the city counell approved the payment o£ $1.250 per month to the 
operators o.f the municipal dump to cover the cost o£ .fill. Aecvrding to the 
terms of the city's original. contract in 1956, the city was to have .free 
dumping privlleges and agreed to .furnish adequate £il1 as required. The 
. . 122 
annual dumping charge lUlder the amended contract would be $151000. 
121 l'b>id, June 29, 1951. 
122 5 Ibid, July ll, 19 7. 
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THE ~957 MUNICIPAL ELECTJDNS 
.. 
Shurt~eff Launches P~an E Cawaign 
Former City Manager Shurtleff launched the ..P.Lan E Civic Associations s 
campaign for city council on September 5 by declar:ing that nthe cityts 
steady' progress of the past few years has ground to a stop. The malcon-
tents who were so vocal and who promised so much have found themselves 
tota.J.ly' incapab 1 e of cop:ing with even :minor municipal problems, ~et alone 
those requir:i.rig some degree of lmow-hot~ and skill.n Mr. Shurtleff charged 
th:t t the Kennedy' administration had ttused more money out of the surplus 
. ~ 
revenue fund to reduce the tax rate than was.used in the previous seven 
years" and said that the city will be_ ttfaced .with a ten-to-twelve dollar 
123 
tax increase next year .n 
. 
There was ~ttle doubt that for.mer Manager.Shurtleffts administration 
was once again to be the main issue, o:f the political campaign. On Septem-
ber 23, the day before the IIIUI.I.icipal primary, the PlanE Association -headed 
up its political advertisement in the Mercury with the following caption: 
11You, the Voters are the Jury --
Not-1 its Your Turn to Give the Verdict11 
Plan E Victorious in Primary 
SiX of the seven council candidates endorsed Q(the Plan E Association 
finished in thefirst siX positions :in the municipal pri.mBry on September 24, 
with Mayor Pompeo and Mr. Shurtleff running a strong 1-2. The Plan E 
12u 
school committee candidates swept the first siX positions in that race also. 
123Ibid, September 5, 1957 
124· ·. 
Ibid, September 25, 1957. 
The primary vote was ana.lyzed in the .following editorial which appeared 
in the Mercury on September 26: 
11There is.no gainsayirig the magnitude o.fthe :J?l.a.n E Civic 
Associationts victor,y in the Med.ford municipal primary 
Tuesday~ The echoes o.f the .firing o.f James F. Shurtle.f.f 
as city manager last January reverberated nine months a.fter 
as the people o.f Med.ford had ·their .first opportUnity to 
e:xpress themselves at the polls. And they spoke with a 
clarity and eloquence w4ich marks the trend of the election 
this November • 11 
nAs to .former city manager Shurtle.f.fts coming in second, 
there is little room to dispute the magnitude o.f this 
achievement. It stands not only as a vindication o.f the 
.faith ~y people had in him while he was city :manager, 
but also discloses the expression o.f a tide o.f public indig-
nation - long-lasting indignation - over his .firing, and a 
stinging rebuke to the .four councillors who .formulated it. 
It may also be construed as a sign o.f dissatis.faction with 
what has transpired in the city since Mr. Shurtle.f.f was 
discha:J;'ged. 
11The high places (.fourth and .fi.tth) won by Robert M. 
Jltrennan and James .. a. Nocholson, also endorsed by the 
association,tround out the strong con.fidence the people 
had in the .Plan E slate ••• 
11We are constrained to point out that a pr:i.mary victory is 
not an election victor.r.· The salutar,yresults o.f the 
Tuesday voting .from the viewpoint o.f the Civic Association 
need to be a spur to go out to a.lJ_ the people with the story 
o.fprogressive, e.f.feotive and honorable govermnent as some-
thing which is indisputably vital and meaningful to every 
citizen in the community. The whole opposition movement 
has been Vf!J!Y de.finitely put on the de.fensive, but council-
lors who . see their chances .for re-election now threatened 
and aspirants who · are among the 14 nominees .for counc:U and 
the 12 .for school committee who had no endorsements, and 
who m.ay even be hostile to the civic association, have their 
work cut out .for them. It is .foolish to deny there is tide 
running in this municipal election, and it is a tide in 
the direction o.f guarantees o.f good goverrunent, and the 
clear elimination o.f doubts about real or fancied contol o.f 
the office o.f city :ma.nager •••• u 
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Emergence oi: a New 11 Civicn Association 
- -
The dramatic primar,y victor.r triggered ·one of the. most heated 
political campaigns in the history of the city. There ware no holds 
barred. 
ThettFi:ring Fourn, CounciJJ.ors McDermott, Skerry, McG:cytm and Zamparelli, 
with the addition of former Mayor Walter E. Lawrence, became the 11Fighting 
Fiven. Shortly af'ter their resounding defeat in the primary, they sponsored 
a new ttc:i.vic11 association, the Medford Good Gaverment PlanE Ass'ociation. 
- -This was an apparel;lt attempt to capitalize on the prestige and follovJing 
of the PlanE Civic Association in the hope that many voters would be con-
fused iQ selecting slates endorsed by the two groups. 
Po.}!!Pe_o Becomes Target of Rival ncivic11 Group 
Mayor Pompeo, the Plan E slates t No.. 1 vote-getter, was s:ingled out 
for spacial campaign treatment by the new ncivic11 group when an attempt 
was made to convey to the voters the impression that Bompeo had been 
anxious to have Manager Shurtleff replaced. The discussions with Mr. 
Kenneqy, Shurtleffts eventual auccessor, were cited as pro~f of the fact. 
The following political advertisement, appearing in large, bold type in 
the Mercury on October 24, 1957, is a sample of the technique used: 
ttPompeots Doublecross 
110n June 16, 1956, Mayor Fred Pompeo went to a rendezvous 
in Lynnfield to intervievLJohn B. Kennedy, then Manager 
of Norwood, and offered him the. job of city manager of 
Medford. 
"Again one month later on July 27, PomPeo visited with 
Mr. Kenneqy a second time :in an effort to interest him 
in coming to Medford as ·city manager. 
11:Mr. Kennedy told Mr. Pompeo he could not accept the job 
bec~use tinder the city managerls code of ethics he could 
not accept a position until a vacancy occurred. Mr. 
Kennedy was at that time President of the Massachusetts 
Managers Association and felt he wanted to uphold the 
high standards of the profession. 
110n both visits Mayor Pompeo assured :Mr. Jolm B. Kennedy if 
the four majority members of the Medford City Council 
· would vote for ·him as Medford City Manager 1 he, Fred Pompeo, 
would be delighted to cast the 5th vote for him. 
110n the even:ing of the hir:ing of Mr. John :B. Kennedy as 
City Manager, Mayor Pompeo did not cast the promised 5th vote 
for Kennedy. Instead, when faced with the large crowd 
attend:ing he cast his vote for an obscure Cambridge 
politic ian. · · 
11Pompeo double crossed Shurtleff, whom he was pretending to 
support. 
npompeo doublecrossed the people of Medford when he wasted 
his vote on a politician who had no chance. 11 
~y:or Pompeo. Publishes Rebuttal and Files Suit 
Incensed by this personal attack, Mayor Pompeo publicly asserted that 
the 11 statements conta:ined :in the advertisement were deliberatezy twisted 
and distor.ted, creating a eomb:ination of outright lies which not only ap-
palled me but have causerl me to take steps to defenp 1ltV' own good name and 
125 
that of my family .. u 
Theaction referred to by Mayor Ponweo was the bring:ing of a criminal 
complaint for libel against the president of the Good Government. Plan E 
Association, signer of the advertisement. 
The criminal complaint l'Jas issued ·and the ten days prior to the 
election found contestants on both sides of the political battle, in-
cluding Manager Ke:rmedy himself1 testi.f'ying in court as to the veracityaf' 
125 -
Medford Mere~, October 25, 1957. 
the statements contained in the advertisement. It provided a turbulent 
r 
finish to the campaign. 
Significance of th;e Electiao. for the .Plan E Association 
Until December 12, l956, the Plan E Civic Association had managed to 
secure a majority of the council in sympathy with its objectives and for 
the retention of Mr. Shurtleff as manager. On that night it lost control 
for the first time since 1950.. Ten months later we find the association 
battling to regain its position of :i..nf'luence in the community and in so 
doing, to place the ousted manager on the policy-making body, the city 
council. Many rival groups had sprnng up from time to time in attempts 
to wrest council control from the civic group but these t7'agmented groups, 
founded out of expediency, had gradually lost favor and disbanded. 
As the campaign closed on November 4, the highlights of the closing 
speeches were: For the Good Government Association: ttLook back and 
see the tremendous progress of the city during the last ten months ••• elect 
six men and a women to the council who have a heart and are concerned 
with salar,y increases for city employees, increased pensions for widowas 
and children of deceased fire and police members ••• Maintain a fair and low 
tax rata, without an mcrease in assessments .. .,.tt For the Plan E Civic 
Association: 11Forget personalities, vote on issues, vote on a program 
which you have seen in operation for over six years.·· ~fight for the re-
tention of logic and .saneness in the administration ••• retain order and 
system in your cityts administration and avoid the incursions of vested 
126 
interests in city affairs • 11 
126
Ibid, November 3, 1957. 
The Mercury came out the day before the election with the i'ollolving 
editorial analyzing the campaign issues and the tactics employed by the 
opposing factions: 
. 
ttTh:ings have happened in the Medford municipal election 
campaign which could not have been foreseen. Because 
those master-minding the fight to save from defeat the 
four members of' the city council who voted to oust former 
city manager James F. Shurtleff', felt that the results 
in the primaries accorded them a shocking blow and proved 
a lack of public confidence in them, the decision was 
evidently made to slam back and resell the citizens on 
the virtues of' reta:in:ing these four. 
u In this ef'f'ort they have gone to such extremes that · 
the~e is a strong feeling in all partssof Medford that 
they have done themselves more har.m than good. And none of' 
the candidates supposed to be the beneficiaries of' these 
extremes has so f'ar repudiated them. 
ttThe citizens of' Medford carmot fail to draw their own 
conclusions from what they have observed. 
11Not only have they had their own sense of' justice and 
equity :in campaigning put upon but they have seen an un-
precedented court action evolve. A criminal complaint has 
been issued, after counsel f'or both sides appeared at a 
court hearing to argue the merits of' such, against the 
president of' the recent~~rmed Medford Good Government 
Plan E Association, who testified he had authorized use 
of' his signature on a newspaper advertisement which 
attacked Mayor Pompeo and which the Mayor charged was 
a falsehood. 
11While the issuance of' a coi!!J?laint is by no means evidence 
of guilt, which may only be settJ.ed at a public trial, 
its ef'f'ect on the local campaign cannot be underestimated, 
especialJ.y in the light of' circumstances that saw re-
jection of' counter-compJ.aints against the PJ.an E Civic 
Association president. No amount of' bellowingor wild talk 
can mitigate the impact of' what has already taken place in 
the courts. 
1
'What we have then, is a campaign of' desperation which has 
_boomeranged against its creators, while the Plan E Civic 
95. 
Association candidates have worked hard and effectively 
to assure the advantage accorded them in the primaries. 
No oracle can spell out the full details of tomorrowts 
Medford election. If the people should decide however, 
to speak out at the polls as they should tomorrow, there 
can be but one answer and that is a giant Plan E Civic 
Association slate victory. 
11This tilill demonstrate that the civic consciousness of 
the people of Medford, who have a good city and a good 
farm of government, is not to be tampered with for ends 
which are obscu.re. And this will farther demonstrate 
that whlJ.e we expect candidates for public office to 
stand .firm and declare their own positions on issues af-
fecting us, we cannot and will nOt condone the intro-
duction of irresponsible and reck:J:.Sss accusations, the 
kind which have helped make, in the public m:i.nd, the 12 7 
word tpoliticst something synonomous with a dirty word. 11 
96. 
On the evening of November 5, the ttjury11 came inw ith its verdict, a 
Plan E sweep of 6-1. Of the It firing fourtt, only Councillor McGlynn sur-
vived, finishing in 71th place. The new council was composed of Mayor Pompeo, 
Councillors Alden, Carr.and McGlYnn, and Councillors-elect Shurtleff, Nichol-
son and Drennan,. The entire slate of PlanE candidates for school committee 
128 
was elected. 
11LAME IIJCK11 COUNCil. ISSUES JNCINER.ATOR PERMIT 
-
The last official act of the out-going 1956-1957 city council was the 
issuance o;f a permit authorizing the ¥.wstic Disposal Co. to build and oper-
ate an incinerator on the site of the municipal dump,. Council action was 
taken at a spec;ial meeting on January 2, 1958, a few hours before the council-
lorst terms of office were due to expire. The council voted a ceiling on 
127Ibid. 
128Ibid, November 6, 1957. 
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the sum the city would pay ($100,000 a year) to use the incinerator although 
-· 
there was no guarantee that the city would be allO't~ed to use it. The granting 
of the permit was opposed by Mayor Pompeo and CounciJ.l.or McGlynn. Warren 
Carley, attorney for another group :interested in constructing an incinerator, 
also opposed the permit and asked the council to open the permit to public 
bidding and insure the awarding of a contract to Medford before granting a.rzy-
129 
firm the right to build and operate the incinerator. 
129Ibid, January 2, 1958. 
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PLAN E CO UNO IL REIDVES MANAGER KENNEDY 
New Council Requests Kennegyts Resignation 
Councillor Pompeo, representing a majority of the city counc:ll1 asked 
Manager ·Kennedy to resign nin the best interest uf the cityn on January 27, 
-l958. Pompeo stated that six members of tba council had agreed that Mr. 
l30 
Kennedy shou.J..d be asked for his resignation. This ~as an apparent 
reference to the six counciJ.J.ors endorsed by the Plan E Association in the 
last election. 
The publicity attendant to the resjgnation request made it appear that 
Mr. Kemedy was in fact being Ufiredtt from his post and subsequent stands 
taken by councDlors were to hinge on whether or not they f&wred the 
forcible removal of Manager Ke:rmedy. 
Carr Jr., Dren:nan Oppose Ouster 
Manager Kennedy replied to the resignat:ion recp.est on January 30, 
stating that he had gi van the request n serious considerationtt but for him 
- -
to resign would show ttlack of oonfidencett in his own ability ttto help Medford 
go forwa:rd.u CounoiUor John c. Carr Jr. followed Mr. Kennedyts statement 
with his own to the effect that he had never had ttany intention of firing 
l3l -
the prese:rrt manager.u On February 3, Councillor Drennan termed as 
ttridiculousn any Vote by him to remove City Manager Kennedy. He announcsd 
that he would not vote to remove Mr. Kennedy if a motion to that effect 
l32 
should be presented to the council. PlanE ranks thus split on the ques-
tion of Kennedyt s rem.oV'al and the lines were now drawn with the vote comb in-
-
ation 4-3 once again. 
l30 
~, January 28, l958. 
l3l ~' January 30, l95B. 
l32 ~' February 3, l95B. 
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Kenn,ed;r Atte@Pts . to. Hold on as Manager 
Manager Kennedy' now attempted to move in a direction which he hoped 
would tend to mollify· his declared opposition. 
He announced on Febl"tlary 24 that he was appointing Mark E. GalJ.agher, Jr. 
:.\-33 
to his former post of ci'ty solicitor, effective March 3. It w.Ul. be re-
called that .GaJlagber was appointed orig:inaD.y in 1950 by Manager Shurtleff 
and continued in office until Februar,y 1957 when Kennedy' replaced him with 
Hartley c. Cutter. 
Mr. Kennedy followed up thec:;news of Gallagherts appointment 'With a 
-
recommendation on February 26 that $40,000 be appropriated to engage a pro-
fessional. group of revaluation experts to reappraise all properties in the 
Mr. Kennedy t s final attempt to hold himself in office was made on 
March 18 when he recommended that the planning department be re-established 
and requested the appropriation of $9,000 to hire a city planner. The 
- ' 
managert s statement urged that the city tt expand its planning program by 
1.35· 
engaging the services of a professional citypla.nner ..... n The wheel. had 
now come full turn. 
Resolution Submitted to Remove Manager Kennedy 
A formal move to fire Manager Kennedyerupted on March 25 when a motion 
signed byCouncillors .Uden, Shurtleff, Pompeo and Nicholson was introduced 
133 . Ibid~ February 24, 1.958. 
134 . 
Ibid, February 26, 1958. 
135 . 
Ibid, March 18_, 1958. 
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for action. Councillor McGlynn termed the ouster movement as ttvery un-
fortunate and DJ..-timedn and charged it was tta vindictive act fostered by 
Councillor Shurtleff. n McGlynn concluded his remarks by invoking Section 22 
halting further council action tt:in fairness to the city manager.n A call 
for a special meet:ing on Sat"Q.rday, March 29 to act. on Manager Kennedy's 
suspension· was immediately signed by the new It firing fourtt. Some 400 people 
were present in the,?council chamber at this meeting and loudl;y expressed 
136 
their disapproval of the ouster proposal. 
The most significant feature of the special me et:ing was that the lone 
speaker in support of Manager Kennedy's suspension was James F. Fallon, 
past president of the Plan E Civic Association. Mr. Fallon castigated the 
Me!c~, charging that the newspaper which, to the surprise of many, was 
supporting Mr. Kennedy, was. ttmisleading the publictt. He said the man who 
holds the position of city manager nmust have the confidence11 of the council 
and that it Wi3-s the councilfs duty to obta:in ttthe very best manager they 
139 
can get.tt 
Counc:iJJ.or McGlynn ini:L'gdmed a motion to postpone act:i,.on on the sus-
pension resulution for six months. This move was defeated 4-3 and a vote 
138 
suspending Mr ... Kennedy from office: peliiP:gg a public hearing quickly followed. 
·Kennedy .Qema.nds Hearing, Charg~s Filed 
Manager ·Kennedy requested a public hearing and the presentation of 
charges immediately following the vote suspending him from office. The 
following are excerpts from the. three-page statement of charges filed on 
136 . ~' March 26, 1958. 
137 ~' March 31, 1958. 
138 
Ibid. 
April 2 which cited the Kennedy administration as ttaimlesstt: 
11 In the first instance, for the city to prosper and progress, 
it is essential that there exist within the city council a 
reasonable degree of trust and confidence in the ability of 
the manager to competent)Jr and objectively serve the city 
and promote its welfare through pla_nned positive programs 
and without favor or political considerations. 
ttFour ofthe seven councillors_,. after full consideration 
and a serious appraisal o:f your administration dur:ing the 
past fourteen months, have expressed their lack of confidence 
in your ability and qualities of leadershffi,p, a lack of con-
fidence which was accentuated by the fact that six of the 
seven members of the council did convey the opinion that the 
city would benefit from your resignation. 
ttThis is perhaps a natural result of a comb:ination of three 
facts: (1) that only one member of the present council voted 
to bring yqu to Medford; (2) that your appointment was ef-
fected in a manner contrary_to acc~ted ethical practices; 
and (3) that during your term of office yaa.r actions have 
been such as to lead to the conclusion that you have only 
be:an desirous of perpetrating a political philosophy foreign 
to the Plan E charter and the best :interests of the city .. 
ttMore specifically you have failed to provide executive· 
leadership, you have skirted making positive recommendations 
to the council on matters of vitaJ..lconcern to the city,. 
apparent)Jr desiring to follow political dictates. This 
fact has been evidenced by your apparent willingness to 
about face at. the least provacat:Ion. This has led to an 
administration of aimless irresponsibility. Such a policy, 
or lack of policy, destroys the very roots of every concept 
of the Plan E charter for it calls for professional administra-
tion rather than political leadership on the part of the · 
manager ..... 
11 In 1957 you were instrumental in guiding the city in the 
establishment of an unsound tax rate for which t:b,e city must 
pay the price this year through increased taxes • 
uupon your instigation, property valuations were unjustJ.:y 
increased before establishment of the rate and 1a ter abated, 
resulting in a deficit of $14o,ooo which must be assessed 
against property owners this year; the city cash reserves 
101. 
were reduced to the lowest point in the cityts history and 
receipts were e,stimated in excess of true expectations ••• 
11You have in instances failed to award bids to the lowest 
responsible bidder without legal or valid reason and this 
action has caused the city to pay needlessly excessive 
costs. You did pay tby s~ttlement' a price in excess of 
competent appraisals.for the purchase of property by the 
city. 
11You have exhibited little concern for the cost of nmnic:ipa.l 
services in comparison with the quality of service rendered. 
Your own expense accounts have borne witness to this indif-
ference ••• 
11 :rn an exhibition of your lack of lcrlowledge and understanding 
of the techniqQ.es of municipal administration, yo:U::,_el:i.minated 
the so ... called clerical pool which has resulted in the employ-
ment of numerous additbnal personnel and a material increase 
on the cost of operating the city and increased taxes 1.fuile 
at the same time retarding efficiency • 
nyour action led to the abolition of the planning department 
at a time when such a department was essential to the further-
ance of urban rener1aJ. and at a time when the impact of state 
highwey construction might result in severe and adverse ef-
fects on our city. 
ny ou. discontinued the ci tyt s school rehabilitation program, 
although you did pay $500 for plans 'Which were substantially 
the same as those submitted in 1956 by the citizenst advisory 
committee and which r1ere available in your office ••• 
nyou have failed to }:?resent to the council your recommendations 
on either general or specific programs and/or problems. You 
have failed to keep the council reasonably informed as to the 
cityts financial position or as to :its needs, present or 
future. As an example, you showE;~d a serious diaregard for the 
c:i,tyts general welfare when while the Medford City Council 
vJas holding h-earings and discussions on the issuance of an 
incinerator permit you fa:iJ.ed to volunteer your opinions 
even though you made a survey of at least three incmerators 
in other communities on a five-day trip that was paid for by 
ta.xpayerst .funds. 
11 In sum.ma.ry, it is the desire of the council, in the :interest 
of the city as a whole and all its citizens, to employ the 
services of a manager of proven competence who will assume 
full administrative leadership and who will profession~ 
conduct the business affairs of our city upon an efficient 
and objective basis. Such is the intent of our Plan E charter ••• 
----------------................... ..... 
It is our opinion that during the past .fourteen months you 
m ve allowed our .form o:f government to be supplanted in .fact 
if not in name with politics replacing professionalism at 
the administrative level.nl39 
The PlanE Association Becomes Cautious and Takes No Stand On Ouster 
It may be considered significant:~ that the Plan E Civic Association 
1.03. 
which had rallied to .former Manager Shurtle.f.ft s support during three ouster 
attempts, refused to take a .fomal stand on the question o.f Mr. Kennedyts 
removal. Rather, the assoaiationt a .board o.f directors passed a resolution 
at its meeting on April 2, 1958, ttrea:f.firming .faith in the present member-
ship o:f the Medford City Councu.u It was revealed at the meeting that 
-
several members o.f the board had called Counc:i.JJ.or Drennan urging Mr. 
Kennedyls dismissal. In a poll conducted among the 95 board members, thirty-
six favored dismissal, nine were .forretention and .fifty said they would leave 
the matter to the discretion o.f the council. The association voted not to 
140 
go on record either .for or against the ouster. 
Kennedy Ousted 
Just .fourteen months after being irnm.ersed some~that unknO"t~ingly into 
the cauldron o.f Medford politics, :Mr. Kennedy was removed as city manager 
by a vote o:f 4-3 before a large crowd that .filled most o:f the ground .floor 
o:f Chevalier Auditorium. The sent:iments af the crowd were obviously -with 
Kennedy as they cheered pro-Kennedy talks and hissed and booed the .four 
U.firingll councillors throughout the eveningo 
In rebuttal to the charges levelled against him,. Mr. Kennedy .focused 
the reason .for the ouster move on Councillor Shurtleff, labelling it a 
nvengea.ncen move. 
139 
Ibid, Apr.il 2, l95B. 
J.4o· . . 1Qi4, April 3, 1958. 
--~-
1.04. 
Although several officers and for.mer officers of the Plan E Civic 
Association were present, none spoke in Mr,-KePneqyts behalf. 
Councmor McGlynn, in a last ditch attempt to stave off the inevitable, 
moved that the suspension order be rescinded but this action was defeated 
. 141 
4-3 and the removal vote quickl:y followed. An interlude, brief but 
conspicuous by its drift .from principles and policies follmied during the 
f:irst seven years of council-manager government in Medford, came to its 
end in ignoble fashion. 
l4l 
~-' April 9, 1958. 
'··., 
SELECTION AND APPOIN'IMENT OF MEDFORD 1S THIRD MANA. GER. 
l!MPHASIZFS BREAK· IN PLAN E COUNCIL· RANKS 
The removal. of Manager Kennedy by a vote of 4=3 resulted in a deep 
cl.eavage within the city council.., The unanimous appointment of City 
Cl.e:tic George P., Hassett to serve as acting eit)" manager until. a aew 
perma.l!lent manager vas el.ected, was J.ess a displ.ay of J.egislative unit)" 
than it vas an indication of the high regard in which Mr. Hassett was 
hel.d by' al.J. eJ.ements in the community. He was a natural. ehmice to 
bridge· the gap pending t~e appointment of a permanent city manager. 
The three councillors who had voted for the retention of Manager 
Ke1me<:cy- exhibited littJ.e concern in the matter of seJ.ecting his re-
placement. Tl).ey were apparently wil.ling to J.et the four "firing" 
councillors bear the onus for selecting the successor to Kenne~. 
1.05~ 
When it appeared that Mayor Carr was reluctant to assume the leader-
ship in the manager selection process, Councillors Al.den, Pompeo, Nieho1son 
and Shurtleff introduced a resolution providing for the distribution of 
notices advertising the vacancy to all. city managers in the United States 
serving in communities of 30,000 = 'ioo, 000 population. 142This mass ad~ 
vertising st:l.mul.ated widespread response and within a short period of 
t:ime thirty-six applications were on f:iJ.e in the Mayor's officee Despite 
this demonstfttion of interest in the Nedford manager's position, no 
meetings were sche~ed by May-or Carr for the purpose of "screening" 
. 
appl.icants. The impression that the city council. was in no hurry" to re= 
pJ.ace M"anager Kennedy" was conveyed in m Merc:ugr article on MaT 20, 1958: 
2 
Medford Mercu:z, Apr:il. 28, 1958. 
"Medford's city council seems in no haste to name a successor 
to the city 11J8.Jl8.ger. Tonight, the city- council has on its 
agenda a resolution offered by Councillor Pompeo, reso1ving 
that all applications for the position of city manager thus 
far received be turned over to City- Clerk Hassett and that 
copies of the resumes of each applicant be prepared for 
each councillor. Apparently- the thirt7-Bi.X reported 
applications haven •t been offiei.aUy- Viewed by the 
council members as .y-et. They- were received by Mayor John 
c. Carr Jr.n · 
Councillor Alden's Illness Impedes Progress 
~e illness of ·Councillor Howaro F. ·Alden during the spring and earlT 
SUJJJner of 1958 impeded council progress in the selection of a new city-
manager. The senior member of the council and a guiding force in its 
deliberations, Aidan liad been stricken with a heart attack on April 30 
and was expected to be away- from his council duties for some time. With 
Alden away- from the council chamber, the council lined up 3-=3 on most 
issues, according to those who had been pro or con Manager Kennedy-'s 
dismissal •. 
Solicitor Gallagher Takes Over As Acttpg City Manager 
The strain of serviDg as acting city manager while also perfoming 
the duties of city clerk, forced Mre Hassett to request that he be 
relieved of the city manager's duties effective June 10, 1958. The city_ 
council unanimously- elected City Solicitor Nark E. G!ll.lagher Jr. to the 
acting manager •s post.143This development tended to aceentuat~ the· need 
for speedy' action on the selection of a permanent manager. 
3• 
Ibid, Jume 10, 1958. 
-
107 .. 
Councillor Nicholson Favors Appointment of Former New Rochelle,N.Y. Manager 
The choice of a permanent cit:y manager appeared i:mminent on Jue 20 
following a final interview se$Sion with two applicants for the vacant 
post. 
Councillor Nicholson, serving his first term on tht counc:U, evidended 
his preference at this meeting for the appointment of Edward G. Conro,-, 
former city manager of New Rochelle, N.Y. and a native of San Antonio, 
Texas, 1.44 Counc:Ul.or Nicholson conferred with Councillor Alden, stUl 
recuperating at home, and won Alden 1s support for Conroy's appointment.116 
Cmmcillor James F. ahurtlef'f' 1s first choice as Robert H. McManus, city 
2llEU'Jager of Rome, B'.Y., wt Shurtleff ~s unable to develop additional. 
support on the council for:Mc:Manus.146 Mr. Conroy's election was thus 
virt~ assured with Councillor. Nicholson's strong preference for him 
and Councillor Alden's willingness to endorse Nicholson's choice. 
The minority- group on the council composed· of Mayor Carr, and 
Councillors Drennan and Mc'cnynn, expressed opposition to the appointment 
of Mr. Conroy- on the basis ot his ttlack of experience as a city- manager.u 
They made lll\lch of the fact ·that Mr. Conroy-'s onl.T previous managerial 
poS:Iiion had been in New Rochelle for a period of thirteen montb.s.l47 
144 lbid, Jul.)" 1, 1958 
1.45 Interview with former City ·Councillor Howard F. Alden. 
146 Iilterview with Councillor James F • Shurtleff., 
147 1VfeM9rddY.{~~~;;:..O'll1y 11 ·1958. 
Mr. Conroz Appointed Ci.tz Manager 
The appointment of Mr. Conroy as Medford's third permanent city 
manager was formalized on July' 1, 19S8 by the anticipated vote of 4-3 •. 
Councillor Alden, who had been absent from the council since April 30, 
returned to cast the decidiD.g vote for Mr. Conroy. 
Prior to being named city manager of New Rochelle in March, 19S7, 
Mr. Conroy had served as executive vice-president of the Research and 
P.lanning Council o£ San Antonio, Texas, a citizen-supported corporation. 
He had played a leading role in the adoption of council<=manager government 
in San Antonio in 19S2, serving as chief consultant to the charter-writing 
commissiont~ He had fol"'ilerly been on the staffs of the Bureau of Public 
Administration at the University o£ Alabama, the Bureau of Municipal. 
Research at the University of Texas and the PUblic Administration Center 
at the Univ~rsity of Minnesota.146 
The Mercury commented on the appointment of 1-lr. Conroy as city manager 
in a series of articles entitled nstranger in TOtmu.. The ;following is an 
excerpt: 
"Mr. Conroy is the first of three permanent city managers 
elected by Medford ts city council since 19SO, who brings 
with him no previous experience in Massachusetts political 
life. Thus, while not only a novice in statutory procedures 
operative on our municipal government, he is also unfamiliar 
with the tenor ,of Medford coDIIIDl.liJ.ty life and its political 
backgrounds ..... something which was not wholly' true of his 
predecessors .... amortg other things, his attitudes, his per-
suasiveness, his ability to reconcile dissident or even 
·hostile el.ements in the political community, and to create 
and rally support for progressive municipal achievements 
will largely determine whether, based on recent past 
experience, h~1.,is likely to be among us for some length 
of time,.. ._If ..149 
148 Ibid, July 2, 19S8. 
-
149 Ibid, July 28, 1958. 
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A. PERIOD OF TRANSITION 
The months imned:tately following Manager Conro,-•s appointme:at were 
rel.ativel.y tranquil.. His behavior even during the e&Jlly da)"S, however, 
indicated that he 'WaS :imbued "With an inordinate amount of confidence in 
his managerial ability and his capacity to acb:i.~.:ve sol.utions to communit,-
problems in a brief span of time despite his un£amiliarit,- with Medford, 
its attitudes and its history. From the start he seemed determined to 
chart his own managerial course ~d . shlUmed the prospect of seeking advice 
£rom such veterans of Medford • s council-manager experiment as Councillors 
.Al.den, P.ompeo and Shurtleff, J;Umsel.£ city manager for seven years. 
Manager Conroy's decision to ttgo it alone", whil.e indicative of a stro~ 
. •· 
personality capable of taking stands motivated by the sincerest of convictions, 
neverthel.ess assured the certainty of councll-manager conflict when con-
troversial proposals fo~ which solutions might otherwise have been hammered 
out in ad-vance, arriled in the council for action. 
Department Heads !!Pressed 
A "first" in Medford management was initiated b7 Manager Conroy shortJ..7 
after he assumed office when he convened a meeting of department heads and 
outlined his approach to municipal. problems. He specifically requested them 
to think in terms of lo.ng.=ra.nge programs when preparing their 1959 budgets. 
The department heads wel.comed Manager Conroy's cooperative manner with 
enthusiasm and were particularly pleased to hear that he fel.t that each 
l50 
department head shouJ.d operate his own department "Wi.thout interference. 
·Fiscal Pbllosopbr Outlined 
Manager Conroy expressed his views on municipal finance as applied to 
Medrord in a talk befot,"e .the Medford :Rotary Club on September 4, 1958. 
He agreed that the citT was operating at an economical. level but expressed 
the view that there were ma:ny ~icipa1 services that were seriously' 
underfiDanced. 
A cODIIQent with special significance for the future was the following: 
"~e City of Medford today is operating without financial. 
debt and is for all purposes on a cash basis. However~ 
a city without debt is not necessarilY' considered a good 
financial risk. It may well mean that the city has neg-
lected its capital improvement progress and has had none 
for a number of years ... ..,the solution to Medford •s eaui.tal 
needs lies in bond issues to finance the projects." 151 
l$0 lbid, Jtiiy .31, 19-'8· 
-
1$1 ~' September S, 19$8. 
M.A!IA.GER CO'N'ROI ~ SIEGE BY PLANE COUNCIL 
I 
First. Budget Shocks Council 
City Manager Conro,- submitted his first annual budget to the cit7 
council on Februa:cy' 107 1959. The l>W:Iget, as submitted, represented an 
increase of $562,000 over the comparative 1158 budget. The council, amid 
protestations for the need of econo~ and expressions of shock at the 
size of the proposed budget, voted to refer the budget to its finance 
committee and requested the· manager t~ explore ways and means of reducing 
the fund requests. 
Councillo~ Shurtleff, in callimg for the effecting of every possible 
111. 
econo~, attributed Kanager Conroy's apparent UllB.Wareness of the cityts 
ability to :manage costs, to his relative newness on the job. The councillors 
made it clear in most strenuous terms that as far as they were concerned, 
economy in 1959 was to be the watchword. 
VisiblY disturbed at the reaction his proposed budget bad prompted, 
Manager Conroy explained that .he considered it his duty' as city manager to 
submit as honest an appraisal ef the city•s needs as possible and stated 
that he viewed the situation as one of whether the city was to face up to 
·~eipal. problems or continue not to face up to them.152 
The manager informed the connell on February 25 that he felt $50,000 
conl.d be safely taken .from the budget after consulting with department 
152 ~d, February 11, 1959. 
heads on their respective needs. ln spite of this recommendation a city 
council budget committee succeeded il'1 reducil'lg the manager •s budget by" 
$l.9S,ooo. The budget, as reduced, indicated that there woul.d be no 
increase in the 1959 tax rate.153 
Suppl.em&nt& Pa:r :R,aises Incite Criticism 
112. 
In December, 19,58, the city counen had unanimously" approved Manag.er 
Conr07 • s reconmendation of a 5% salary increase for all municipal. employees. 
The amoUllt of the increase was based on the rise in the cost-of-living 
index since the previous general. increase in 1956. $225, 000 was included 
irl the 1959 budget ~o impllement the suggested sal.ary increase. 
While the council was deliberating over the budget, the manager sub-
mitted a request that several. changes in the . salary ordinance be effected 
to provide for additional pay raises for a group of' department heads. 
. . 
The 1:9quest provoked the first public outburst by" a councillor against 
the manager and most significant was the fact that it came from Councillor 
, 
Howard F. Alden, the ba1ance whee1 of the coUD.cU and its senior member. 
Al.den had l.ong been regarded as the solidest member of the cit,"'s 
legisl.at:lw body; ·one ~ose support a city manager eoul.d ill afford to lose. 
When aroused, which was :rarely, he was no man to take. lightly • 
Councillor Alden sharply criticized the manager f'or what he said wu 
a lack of cooperation on the salary matter. He stated that the council had 
previously iD!ormed the manager that it wouJ.d not consider any salary' 
ordinance changes in addition to the 5% previously voted but that tbe 
manager had submitted the request regardless. A strong PlanE man, 
Co'W':lcil.ler Alden remarkedt "We may be better off without the council.-
manager form of government because after three managers we still 
aren •t getting cooperation." 
. 
Manager Conroy, obviousl.y taken back by the councillor's cr:t tical 
1.13. 
remarks, was apologetic over what he said was an evident "misunderstanding" 
and expressed regrets-that Council.lor Alden fel.t that there was lack of 
cooperation. 
CouncUlor Pompeo dipl.omatica:U,. suggested that the sal.ary change 
proposal. be referred back to the manager without action, a polite way of 
"ki11ing1t the measure,. and this motion tms unanimously approved by the 
~ouncil on voice vote. Ub,. 
Consul. tants Proposal Draws Rebuff 
The manager requested in May, 1969, that the council. approve 
appropriations cal.ling for the retention of consul. tants in the areas of 
public works, pluxdng and traffic engi!leering. The co'Ullcil bad pre-
viously approved the appropriation of $SOO for a preliminary survey of 
the city's refuse collection practices to be conducted by George R. 
Feldma.a, director of public works under Mr. Conroy in New Bocheil.e. The 
prel.i.mi.nar7 survey was nw to be augmented by- a ful.l-sea.le evaluation of 
the entire publ.ie works operation in Medford. 
154 lbid, March 25, 1959 • 
. -
The ll.la.D4ger•s request for planning assistance was S\tat'ech'asd:isttnefc£'or 
the purpose of initiating surveys and plans for a second urban renewal. 
project in the cit7 and to complete certain aspects of the city's 
workable program. 
The DW.Dager also proposed to hire George W. Barton & Associates, 
Traffic Engineers, .to adVise the city on the position it should adopt With 
reference to the proposed construction of a huge rotary circle by the 
state department of public works just south of Medford Square. 
!he magnitude and implications of these requests, coupled with the 
manager's apparent reliance on consultants to provide answers to the 
. . . . 155 
city's problems;. provoked a storm of protest .from the councn. 
. . 
The . rapidly deteriorating relationship· between ·lQana.ger and council 
was commented on by the Mere& on May 8, 1959: 
" ttFor the first time since the discharge of former City 
Manager .John :s. Kennedy', ·the city council chamber bas 
again become a 11hot spottt on Tuesday nights. Expressions 
· of dissatisfaction and. vocal opposition, which at times 
is becoming vehement, rang out in a fashion that took 
some council spectators by surprise at the last Tuesday 
night session. 
ttAt least three coUncil members sternly took City Manager 
Ec:l!ard G. Conroy ta task over various issuf:)s bef'ore the 
council. Councillor Howard F. AJ..den at one point charged 
the manager with lack of coaperation. The city council 
had previously voted to eliminate the post of city 
engineer. but Conroy informed them Tuesday night that the 
position 'is essential to the sound organisation of tb,e 
engineering department.• 
11AJ.den. said the manager bad better heed the counc:U 's 
actions and that the manager and council should come 
to an agreement over who is to do what. He said it was 
the second time in twenty-nine years of city government 
service that he felt it necessar,y to 'pUblicly reprimand' 
a city official. 
155 Ibid, May 6' '1959. 
DTb.e council. is also irked over the fact that the so-called 
'Feldman Report t is being kept confidential. This involves 
a preliminar.r report on the rubbish collection actiVity of 
the highway department. The council approved this survey 
and allotted £undS for ito What Feldman's f'ind.ings were has 
never been revealed to the council.. 
"Another confidential. matter which has some counci1lors 
incensed is the new urban renewal project being considered. 
What area this project involves has been kept f'rom the 
public and council. because 'it would cause undue anxiety' 
b7 people who would believe -they would be included in the 
area to be aff'ected. The manager :feels that until the plan 
is earmarked :for positive action it should be kept from the 
public •••• 
ncounciJ.lor McGlynn is lllUeh concerned over the proposed ex-
penditures of' planning funds. He insists he i~ going to be 
informed on what's going on and what is being planned bef'ore 
he votes ~ :funds ~ether it be for planning or urban 
renewa1 work." 
Council. Orders "Bel t-Tighteninlf Policg 
The city council ordered a "belt-tighteningU fiscal policy in response 
- . 
to Manager Conroy's request for an additional noo,ooo to provide for cer-
tain items elim'Jua.ted from the budget by the council and for additional 
needs which had developed since the budget • s passage. The council in-
formed the manager that they woul.d not consider arq additional. appropria-
tions in 1959 unless an emergency existed and that department heads 
should be informed ·to adjust their spending to the budget as passed by the 
eounci1 and to operate their departments as ·best they could under the 
circumstances. 156 
Manager Warns Employees 
Manager Conroy lost mtich of the support he· had gained from department 
156 
Ibid, Mq 19, 1959. 
115. 
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heads and city employees early in his administration when he issued a 
1 
stern warning that he would •t:ilmn.ediately suspend.tt 8.D.y' employee who he 
i"OUlld was conmnmica.ting directly 'With the city council. on personnel. and 
other administrative matters. The 'Warning was precipitated by information 
transmitted to Mr ~ Conroy that some department heads who evidentl.1' .felt 
they bad been overlooked in the manager's suppl.emental. salary request 
were bringing their compl.aints directly to the council.. At a special 
meeting called .tor the purpose, the manager told department heads tbat 
they were responsible .tor the discipline o.t employees in their departments 
and it they were unable to maintain such discipline, he would· suspend 
them. 15? 
It appeared at this .time to those in the city administration that the 
manager was beginning to break under the strain. 
1'he emplo)ree lfwarning*• received widespread publicity and brought .f'orth 
' .. 
a chalJ.enge from. the l.egislati ve agent of the Massachusetts Pol.ice 
Association who suggested that Conroy ttacquaint himselr with the law 
-
before taking arq action.n He said that the Massachusetts General Laws 
provitied tbat aD7 employee who so desired conl.d be heard by the city' 
couneU upon petition. The manager replied: nr am. the administrative 
head of this city. The order stands and let s~mebody" try it.n 156 This 
157 .. Ibid, May 29, 1959. 
158 Ibid, June 2, 1959. 
attitude resulted in the manager's stock falling to a low ebb among the 
rank and file of the city employees. 
D~ent Heads Ordered To Attend Meetings 
Manager Conroy felt it his duty and responsibiiit7 to attend every' 
meeting of the city council whether his presence was requested or not. The 
ordeal of confronting the council alone oa suceessi ve Tuesday nights was 
evidently having its effect on him for, in June, 1959, .he initiated the 
practice of having all department heads present at these meetings • The 
innovation met with immediate hostility on the part of the council. The 
view was expressed that while it was desirable to have department heads 
on band if some matter on the council agenda involved a specific official, 
the presence of thirty department heads seated in a body constituted their 
being used e:s a npress'lire group". 
- , 
With reference to Mr. Conroy's 'insistence that he be present at each 
meeting, CouncilJ.or Alden contended that the manager t s presence was not 
required b7 the charter and that he onJ.:r need attend if requested to do 
so by the eouneile The manager expressed his feelings on the matter by 
stating that, in attending each council· session,. he was being guided by' the 
provisions contained in the model city charter reeotml'lended by the National. 
Municipal League that the manager should sit with the council and pa:- ticipate 
in its discussions. CouncilJ.or Alden rejoined that, in his opinion, the 
manager's presence and interjections iato council discussions had tended 
to retard progress and, in a more ,facetious vein, that it was important 
to remember that the City of Medford was operatin~ "under the Plan E 
Charter and the J.a. ws of the State of Massachusetts and not under the model 
city charter." 
1.1.8. 
After an hour and one-hal.f of debate on whether the maDB.ger • s presence 
was desirable or not, the council settl.ed down to the business at hand and 
159 
the department heads were dismissed by the manager. 
Legal. Opinions Irritate Council. 
What appeared to be the :tiDal. break in the Manager Con.roy'-eity Council 
rel.ationship occurred when the ma.Dager submitted seven pages of legal. 
opinions questioning the legall.ty- of w.rious council actions in disposing 
of previous appropriation requests. The manager's contentioa was that 
these requests, including his supplemental. budget, had never been properl.y 
disposed of and were still befote the council. for action. City Solicitor 
GaJJ.agb.er rul.ed in favor of the counc~ in m.ost of the opinions al.though. 
he cited inStances of possible ttargwnent!. The ttargumenttt took place on 
. - . 
June 23, 1960;, when the opinion came before the council. 
Counc:l:llor Al.den l.evel.led the charge that the manager had taken the 
council. papers referred to from the possession of the council's clerk 
of committees and had turned them over to the city solicitor. The veteran 
council member told his colleagues that ltfrom the time a paper comes before 
the counc:L1 it .remains council property until it iS disposed of'~'1 He called 
on the city council to enforce its niles and said, "we are allowing our-
salves to be pushed around~ tt Councillor McGlynn accused the manager of 
insinuating that the cit,- counei1 was inCapabl.e of handl.ing its affairs 
and, referring to the series of opinioDi!_,COJllllentedt nr have never seen 
' 
anything so garbl.ed in my four years on the councu..n ·1.60 
lS9 lbid, June 10, 1959. 
160 Ibid, June 24, 1959. 
• 
ncouneil. Sacrificing Medford • s Interests" - Manager Conro:r 
A sharpl.r=Worded critique of the councU's failure to face up to 
needed financing was delivered by Manager Conroy on July 2. He asserted 
that the interests of the city were being sacrificed because the cit, 
council., wldle agreeing that _certain programs should be carried out, had 
.faUed to provide a financial program to carry out the desired programs. 
He described Medf'ord • s basic financial dilemma = and crisis - as the in-
sistence of the city council. to finance all pending projects exc1U:Sive1:r 
out o£ ava.ilab1e funds rather than. undert~g. a lo~erm bond issue 
program. 161 
119. 
.It seemed at the t:ime that this highl.:r critical statement would proVide 
the cohesive .force required within the council. to crystaJ.lize a request 
that Manager Conro:y resign. The council. did, in fact, discuss this pos-
sibility at an informal meeting early in August, 1959, and all save 
Councillor Nicholson, the ma:nager's original sponsor, agreed that the 
appointment of Mr .. Conroy as citf:manager had been a 'm:tstake and that he 
'. 162 
. should be requested to resign. · 
161 . lbidp Ju17 3, 1959. 
162 Interview With Counc:Ulor James F. Shurtle.f'£. 
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DEA.TH1 RESIGNATION. ALTER· COUNCIL PERSONNEL 
Coun.cll.lor .A1den1s Death Stuns Oommunitl 
- . 
The sudden death of Councillor Boward F. Al.den on August 30, 1959 was 
a severe loss not onlY to the community at large but also to the cause of 
cOUDcil-m.ana.ger govermnent in Medford. The veteran councillor, who had 
aever been defeated in. aa ~lection bid in more than a quarter of a century 
of Medford politics, had apparently' recovered from a heart seizure soxne 
fifteen months preVious when he was suddenl.y' stricken while on vacation in 
New ~shire. Councillor Alden epitomized th.e 'type of individual. most 
sought after for public service but so rare}T fou:nd. That his death signified 
' 
the passil'J.g of a traditio:a ill Medford was dramatized by the follawing 
1 
editorial. appearing in the Mercu:t'7 ·on September 1~ 1959: 
tiThe death of Howard F. Alden bas shocked the community. 
The elder statesman of our city councll with more than 
twen'tyl=>five years of service behind him, he bad looked 
.forward to a deserved retirement from his position as 
vice-president of a Boston insurance compaiJY' in a few 
months aad from municipal o.tfice at the end ot his present 
term ••• But it was not to be as he planned and he was unable 
to finish out; his honorable career in public life as he 
wished. 
"l!loward Alden, a descendant of the Al.dens wha first settled 
the 14assacbusetts Bay ColoDT, carried on a centuries-old 
tradition of active concern with the affairs of'his community. 
He himself was a kind of fine tradition personif'iedo Members 
o.f the city government who served with him. knew him. as a 
resolute, straightf'orward, discerning participant in lllU11ici~ 
aff'airs who coul.d al.ways be depended upon for sage advice and 
counsel. He was a dependable balance wheel in politics. 
Though the opportunity was available to him more than once 
during tl!i.e past ten years of the councU-l}lanager fo:rm of 
government, he rejected the offers to serve as the oityts 
mayor, preferring to permit the younger men coming along in 
polit~al. life to have that honor. This was typical of 
Howard Alden ... giving the other fellow the chance to be 1X.P 
front~ while be sat back and applied his experience and 
knowledge to he1ping the at.fairs o.f the city to go forward ... rt 
The death of Councill~r Alden meant that the unexpired portion of his 
term of office woul.d be served by Arthur Dello "Hasso who finished iD 8th 
place in the 1957 municipal. election. Dello Russo •s return to the council 
virtuall7 assured a change in the council alignment on most major issues. 
Cou:a.eillor Pompeo Resip to Accept School Post 
121. 
Th.e secend. major change in the composition of the city counc:U occurred 
on Septeiil'ber 10, ·1959, with the annouaeement by Co~cillor Pompeo that he 
was resigning his council post to accept the position of director of 
guidance and placement in the Medford school sy-stem. 163 Mr. Pompeo, an 
educator by profession, had long soaght to return to the Medford system 
where he began his career as a teacher, in an administrative capacity'. 
His resignation, however, coming on the heels of Alden's sudden death, 
was regarded as a catastrophic blow for the PlanE members on the city 
council and for the associatioa in vi.ew of the imminent municipal election. 
163 Medford Mercurz, September J.Q, 1959. 
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PLANE ASSOC:r.A.TION lf.CNS ELECTION BUT LOSES CONTROL 
Councillor McGlynn Endorsed by PlanE Association 
The naming of Councillor John J. M.cGJ:ynn to replace resigned Councillor 
Pompeo on the slate of' PlanE endorsed candidates for city council. was the 
only surprise development in the .municipal elections of 1959. Mc<llynn., 
an original supporter of the successful ouster o:f former manager and now 
I 
Councillor Shurtle:f£ and a guiding force throughout the· Kennedy' adm:lnistra-
tion, had not established himself as the lone beacon of opposition to the 
siX-ljlSJ!l. association slate during tlae previous two ,-ears but bad voted as 
he saw fit on various issues and more often than not had found hilllself 
aligned with Councillor Shurtleff'. 1n seeking the PlanE endorsement, 
Councillor McGlynn was supported by all. the Association-endorsed council 
incumbents except Mayor Carr,. evidence that much water had gone over the 
164. 
dam since 1957. 
Lack of Publ.ic Interest in Campaign. 
The lack of interest in. .the 1959 municipal. political. campaign was 
first re:f'].ected in the primary' election on September 30 when six of the 
seven council. incumbents led the fie1d.. On1.y" 30% of the cit,-•s registered 
voters came out to vote due to the absence of issues to fire interest and 
stir debate. The pri.lrlar7 results appeared satisfactor;y to the PlanE Civic 
Association although there was little room to doubt that the loss of Alden 
and Pompeo from the Plan E sl.ate had removed an element of el:;hnic balance 
which would be di:tficul:t, if not itrlpossible, to replace .. ~65 
'164. lbid, 
165 Ibid, September 30, 1959. 
The campaign for election was waged on a quiet note 'With no organized 
attempt made to challenge the Plan E Association•s quest fer majority 
representation on the council. The Mercu:z entered the field of endorsing 
candidates on November 1 when it announced that it was supporting incmnbent 
Councillors Carr, Drennan, McGJ.:ynn, Nicholson and Shurtleff and former 
Co~cillors McDer.mott and Dello Russo. 166 . The inclusion of McDermott and 
Dello Russo on the Mereurz1s preferred list marked the first time since 
1950 that the commuaity's only newspaper had not supported tbe entire 
sli1,te of candidates endorsed by' the Plan E Association and was the prelude 
to the Association •s losing council control~ 
Plan E Retains Five Seats on Council 
The election on November 4 provided f'ew changes from the prima.ry' results. 
Councillor McGlynn, aided considerably by the PlanE e:i:ldorsement, paced 
the field and was followed by Mayor Carr, Councillors Drennan, Dell.o Russo, 
Shurtleft, McDermott and NiCholson. The el.ection of McDermott in place. 
of Skerry provided the onl.7 change in the composition of the council. 167 
Mayor Carr Re-Elected; Plan E Ranks Split 
The re-election of John c. Carr Jr • as mayor in Januar;r, 1960 represented 
a significant :forecast o:f the manner in which city council members woul.d align 
themselves on major issues during the following two years. 
Councillor MeGllDD, who had finished :first in both the prima.ry' and 
election, aspired to the mayor •s post and in view of his demonstrated 
popularity in the city, :felt he bad some claim tQ the honor. He was 
166 Ibid; October 29, 1959. 
167 lbid, November 4, 1959. 
supported iD his bid for mayor by Counc:il.l.ors Shurtleff and Nicholson. 
Mayor Carr, the council. • s presiding off.'icer and, as mayor, ceremonial 
head o£ the city for f.'ive of the ten years that PlanE had been in 
124. 
operation, was neverthel.ess desirous of another .term as mayor. By cultivating 
the support of Councillors MeDerm.ott and Dello Russo, a1ong with Councillor 
Drennan, £or the mayor's post, Carr precipitated a split within the PlanE 
. 
ranks on the councU. ·The 4-3 vote for Mayor C~ signified· the first 
cleavage in the new council on a major issue; 168unrortuna.tely, the 4-3 
pattern was to repeat itself several times in the follOllirlg months. 
166 lbid_t Januaey 3, 1960. 
A lEAR OF DlSENCB'AN'IMENT 
Nineteen sixty was largely' a. year of disenchantment for supporters of 
council-manager government in Medford. It became apparent as the year 
progressed that the degree of hostility among councillors, a hostility which 
had its robts in political battles long since forgotten by the public, was 
coloring their decisions on impol"tant matters presented by the city manager. 
The city manager, in a semse, became the beneficiary of this hostility, 
since, as long as the opp.osing council points of 'View were irreeoncfia.ble, 
the chances of the council. presenting a united front in opposition to the 
manager's proposals, were remote. It meant, for example, tbat the manager's 
"pepdingr;propesals which had previously' been subjected to allll.ost unanimous 
and severe criticism, now stood a better than even chance of passage. 
The progress, t'rom. Manager Conroy's point o:f view, was destined to be 
brief. For, while personal animosities and past grieV8l'lces were sufficient 
to prevent cohesion w:ttbih the council for a time, the importance attached 
to the incinerator problem by one faction aad concern over the bond issue 
question by the other, led to an ultimate breakdown in coun.eil-manager 
re+.ations late in the year and culminated in the submission of City Manager 
Co~y1s resignation. 
Manager Conroy Submits l!J60 Budget 
Manager Conroy submitted the 1960 bUdget to :the city council on Jant1a17 
20. The budget, as sUbmitted, represented aa increase of $5oo,ooo over the 
sa appropriated in 1959 and, if:. allowed to stand meant an increase of 
$5.00 on the 1960 tax rate.. It included provision for thirty-five new 
positio:as scattered throughout several lll\micipal departments.l69 
169 M df rd. Me T 6 
.&.·.le o rc'BU, uanua:17 20, 19 0. 
The fact that some members of the aew council possessed a viewpoint on 
municipal budgeting which was mueh more liberal than their predecessors 
was pointed up on February 17 'When an attempt '!faS made to approve the 
196o budget as submitted by Manager Conroy-, Councillor Shurtleff pro-
tested against passage, predicting that the eity faeed a $1.3.00 increase 
.in taxes when increased state, county- and school costs were considered. 
CouncUlor Dello Russo took issue with Shurtleff and placed the blame £or 
the budget increase on the deferred mainiienance policies o£ the Shurtleff 
administration.. A heated debate ensued with Shurtleff defending the record 
of his administration and accusing Dello "Russo o£ raising the "same old 
red herringU to justify' eare1ess expenditures. 
Mayor Carr aad Comic:Ulors Dello Russo, McDermott and Drerman favored 
immediate passage o£ the bttdget but .fiaally demurred upon the insistence 
of Councillors Shurt1eff, Nicholson and McGlynn, pel!lding a :f'Urth.er 
review. 170 
Final passage of the operational budget took place on Februar:.r 24 after 
$2.34,000 had been trimmed .from the :manager's original. requests. l71 
The new budget, coupled with the iD.creased charges referred to above, 
resulted in the establishment of the highest tax rate in the city-'s history, 
$67.60. The swift upward trend in the eity•s tax rate pictm-e since 1957 
is illutrated by the folloWing table:172 
170 Ibid,_ Februa.17 181 1960. 
171 Ibid, FebruarY' 25, 1960. 
172 Ibid, April. 29, 1960. 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
19S't 
1.968 
1959 
1960 
Bond Issue Program Launched 
$49.40 
. 52.40 
50980 
5o.20 
52.20 
53.80 
54.80 
62.00 
61.00 
67.00 
Tae first in a series of recommendations by Manager Conroy- calling 
127. 
for the issuance of long-term bonds to finance capital improvement projects 
-was .forwarded to the city- couneil on June 8. With the exception of the bonds 
issued to finance the construction o£ the new public libra.ey", it represented 
the :first bonded debt by- the city- since 1.950 • 
Some councillors thought that, in this initial request, which asked 
for authorization to borrow #66,000 to construct a thoroughfare abutting 
the city-'s onl.y- major industrial area, they- saw the forerm.mer of several 
bond issue recommendations to .follow. Councillor Shurtleff commented: 
UThis is apparentl:r unlocking the door to an lll1JWiled, as )'at undetel'Dliaed 
bond iSs~.u l73 
Incinerator ISsue Returns 
The last official act o£ the 1956-1957 city- council had been the is-
suance of a perudt to ·the Mystic Disposal Company to construct and operate 
an incinerator lhn the site of the municipal dump. 
lh June, 1960, a sense o£ urgency- with reference to the city-'s refuse 
disposal problem was injected With the announcement bf Sherwood J. Tarlow, 
president of the M)-stic Disposal CompaDT, that the dump •s capacity- woul.d 
be reached within eight months4174 
173 lbid1 June 9, 1960. 
174 Ibid, jUDe 26, 1960. 
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Manager Conroy., in an effort to determine the most :feasible approach 
to the incineration problem., recommended that an independent engineering 
survey be un~ertaken "to determine the best practical. wa:y for Medford and 
two sister communities (Malden and Everett) to dispose of rubbish and 
ga.rbage.n Malden and Everett were both prepared to contract with Tarlow's 
newl,...formed. incinerator concern. and according to Tarlow., "the whole problem 
rests with Medford.u He was referring to the fact that~ until at least 
three communities agreed to join in a contract with Mystic Disposal.., he was 
unable to secure the required approval of the state· emergency finance board 
to con.stnct an inciD.erator. l75. 
Dispute . Over Surve:y: Firm 
Manager Conroy and ·the Board o:f Hea1th recommended that the firm of 
Fay, Spofford & Thorndike be retained for the survey. Tarlow ::ilnmedia:tely 
took issue with this recommendation, claiming that la:y, Spofford & Thorndike 
had made a silJlilar survey in Winchester 'Which had_, in effect, ruJ.ed out 
his compaq's proposal to construct a pri-vate incinerator in that community. 
Councillors McDermott and Dello Russo also expressed opposition to the 
manager•s cnoice. 
A city council committee composed of Councillors De11o Bnsso, MCDermott 
and Nicholson was appointed by Mayor Carr to e-valuate the proposals o:f 
' 
three engineering concerns Which had expressed an interest incconducting 
the.·· survey. The committee recommendations, submitted by Councillors 
. . 
McDermott, and Dello Basso, suggested retention of the firm o:f Anderson-
. ' 
Nichols. Councillor Nicholson abstained from voting on the question. 176 
115 Ibid, August 6, 1960-. 
176 Th-ftL bat~st 18a 1_96o_ 
.-.""!'"'"·.·--~··· 
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:rneinerator Report Reconnn.ends MY!!tic. Disposal. Co. 
The report submitted by the Andersoa-Nichols consuJ.ting firm in 
October suggested that the communities o:r Medford, Malden and Everett 
accept the proposal. of the Mystic Disposal Company' to incinerate garbage 
and refUse, based on its opinion that it represented the most economical 
sol.ution to the problem..; The a.nxxaa1 cost to the City of Medford under the 
~erma of the proposed contract was set at $1l.O,ooo.177 
Mam;~.ger Conroy was not satisfied with the survey recommendations and 
asserted that the consultnts had not furnished al.l of the data originally 
agreed 'lil.pon e.g. the feasibility of publiC operations vs. private. The 
PlanE Civic Association injected itself into the incinerator eontrovers;r 
and requested that the co'Wlcil. not. act until additional information was 
176 prese:at ed. 
ShortJ.y after receipt ·of the consultant 1s report, CounciJ.l.or McDermott 
requested that the manager submit his ·recommendations on the matter w.tthout 
delay. He strongl.y criticized Manager Conroy's hand1ing of the incinerator 
. 
issue, stating that del.aying tactics were being entployed ey refusal. to 
accept the Anderson-Nichols recommendations. Ma.;ror Carr also indicated his 
concern with the :matter and expressed the opinion that the manager lfdid 
not want· the Mystic Disposal. Co.tt al.though he had requested the en~eering 
surve7S to assist the city in ma.Id.Jag a decision .. l79 
Bond Issues in Earnest 
A full.-soaJ.e bond issue program was :Launched b;r Manager Conroy 1n 
September with his recommendation of a $595'1 000 borrowing to construct a 
177 Ibid, October 31, 1960. 
178 Ibid, November 22, 1960. 
179 Ibid, November 30, 1960. 
new 15.:.room e1ementa.I7 school in South Medford and $1,.200,000 to collq)leteJ.y 
renovate two schools and construct sixteen streets .. 
Councillor Shurtl.ef'f issued a public s~atement on November 16, warning 
that the city was heading toward financial. disaster "because of the aimless 
appropriations of funds and bond issues for various proj~cts~'l He said it 
was his understanding that a capital improvement program was supposed to be 
composed of the projected needs of a community for five or six years and that 
the d. ty then proceeded on sound financial ground within the limits of the 
capital. improvement schedul.e and the d.ty•s ability to pq. Shurt1eff warned 
that the city was "riding for a very serious financial. fall because we are 
doing things in dribs and dl"abs.n "We are going to bury' ourse1ves in a 
position far worse than 1948", h~ .concluded.180 
Man!§er's "Bwan Songn -. $1,800,000 Bond Issue 
The end of the road in Medford for Manager Conroy appeared to be in 
sight on November 22 when he transmitted a bond issue "package" to the 
city council requesting authorization to borrow $1,800,.000 for (l.) the 
construction of 31 streets; (2) construction of a new, combined fire and 
police headquarters; (3) construction of two off-street parking areas; 
and (4) renovation and reconstruction· of the municipal garage. 
Heaped upon previous bond issue requests, it was difficlll.t to see how 
the council coul.d maintain its equa.nimi ty in the face of this latest recommendation. 
The council was irate when confronted with the manager•s $l.,8oo,ooo. 
program. He came under the heaviest fire since his arrival in Jul.y, 
1958, with only Councillor Delle Russo supporting all of his fund requests .. 
Council anger mounted when it was reveal.ed that Manager Conrey, who had 
been in the council chamber earlier in the evening, had left shortly before 
180 
Ibid, November 16, 1960. 
the boad issue was to be considered without a word of explanation. Amid 
cries of Rtbrowing money around like watern and ny-ou cmdt spend yourself 
into prosperitr', the city council arbitrarlly reduced the amount re-
quested by $876,000 and approved the bonding of $93B,ooo, $7501 000 o£ 
whieh was earmarked for the combined fire and pollee headquarters, an, 
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urgent c0'!1JJJIU.lU:ty need. 
Manager Conroy, his resignation now imminent, exonerated himself of the 
•.tree-spel'ldingU accusations of the city council in a lengthy statement, his 
last as city manager ot Medfcnod. Basiea.ll.y, he contended that his requests 
for increaded budgets and bond issues were designed to correct the deter-
ioratioa which had occurred in tnarJT areas over the previous ten Je&rs. 
Citing the epinions of' various financial and investing agen.eies and publica-
tions, be maintained to the end tbat the incursion. of bcmded debt which he 
ha<;L recommended was nveey conservative. n It ma:y well have been b7 Baa 
Antonio or New Rochelle standards~ but ~ot 'b7 Medi'ord •s. 182 
ManaAAr Conroy Resigns 
A completel7 surprised cit,- -coiincU received word that Mr. Conroy had 
resigned his city maaagerts pesi'tion on December 2, 1960. Although he had 
been engaged in a series of disputes with the council for several weeks 
there was absolutely no inkling at the time that he was about to leave 
Medford to accept a new position in Youngstown, Ohio. It was ironical 
in view o£ eveat.s leading up to his resignation, tbat the council re-
ceived notice ot i.t at a special- meeting called to discuss the incinerator 
181 Thida November 23, 19.60. 
182 Ibi.d, November 29, 1960. 
problem. There were .only six spectators present when word of Mr. Conroy's 
resignation was· announced, a far err from the. capacity crowds that fUl.ed 
Cheval.ier Auditorium on the two previous occasions of manager changes. 
· The resigned manager revealed that the two major reasons behind his 
1eaving weret (1) the di.f'f:icul.ties he was .experiencing in having his 
recommendations accepted b7 the council., especially' with re:f'erence to 
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capital improvements, and .(2) the pending incinerator questiona 
The Mereurz analyzed Mr. Conroy's resignation in an editorial. ap-
pearing on December 4, 1.9601 
18.3 
nrt, has been no great secret that the relations between the 
Medford City CouncU. and now-resigned City Manager F.dwa.r@ G. 
Conroy have been strained, often to the breaking point, in 
the past several months. The rows between the two, sometimes 
behind closed doors, have been acrimonious and unresolved. 
Feeling has often been hi€h-:,..:._ so that it the couacU, during 
private discussion, as well as sometimes in public, agreed 
unan:t:mously on any one thing, it was that Mr. Conroy was 
less than satisfactory- from its point of view. Talk about 
discharging Mr. Conroy bas often been nearly uppermost 
among members of the elected legislative branch, -and it may 
be just as well that, for a change a city manager resigned 
instead of being fired. 
1tfhere is l.ittle room. to doubt that Mr. COnroy has been 
casting about for a new post in the past sweral months. 
We wish him and his fa.mi.l.y well. His new job as executive 
director of a just-created Youngstown, Ohio civ:i,e organization, 
offering high pay and a chance to operate in· plan:nillg and 
operations for a private group rather than in public o.ffice 
ma;r provide him a chluace to utflize his talents tar better than 
here. For, as we have observed this man,. we have inevitablF 
come to the conclusion that whi1e he possesses~ special. md 
high skills, he has fallen somewhat short et'fectively not only 
to communicate with the eounciJ. but to implement an acceptable 
program .for community progress~ All too oft·en he has been 
mired in details, has indicated a pridefulness which gave the 
impression of' resentment tor correction or suggestions, and 
has been ineffective in the neeessa.r;r carry-through o.f ideas 
and plans which can only finalize in a council in which he 
often t'aiJ.ed to show his own confidence. 
Ibid, December 2, 1960. 
"It would be unfair, however, to 'leave an. impression that 
a'll blame for a laCk or cooperative action rests with the 
resigned city manager. The council members, as elected of ... 
ficia'ls, have their own prob1ems and points of view, and in 
too :many instances found an unyielding attitude on the part 
of the manager in dealing with their problems or sympathizing 
with their perspectives. Whether this arose oat of the personal 
stubbornness of the manager, the vagaries of personality 
among members of the council, or the .£allure of the exeeuti ve 
to attempt to reconcile, w:i.th honor, his ow convictions to 
meet haJ.f-way those of the council members, is now moot. 
The point to be considered is that 1m. govermnent, unl.ike as in 
business, an executi-ve needs to propose, the council has to 
dispose, and in the proeess both must learn to live together 
and hammer out programs which, while not precise'ly what one 
or the other may want, demonstrate a capacity to G.eal with 
priorities and get things done, and done correctly, for the 
people of the conmnmitT -who pay the taxes ... Hwe wouJ.d hope, 
at this point in, municipal histor;r, that someone local may 
be found to take up the reins as permanent city manager; 
someone local who understands our comnmni.ty in depth and who 
can demonstrate a gx•eater capacity in establishing effective 
relations with the councU.tt 
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A SEQUEL 
The u Good Old Daysu Return 
The appointment of Jolm .c. Carr Sr. as Medford's fourth. permanent 
city manager on April. 13, 1960, signi!ied a return to the tt good old 
da)"S" of pre-~950 vintage. 
The fact that the fourth .and deciding vote .for Mr. Uarr 1s appointment 
was cast by l!is SDll, Mayor John c. Carr Jr., and the prospect that the 
elder Carr, now sixty-nine years of age, could retire with a comforliab~e 
pension after a brief period of service as city manager, ignited a storm 
of protest against the appointment throughC,ut the city. :Fbllowing as 
it did on the heels of the removal of the city auditor by an identica1 
4 .... 3 vote, Mr. Carr's appointment as city manager convinced the vast 
majority of Medford residents that a clique had taken over c0ntrol of 
the city1s business, a business Which promiSed to be lucrative for those 
so inclined, in view of the many contracts pending :for architectural. 
services, incineration, street construction etc. 
Mr. Carr's succession to the city manager1s position after several 
" ~ 
unsuccessful attempts since 1950, prese11ts the greatest challenge tbat the 
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Plan E Civic AssociatiQn and adherents of the council-manager form of 
govermnent in Medford have had to face thus tar. That Mayor John c. Carr Jr. 
and Councillor Robert M. Drennan, who joined with Councillors McDermott 
and Del.lo Russo in removing the city auditor and appointing Mr. Carr as 
city manager, have forf'eited whatever prospects of re...endorsement by the 
PlanE Civic Association they might have had, is a foregone conclusion. 
That they have damaged themselves politically in the community by tl!Leir 
actions, in violent opposition to the expressed wishes of their constituents, 
and with a municipal election. imminent, goes without saying. 
The great task which the Plan E Civic Association now has spread 
before it, is to search out and support with all the infl.uence it can 
bring to bear, candidates for citlT QouncU who, by foree of ability and 
personality, and aided by the Association •s efforts in their behalf, can 
capitalize 6n the present discontent in the comnnmity and make a strong 
showing in the municipal. elections thi.s fal1. The task will not be easy 
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and histoey is not encouraging for it shows that,. since 1950, the Association 
has succeeded in electing. onl.7 three newcomers to Medford political life to 
seats 6n the city council. 
There are signs, however, that a resurgence of activit7 has permeated 
the Association ranks 8l'ld that the appointment of JQhn c. Carr Sr. as city 
manager has not been taken lying down. A citizens committee is presentlY 
circ'Qlating petitions aimed at collecting suf'fieient signatures (12% of the 
city'~ registered voters) to place the questio:n of his appointment on the 
ballot at the 'regular municipal. elections this fall. If the citizens 
committee is successful and present indications are that it will. be, a 
hot campaign, possibly the stormiest since the inception of council-manager 
government in 195'0, is promised. 
At the same time that petitions are being circulated, Couneill:laJ."James F. 
Shurtleff bas retained Attorney George A. McLaugb:lin,. who conducted the 
recent investigation of conflict of interest in the Metropolitan District 
Gomm.ission and who, it will be recalled, first discussed the PlanE form of 
government before the Medford Chamber of' Commerce in 194$, to look into the 
conflict of interest aspects of Bayor John c. Carr Jr.'s vote for his father. 
This matter is eurrentl.y' before the District Attorney of' Middl.esex Count;r 
and shoul.d a tuJ.J.-sea.le investigation ensue, it could have explosive 
implications. 
. These two actions sho'tll.d serve to keep the issue before the public at 
least 1i1D.til. the campaign fer city ctmneil. gets underway ill earnest in 
Septembere 
The prospects for survival of the council=manager form of government 
in Med:terd are~ at best, UE.Certain at presente The degree of citizen 
participation in political and community affairs during the next few 
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months will. determine, as it has innumerable times in the past, whether 
this farm of municipal. govermnent is stil.J. desired by the citizens of 
Medford ar whether they favc:>r a. return to the traditional f'orm of municipal 
government iB. the United States with an elected mayor replacing the city 
manager as chief executive. 
CONCLUSION 
The story of city manager government in Medford began in 1.945 with the 
fonnation of a .eitiz_ens charter committee composed o:f the leading business 
and professional men in the city and the launching of a successful. campaign 
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to place the question of the adoption o:f Plan E on the ballot for acceptance 
by the voters. :m Medford, as in Cambridge and in other communities through-:-
out the country, the turn to this form of mu.m.icipal government was an attempt, 
inspired and led by the middle and upper ~iddle class, to break away from the 
apparent sins of political manipulation and consequent extravagance and to re-
. . 
place it wi.th prudent, economical and efficient governm.ent .. 
A great deal of political history has been written in Medford since the. 
beginnings of Plan 1$ some sixteen years ago and it seems fair to state~in re-
trospect, that the degree of success, or lack of· it, which the plan has at-
tained over the past decade and one-half, can be measured largel.y in terms of 
the conflict between business and nom-business interests in the community. 
Influence of :Business Interests in Early Days 
The business community's capacity for l.ea.dership was dramatically illus-
trated during the battle to have the plan adopted. The response from the cit-
izens of Medford when they voted by a margm of 4-1.. to adopt the new charter 
was an enthusiastic. endorsement of this type of leadership. 
The interest and influence of business interests during the Shurtleff admin-
istration (1950 - 19.5'7) and their desire to create n a favorable business 
cl:illla.te" was reflected by the establishment of what the business element con-
sidered to be a sound financial. policy for the city e.g. rapid retirement of 
debt, a pay- as -you- go policy in regard to expenditures, the prompt col-
lection of taxes, elimination of short-term borrowing for current expenses, 
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stabilization o£ the tax rate and the attraction of new industry to expand the 
city•s tax base.. This era marked the high point of business participation in 
community affairs. 
Business Influence Diminishes 
The ~ars 1957-1961 witnessed a diminution in the influence of business 
and professional leaders and a gradual drifting of administration of city 
affairs to a political plane With politicians replacing businessmen in po-
sitions of Q.oroinance. The rapid increase in the eity 1s bonded debt and the 
sharp upward trend in the tax rate have refiected ·the emphasis on expanded 
public works program~, drastically increased employee benefits and other 
measures with ~road political appeal to those in the low income group. 
Perhaps it could not have been otherwise in view of the fact that Medford, 
as a bedroGm community, lacks a business community of suf£ieient size and 
strength, :imbued with the traditional ideas of community and business relation-
ship, to maintain the leadership role over a protracted period of time. 
Decrease in Influence of Plan E Association 
The early leaders of the Plan E Civic Association, business and professional 
men f'or the most part, ha'Ve long since passed !rom the municipal scene and with 
th~ bas gone much of the vitality which sparked the original ef'.fort to restore 
civic, rather than political, thinking in community affairs. The original 
leaders were possessed With inte~ ardor and enthusiasm as they rode the wave 
of refoxm to a record of consistent high performance :tor seven years. They 
have been replaced, ~ many instances,. by people just as dedicated bu.t 'Who lack 
· the driving motivation which characterized the early days of the PlanE movement •. 
1n some eases they have been. replaced by the f'riends of politicians, a. happen-
stance which has tended to divide and weaken the Association. 
Analysis of City Manager ts Role 
The wi.dely-a.ccepted cencepts o.f the city manager's role, as stated in the 
Ib.troductien, were put to a severe test in Medford. This is not hard to un-
derstand when one notes that, of the seven city councillors elected to the 
first Plan E council in 1949, only two actually favored the form of govern-
ment they had been chosen to adm.inis.ter. Several Councilors had served for 
varying periods mider the Plan Bc1 -( weak mayor - strong council) :f'onn. of 
government. Accustomed as they were to the primciples and procedures o:f' the 
old mayor-aldel.'llla.:a system., they rebelled against '&bat they considered to be 
an unjust usurpation of authority on such vital matters as appointments, 
contracts, etc. and insisted upon having a voice in the cityts administration. 
With the adoption o:f' PlanE, a wholesale change ef political philosophy was 
needed by members e£ the city's -l~~islative body. The transfer of 84ministra-
tive .authority to an independent chief executive proved to be too great a 
transition :f'or some councillors. to accept. 
Medford t ~ three pennanent city managers have also had varying concepts 
of their role as city :m.a.rtager. 
Mr. Shurtleff, a man.a.ger modelled on the Atkinson image, literally inter:-
preted. the strong-manager provisions o:f' the PlanE ;Charter and ~d no desire 
to subrogate his statutory powers, duties and responsibilities. He seized 
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the initiative in the policy-making process, counting Gri newspaper am.d public 
support to stimulate council. action. He never regarded the manager's role as 
that of a tec~ician, implementing the desires o:f' the council., or a majority-
thereof, as stated in the form of motions~ orders and resolutions. An ·acknowl-
edged expert in municipal finance, Mr. Shurtleff consistently fought for, and 
achieved to a remarkable degree, municipal fis'cal stability~ A tight-fisted 
busin.essman, who liked to know where every penny was going, he demanded a Bigh 
0 
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. degree of accountability .from department heads :Who had previously been accustomed 
to administering their own affairs. Such a straightf"orward approach to municipal 
. . . 
'. 0 ' A • 
affairs could. not help.. ~ut incite hostility and resentment on the part of less-
dedicated city officials. 
Mr. Kennedy, a manager of the political school, was the antithesis of Mr. 
. . . . . . . . ... - ..... - ~ -· -· --
-Shurtleff_ as_ chi~f ~ec~tive. H~ _ re~rd~d }lis role, not a~- co~unity lea~er 
and originator of municipal policy, but as the instrument of the :.majority 
o < 0 • A ' • .. o'O oO- '''' o 'Oo '' ••. L 0 o 
faction on the city council which was bent on governing the city in its own 
• - • .. • • • •• - ~ -- 4 -.. • - - ••• ,. - .·.. ... - - - ·-· ••• -. -- ·---- • ' ·-
self-intere·st. A cl,leerful amateur, with no professional training in public ad-
, .. ' . .. -- . . .. . ··- .- -. - - - - . ·- . . - - -- . . ·• ' . .. ' . .. - . -
minist:ra,tion, Mr. __ ~ennedy was city manager of Medford in name only for a period 
of fourteen months. 
- ......... . 
~r. Conroy:' . prof~f;~:lo~D:-r::--t~a-~ed~ . but a more aca.~em~call)T~~?-?nted_ adm?'-n: 
i~~rator than }~r. _ Sh~~ef~! _w~-~ ~ ~~ _o;r_ .I:~~ ~~~~~~~ __ ax:~ s~~rl~g character • 
His approach to municipal problems was largely predicated on what the "book" 
.,. .. -- - -- -- --- ·- .. -. - . ·.:.-- '- ... ·'"' -,.. -. . -. .. .. ··'- .. . -' 
said, rather than by the practical considerations Bf the moment. · llis un:t:amil-
·····---- ... ----.-~ --·- _ ............ ~---~---·- --· ---, ···- ... . 
iari-ty with New Engl.and ways and Massachusetts' governm.en-ta~ procedures proved 
.... . .. ···- .... __ ...... ~ ........... , ..... ~-· - ... --· ....... ~--- ·-· '"'"•·"·· ----- .. ·"·-··· ,. ---~..--. 
to be a great handicap_~ _his ~dling of t~e ci~Y.~~ day-to~y op?na,t_ions. 
While Managers_ Shurt;~eff and O_o~oy caJ?-_ ~e ?~nsidered ~~--llave b~~n .. pr~ 
fessional rather than poli-tical managers, both men did not achieve the same 
. . ,_ - - ... . . . -. -. .. . - ~ ,,. - - . ... - - . . - ... -
measure of success in Medford. Personal characteristics account for part o:f' 
~ - • --- - .. • .. ' - • • • ., .. • • ·-- •• ~-·- - J • .. • ! .. .• . ... 
the answer but the basic factor which spelled success for Mr. Shurtleff on the 
. .. - ...... 
one han_d, and £a:t?.-ure_ for _M:r-_•. C?t;ITOY ~>n t~~--o-~.h~r, _ ~~ _th~--~~-gr~e __ ?~ leadership 
which ~ach man was _a~~e- ~-o :~-e~·---~~·- ~?-1l~leff fo~--~ ~i~~ council to~lly 
~desirous of as~~~g :tll.~ leadership :oJ.-~ _on :pol_icy_ ~t~~r_s. __ H~ _ q.~:ickly 
~n:ov~~ in~_o_ th_is ~<?ulll!l_ .8:~~ b!__p:=-t~~~~?:~ P~?d~? __ a _ ~11'" <?~';!Ilcil_ int? ~«?tio!l, 
he achieved many community goals during his administration. M.r. Conroy in-
.. . . . ,_. . . . . . . . . ~ . . .... ' ··- . ~ ·- .. .... . ... .. .. .. .... . -. ~ . - . ·- .... ~ •· ... - . . . -- . . .... . .. ·-- . - . 
herited a city council intensely concerned with municipal policy, fiscal policy 
., -----
as stated in its by-laws, have been: 
1. To inform the citizens of Medford a.f the provisions of the 
in particular 1 and almost una.nim:ousl.y detel'Illined to hew to the l.ine of eon-
servat~am• Conroy opposed this view and publicl.y challenged the fiscal. p0llcies 
enUlil.Ciated as desirabl.e by the city eounell. Ih so doing, his action was in 
dir19et confiiet with a tremendousl.y import8l!lt tenet of the City Managers t Code 
o:f Ethics: ttThe city manager defends municipal. pol.icies publicly only after 
consideration and adoption of such policies by the councll. The manager may 
not place llimself publ.icly in opposition to the c0uncll on :matters of pollcy •. '~~l'>..· 
Under these cireum.stanees therefore, Mr. Conroy's resignation in a :frenzy of 
frustration and d.isgn.St, was inevitable. 
Essential Conditions in a Council-Manager City 
The Medford story cl.earl.y illustrates that several conditions areessential. 
in the community if the couneU-manager plan is to survive and operate in an 
effective manner and serves as proof or the the$is advanced in the T.ntroduetion. 
A responsibl.e civic association, organized on a city-wide basis, and capabl~' 
• of commanding the respect and support of the citizenry, is a paramount need in 
a counc:il.-manager city. There is nothing automatic in the democratic process 
which gu.ar~tees good government. Tf eontroil.ed b;y- a political clique, the 
democratic ·machinery wi1.1 not work for the best interests of the comunity as 
a whole; if control.l.ed by the electorate it can work well. Jil Medford, the 
Pl.an E Civ:l.c Association has been concerned about the tenor of local government 
on a continuing basis and not just at election time. It has,. to a l.arge degree, 
earned and w0n the confidence of the public as an organization of citizens :in-
. . .. . .. 
terested in. good government and not in political. favors. Since the organizations' 
founding in 1947, many rival. groups have sprung up from time to time but only the 
civ:l.c association has managed to remain in continued operation, although its 
influence has d:1m:inished in recent years. The Associaticm •s principa~ purpose :a, 
as stated in its by-laws, have been: 
1.. To infonn the citizens of Medford of the provisions of the 
Plan E type of charter and of the election of public 
officials thereunder. 
2. To promote business.,.like economical and effective conduct 
of local government. 
3. To illduce citizens to take an active interest in the affairs 
of the City of Medford. 
4. To encourage and support the candidacy- of competent men and 
ifOilten for election to public office and to support intelli-
ge:at leadership in public affairs. 
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The support of the local press is another indispensable factor in the battle 
for good government. 1b. Med£erd~ the Mercw has buttressed the ef'forts of the 
.. ' , .. -:.: ·._-_;_-..;: :;- . 
civic· association and business leaders in keeping the public intelligently in-
formed and rallying pab~ic support during times of crisis. The effect of the 
editorials and news articles during the cam.paign to adopt PlanE and at the time 
of the two abortive attempts to remeve City Manager Shurtleff are perhaps the 
best illustrations of the value of this media •s support in a eouncil~nager 
conmnmity. 
The professional city manager must asSllme the responsibility for community-
leadership, irrespective o£ theory, if the city council is willing to defaul. t 
in this regard. This capacity for leadership ccnsists basically of analyzing 
and actualizing the desires and needs of the community, o:t translating iaea.s 
into action. Ii:l. exercising leadership, however, the manager must possess a 
realistic attitude and measure every proposal against the facts of the situa-
tion. He must resist indulgence in "Wishful. think~g because in most communities 
including Medford, evolution and not revolution is preferred. The manager must 
cajole the council, he must exert subtle pressure on 'that body, he must be a 
politician tt his program is to be accepted and put in operation. 'mf the matter 
ef progressive legislation is le:ft entirely up to the city council, months and. 
possibly year~ will. go by without any constructive measures being taken; 
this woul.d have been especially true in Medford where the politicians 
have always been sat'isfied with the status quo. 
A £amiliarity with l.oeal community attitudes and governmental. procedures 
is essential. if a city manager is te be successful. in. Massachusetts. As 
the experience of Manager Conroy bears out, standards of governmental service 
which may be acceptable to a Texas or a New York community, cannot be 
arbi"f?rarlly imposed on a community in Massachusetts. 
Poli.tics Wins? 
Perhaps i.t was inevitabl.e, in the final. analysis, that politics 
would win out in. Medford, The basic politi.cal climate of the community, the 
heterogeneity created by the presence of different ethnic and religious 
groups, it must be admitted7 has acted as. a deterrent to the continued effec-
ti.ve operation of the council-manager plan. :m general, they have not viewed 
local government as a business enterprise which is coneerned.from day-to-day 
with management as ·the principal goa1. This bas largely been due to the fact 
that! 1) they constitute to a large degree the l.abor force; 2) they have 
brought with them different concepts o£ muni.ci.pal. government from thei.r own 
countries, and 3) they have had little opportunity for parlicipati.on in 
l.oeal. government and so have not had a concept of public service. 
One of ithe greatest expectations :Bd! the early PlanE leaders RS that 
upon adoption of the Plan, responsib1e men who had been success.ful. in pri-
vate l.ife, would come forward and be chosen to serve in a representative 
capacity on the City Councjle This was the middle class businessman's con-
cept of how PlanE \iouJ.d work. The experience With council-
manager government in Medford however,. has been that the loca1 government, 
on the whole, has remained in substantially the same bands as before. The 
cohesiveness of ethnic groups in supporting candidates :ror publico£fice on the 
. basis o:£ ethnic and/or religious a:f':£Uiation, has, without doubt, been 
reflected in the calibre o:£ men elected. Medford has not been alone 
in bearing witness to this political phenomenon for the past thirty-
years since it appears to have been characteristic €l:f the entire 
Boston metropolitan area. 
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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
"CITY MANAGER GOVERNMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS AS JLLUSTRATED BY THE 
. . '' 
MEDFORD EXPERIENCE" is an illustrative account of· the council-manager plan's 
-
struggle for survival in a New England bedroom community located on the inner 
fringe of a great metropolitan area. 
The reform movement in Medford was launched in 194.5 when local 11 captains 
of industrtt, who envisioned council-manager government as a vehicle which 
would restore prudent, efficient and economical government to the city, in-
spired and led the battle for adoption of the Plan tt]!lt form of government. 
irlith ardor and enthusiasm they organized a Plan :E Charter Committee which. 
educated the citizens of the potential benefits to be derived from a change 
of government. They did their work so well that when the question of 
adopting Plan E was placed on the ballot for popular acceptance, the voters 
'responded in the affirmative by a margin of almost 4-l. 
The Shurtleff Administration 
The all-important task of recruiting a city manager with the practical 
experience and governmental philosophy essential for the successful implement-
ation of the council-manager plan culminated with the appointment of James F. 
Shurtleff, a successful town manager in Massachusetts for several years who 
possessed a businessman f s approach to, and concept of, municipal governmental 
operations. 
Under ~~ager Shurtleff, a conservative fiscal policy was established 
with the city financing alJ. expenditures out of current revenues. The extent 
and level of municipal services were tailored to accommodate a stable tax 
rate, and, as a result, new industr,r, spurred by the attraction of a community 
with its fi~ancial feet on the ground, decided to locate in Medford. In 1948, 
Medford had been headed dOwn the road to ;t'inancial rtiin.. By 1956, it was 
regarded as _one of the best administered communities in the commonwealth 
with one of the lowest debts per capita; its tax rate was the envy of sur-
rounding cities and towns. 
The cityt s operational machinery also underwent radical change during 
the Shurtleff administration with the· integration of formerly independent 
departments into :maJ;lageable divisions. The subsequent reduction in the 
number of personnel required to perform municipal services made possible 
huge savings in personnel costs and permitted the city to nhold the linen 
despite the highly inflationa:cy trend during this period. 
The Shurtleff era, measured in terms of mat the bu.siness and profes-
sional elements in Medford expected of Plan E at. the time of its adoption, 
was an unqualified success. To those elements in the cOllliTlllility who depended 
on municipal goverrnnent for employment and financia~ assistance -however, it 
left much to be desired. Unfortunately, in 1956, the business community as 
represented by the Plan E Civic Association, lost control of the Medford 
politic~ sit~tion for the first time since 1947, and politicians, sensitive 
to the pressures of the great. bulk of· population in the low income group, 
replaced businessmen in positions of influence and dominanc~, The removal 
of Manager Shurtleff in December, 1956 triggered the return of city govern-
·ment control to the hands of politicians and paved the way for a period of 
municipal extravagance during the Kenneqy interlude. 
Politics Replaces Professionalism 
The Kenneqy administration represented a direct antithesis to the 
Shurtleff era. A cheerful amateur, mo regarded the manager t s position as 
a.n :instrwnent by which a majority of the council. could control adm:inistrative 
as well as legislative affairs, he undid many o:f Shurtle:f:fts principal ac-
complishments by restoring departments to independent status, abolishing 
personnel-saving devices and by reducing the cityt s surplus cash reserves 
in order to ma:intain the stable tax rate which Manager .Shurtleff had produced 
by instituting efficiency measures. Mr. Kenne<tr 1<1as city manager :in name 
only :for a period o:f :fourteen months during which time he was completely 
dominated qy those councillors who had hired him. 
PlanE Asoociation Wins Election, Loses Control 
The PlanE Civic Association's return to power was heralded in the 
-
1957 municipal elections when the deposed City Manager, James F. Shurtleff, 
placed his seven-year administrative record before the voters for decision 
and returned to city hall as a member o:f the legislative body. 
The Plan E sweep and Mr. Shurtle:f:ft s overwhelming :v:indication indicated 
that business methods and practices would once again guide the conduct of 
municipal affa.±rs. Such was not to be the case. 
The :forcible removal of Manager Kennedy, after he had been requested 
to resign, resulted in a split in Plan E council ranks which continued over 
several months. It posed a tremendous handicap to the efforts of Councillors 
Alden, Shurtleff, Nicholson and Pompeo in seeking a replacement :for Kennecy. 
With Councillor Alden ill and ~or Carr unwilling to assume the leadersnip 
in the search for a manager, a lengthy daley ensued. Finilly, in Jtt:cy-, 1958, 
Councillor Nicholson evidenced· a strong preference'for the appointment of 
:Edward G. Conroy, former City Manager of New Rochelle, Netv York and a native 
of Texas. When Nicholson :secured the support of Councillor Alden, who had 
never had the opportunity to :interview Mr •. Conroy, his sale ction as city 
manager was assured. 
The Conrox Ad1~:Ulistration: Ear~y Da.ys · 
Manager Conroy, a professionally-trained but academically-oriented 
chief administrator, possessed vary little managerial experience at the time 
of his appointment as Medford City Manager. He -was complete~ unfamiliar 
with New "Engla.n_d weys and customs and soon found himself at swords points 
m th almost the entire Plan E council due to his free-spending proposals 
for the most part, but basicaJ.ly because he was unwilling to seek advice from 
local business and professional people who understood the community in depth. 
A council request that Mr. Conroy resign his managerial post was :i.nmlinent when 
Councillor Alden died suddenly and Counc:iJJ.or Pompeo resigned in September, 
1959. 
Politics Returns 
The return of .Arthur Dello Russo and Patrick J. Skerry to the city 
council in the FaD. of' 1959 in place_ of two Plan E stalwarts marked the begin-
ning of the end as far as the influence of the Plan E Civic Association in 
community affairs was concerned. The election of Frederick T. McDermott, 
. . . 
replacing Councillor Skerr,y in the 1959 municipal elections~ended to worsen 
matters, as events subsequentJ.;y- developed. 
The re-election of John c. Carr, Jr. as :meyor ear~ in 1960 precipitated 
an irrevocable split in Plan E ranks on the city council in view of the fact 
that Carr, a PlanE endorsee, had to cultivate the support of anti-PlanE 
Councillors McDermott and Dell Russo in order to win the post. The defection 
of Carr and Councillor Drennan, who supported him in his mayoralty bid, was 
a portent of things to come. 
Manager Conroy Resigns 
The resignation of City Manager Conroy in a pique of frenzy and disgust 
• 
in December, 1960 was .inevitable. Opposed on the one hand by the Carr 
faction, now in majority control. of the council, for his failure to support 
an engineering firmts recommendation that the Mystic Disposal Co. be awarded 
a contract to build and operate an ·incinerator, and on the other, by. the 
Shurtleff bloc which was highly critical of his mannnoth bond issue program, 
Manager Conroy's dey-s in Medford were numbered at the time that he submitted 
his resignation. 
Politics in the S~e 
The appointment of' John a Carr Sr., the mayorts fathes as city manager 
in April, 1961 proVides the most recent chapter in the Medford story. Coming 
as it did on the heels of the i'ir:ing of the city auditor by the identical 
four co'Ullcillors, it convinced the vast maj.ority of Medford citizens that a 
political clique had assumed control of the city government. 
The appointment of Mr. Carr Sr. represents the greatest cha.JJ.enge which 
the PlanE Civic Association has had to face thus far. On whether it is able 
to capitalize on the present discontent in the community by electing a size-
able majority of PlanE-endorse~ candidates, motivated by civic rather than 
political thinking, in. the municipal elections this fall, depends the future 
of council-manager governmenli in Medford • 
